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INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE OF THIS THESIS

In the central nervous system (CNS), oligodendrocytes (OLGs) insulate axons of  neurons by 
means of  myelination, which enables the saltatory propagation of  action potentials, thereby 
strongly increasing the speed of  electrical impulses along the axon. Multiple sclerosis (MS) is 
a chronic disease of  the CNS in which inflammation, loss of  myelin and loss of  axons are the 
main pathological features 1–3. Myelin regeneration (remyelination) can occur as a result of  
the differentiation of  endogenous oligodendrocyte progenitor cells (OPCs), a process which 
ultimately fails in MS 4–6. Indeed, failure of  remyelination is associated with axonal loss, and 
the progression of  clinical disability. For de novo biogenesis and maintenance of  the myelin 
sheath, a continuous, coordinated synthesis and subsequent polarized transport of  myelin 
components in maturing OLGs is necessary. Myelin is composed of  lipids and proteins, most 
of  which are specific to the myelin sheath. The biogenesis and maintenance of  the myelin 
membrane is dependent on a complex intracellular trafficking machinery, the mechanism of  
which are gradually emerging, i.e., myelination by OLGs is a tightly regulated undertaking 
in which proteins and lipids are transported to distinct locations within the cell in a specific 
and carefully controlled order. Thus, individual myelin components are expressed, sorted 
and transported via different mechanisms. Proteolipid protein (PLP) for instance is sorted 
and transported via a vesicular transcytotic route 7–11. Myelin basic protein (MBP), on the 
other hand, is transported as mRNA in granules via microtubule dependent transport, and 
translated ‘on-site’, i.e., at the myelin membrane 12–14. Galactolipids are enriched at specific 
locations of  the plasma membrane, interacting with myelin specific proteins like PLP and 
MBP 7,11,15,16. It is anticipated that a better understanding of  the complex mechanisms behind 
myelin formation will be essential to allow us to develop tools to control and regulate myelin 
biogenesis in demyelinating and neurodegenerative diseases, such as MS. Therefore, the 
aim of  this work was to further the knowledge of  the regulation of  myelin formation at a 
molecular level. 

In Chapter 1, current knowledge on sorting and trafficking in OLGs with a focus on the major 
myelin proteins PLP and MBP, and the role of  galactolipids, specifically sulfatide, is reviewed, 
including several findings obtained in this thesis. This review underscores the polarized 
nature of  OLGs and the similarities with (endocytic) transport systems in other polarized 
cell types like epithelia. The focus of  Chapters 2 and 3 was to clarify the involvement and 
underlying mechanisms of  regulatory proteins in polarized trafficking, as occurs in myelin 
biogenesis. In Chapter 2, the polarized distribution of  syntaxins 3 and 4, components of  the 
SNARE-dependent transport machinery, was examined in OLGs, as well as their functional 
role in myelin biogenesis. Most interestingly, the t-SNARE syntaxin 4 that mediates docking 
and fusion of  transport vesicles, appeared to be involved in regulating the onset of  MBP 
transcription. The role of  the timely expression of  MAL, a well-known regulator of  polarized 
trafficking in epithelial cells, was examined in Chapter 3.
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In most MS lesions, remyelination fails as the local environment prevents OPC differentiation 4,5. 
However, evidence is gradually emerging that the trafficking machinery in OLGs responds to 
extracellular signals, such as extracellular matrix (ECM) molecules, thereby influencing myelin 
biogenesis 7,17–20. MBP is the only myelin-specific protein known to be imperative for myelin 
biogenesis. Therefore, in the next two chapters the effect of  extracellular factors, known to 
be important for myelination and/or their presence in MS lesions, was examined on MBP 
expression and localization. Chapter 4 aimed at elaborating the effect of  galactolipids on 
MBP dynamics in the presence of  physiologically relevant, myelin-promoting laminin-2, and 
in the presence of  myelination-inhibiting fibronectin, known to be present in MS lesions. The 
results revealed a role of  the galactolipid sulfatide, an important constituent of  membrane 
microdomains, in the relay of  signals from the aforementioned ECM molecules to initiate 
OLG maturation and myelin formation. Chapter 5 aimed at examining the influence of  
TNFα, an inflammatory mediator released in MS lesions 21,22, on MBP expression and 
localization in mature OLGs. Chapter 6 summarizes the work presented in this thesis, and 
based upon the findings as presented, outlines perspectives and directions for future research 
in clarifying the underlying cause of  remyelination failure in MS. 
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Chapter 1

Trafficking and sorting in oligodendrocytes; the role of galactolipids, 
MAL and syntaxins, in establishing and maintaining the myelin sheath
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Department of Cell Biology, University of Groningen, University Medical Center Groningen, 
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ABSTRACT

Oligodendrocytes (OLGs) are myelinating cells, present in the central nervous system. 
Myelination entails the biogenesis of  a membrane system that extends from the OLG plasma 
membrane, and eventually enwraps axons to optimize saltatory signal conductance. Failure 
of  (re)myelination leads to neurodegenerative diseases such as multiple sclerosis (MS), the 
etiology of  which is still unknown. Clarifying underlying mechanisms of  myelin biogenesis, 
assembly and its maintenance, will be crucial in the rational development of  an effective 
therapy in diseases such as MS. Important in this context is the gradual awareness that OLGs 
should be considered as polarized cells, exposing two distinct surface membrane domains, 
i.e., the cell body plasma membrane and the myelin membrane. It is therefore anticipated 
that valuable mechanistic insight into the polarized nature of  OLGs in general, and myelin 
biogenesis in particular, might be derived from previous studies on a similarly polarized 
nature of  epithelial cells. Here we will discuss the extent to which membrane polarity of  
OLGs in terms of  trafficking and sorting mirrors that of  epithelial cells. We will highlight 
current knowledge of  the trafficking of  several myelin specific proteins, including proteolipid 
protein and myelin basic protein, and the role of  myelin enriched galactolipids as sorting 
platforms. The role of  additional molecular entities in sorting and trafficking such as MAL 
and SNAREs, and their polarity-specific features, will also be discussed. Particular attention 
will be given to the potential involvement of  a ‘common recycling endosomal system’ in 
OLGs, which has been well-characterized in regulating polarized trafficking and membrane 
maintenance in epithelial cells.

Chapter 1
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INTRODUCTION

The myelin sheath is a specialized membrane structure that enwraps axons of  neurons, which 
is crucial for efficient conduction of  impulses along the nerves in the central nervous system 
(CNS) of  vertebrates. Myelin can be pictured as an onion-ring like structure, showing a tightly 
wound multilayered membrane sheath around the axon (Fig. 1). In this manner an effective 
insulating layer is created, which is virtually devoid of  cytosol. The electrical resistance of  myelin 
allows for saltatory conduction of  nerve impulses, driven by a membrane potential, arising 
from the presence of  sodium channels that are localized in small, myelin-devoid gaps (Fig. 1A). 
These gaps, the so-called nodes of  Ranvier, are formed in between consecutive myelin coated 
regions, known as internodes, along the axon. When myelin is damaged or disappears, and when 
remyelination fails, axons can suffer long term damage and as a consequence, nerve impulse 
conduction is severely hampered. Ultimately, axons may degenerate (as reviewed in Ref. 23). In 
the CNS, oligodendrocytes (OLGs) are the cells responsible for myelin production, whereas in 
the peripheral nervous system (PNS) Schwann cells display this capacity. During development, 
as monitored in cultured oligodendrocyte progenitor cells (OPCs), extensions protrude from 
the cell’s plasma membrane that spontaneously mature into large myelin membrane ‘sheets’, the 
in vitro equivalent of  myelin ‘sheaths’ (Fig. 1C). In vivo, the process is more rigorously regulated 
and depends among others on axon-glia recognition 9,10,24,25. 

The molecular composition of  the myelin membrane differs from that of  the plasma 
membrane 26. This implies that mature OLGs are polarized cells and, like epithelial cells, 
express different surface membrane domains, i.e., the cell body plasma membrane and the 
myelin membrane (as summarized in 9,27–29). Upon wrapping of  the latter around the axon, 
most of  the cytosol and its contents are locally displaced and the opposed bilayers become 
closely apposed in order to form a compact multilayered membrane structure (Fig. 1B, 
D). Myelin membranes are relatively enriched in lipids (70% of  the cell’s dry weight) and 
contain proteins unique to myelin. The two major proteins are the multi-membrane spanning 
proteolipid protein (PLP) and the peripherally membrane associated myelin basic protein 
(MBP), which, among others, are required for promoting myelin compaction by tightly 
linking outer- and inner membrane surfaces, respectively 30–32. Mechanisms underlying the 
biogenesis and maintenance of  myelin membranes are gradually emerging 9,10,16,27,33,34. Given 
the polarized nature of  OLGs, such insight particularly benefits from detailed studies carried 
out previously on polarized trafficking in epithelial cells, which expose apical and basolateral 
surface membrane domains of  different composition. Interestingly, the myelin membrane 
is further segregated into distinct subdomains with differences in the lateral distribution of  
proteins in the radial and longitudinal dimension, implying a further sophistication in terms 
of  protein and, presumably, lipid sorting 9,16,26,28,33,35. Hence, studies on molecular trafficking 
and sorting in polarized OLGs will similarly contribute to improving our insight into 
fundamental cell biological principles in general. In addition, this insight will also be most 
useful in potentially remedying defects in myelination, as occurs in a variety of  neurological 
disorders, including multiple sclerosis (MS).

Chapter 1
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Here, we will summarize and discuss recent progress in clarifying the regulation of  polarized 
sorting and trafficking in developing and mature OLGs. In particular we will focus on the 
sorting and vesicle-mediated trafficking of  PLP on the one hand, and the processing of  
MBP, on the other, the latter being transported as mRNA in granules via microtubule-
dependent transport and translated ‘on-site’, i.e., at the myelin membrane 12–14. Where 
relevant, the processing of  additional myelin-specific proteins will be included. We will 
discuss the intracellular processing of  these proteins in the context of  known regulators of  

Figure 1. Myelin and the oligodendrocyte 

A) The myelin sheath is wrapped around the axon, leaving small segments, 
the nodes of Ranvier, exposed to allow salutatory (jumping) signal 
transduction via sodium channels. B) The myelin consists of tightly wrapped 
compacted myelin at the internode. Towards the node of Ranvier, at the 
paranode, myelin is non-compact and interacts via oligodendroglial NF155 
with receptors on the axonal membrane. C) The myelin sheath is formed 
by the oligodendrocytes in the central nervous system, extensions from 
the plasma membrane wrap several times around the axon and expel their 
cytoplasm and extracellular space during compaction. D) The compaction 
of myelin is facilitated by the two major myelin specific proteins, MBP 
and PLP, on the intracellular and extracellular side of the lipid bilayer, 
respectively. This results in consecutive layering of plasma membranes 
virtually devoid of cytoplasm and extracellular space of which 3 layers are 
shown. E) The intracellular leaflet of the membrane lipid bilayer contains 
phospholipids and cholesterol, the extracellular leaflet contains in addition 
the galactolipids galactosylceramide and sulfatide, which are enriched in 
myelin. The peripheral protein MBP resides at the intracellular leaflet via 
electrostatic interaction, while PLP is a multi-membrane spanning protein.
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intracellular polarized transport, in particular N-ethylmaleimide-sensitive factor attachment 
protein receptor proteins (SNAREs) and myelin and lymphocyte protein (MAL), which 
are also expressed in OLGs 9,36–39. In addition, we will take into account the role of  the 
glycosphingolipids galactosylceramide (GalC) and its sulfated form, sulfatide, which are 
specifically enriched in the membrane of  the myelin sheath. Together with cholesterol and 
phospholipids with saturated acyl chains, glycosphingolipids separate into distinct membrane 
microdomains, which play an important role in sequestering and trafficking of  proteins 
as well as provide signaling scaffolds in polarized cells. A both timely and spatially correct 
expression of  all these components appears crucial for a proper development of  OLGs and 
their myelinating capacity. 

Chapter 1
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DYNAMICS OF GALACTOSYLCERAMIDE AND SULFATIDE: INVOLVEMENT IN MYELINATION 

Although the net lipid content of  the myelin membrane is relatively high compared to that 
of  a regular plasma membrane, their qualitative overall composition is similar and consists of  
the major lipid classes commonly found in membranes, i.e., phospholipids, cholesterol, and 
glycosphingolipids 16,40. However, relative to its content in the plasma membrane of  the OLG 
cell body, the glycosphingolipid content in the myelin membrane is considerably enhanced, 
accounting for approximately 25% of  the total lipid pool versus 5% in the plasma membrane 41,42. 
This membrane domain-dependent difference in glycosphingolipid distribution is reminiscent 
of  such an enrichment of  glycolipids in the apical versus basolateral membrane domain 
in polarized epithelial cells 43–45. Interestingly, the pool of  glycosphingolipids essentially 
consists of  GalC and its sulfated derivative sulfatide, which are present at a molar ratio of  
6:1 46, and both lipids are expressed prior to the expression of  the major myelin proteins PLP 
and MBP 47–49. GalC is synthesized at the luminal side of  the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) 
by linkage of  activated galactose to a ceramide molecule, mediated by the enzyme UDP- 
galactosylceramide galacatosyl transferase (CGT). A vesicular transport pathway subsequently 
carries the lipid to the Golgi apparatus where it is partly converted into sulfatide. This occurs 
by attachment of  a sulfate group to the 3’-OH moiety of  the galactose moiety by the enzyme 
3’-phosphoadenylylsulfate:galactosylceramide 3’ sulfotransferase (CST) present in the lumen of  
the Golgi, employing 3’-phosphoadenosyl-5’phosphosulfate as a substrate 50,51. From the Golgi, 
the galactolipids subsequently reach the cell surface by means of  vesicular transport. In addition, 
it cannot be excluded that a fraction of  the newly synthesized GalC may have reached the 
surface membranes in a direct manner by non-vesicular mechanisms, such as via lipid transfer 
proteins and/or lipid droplet-mediated transport 9,52–54. In these glycolipids, the carbohydrate 
residue is attached to a ceramide backbone structure to which two long hydrocarbon tails are 
attached, one mono-unsaturated alkyl and one fatty acyl chain, that may vary in lenght from 
16-26 carbon atoms 55–57. Together with cholesterol, glycosphingolipids frequently localize in 
specific membrane microdomains, operationally defined by their resistance to solubilization in 
distinct non-ionic detergents. These microdomains, also known as ‘rafts’, are considered highly 
dynamic structures, providing platforms that are instrumental in a variety of  processes, ranging 
from sorting and transport of  myelin proteins to harboring signaling entities that regulate 
OLG behavior (Chapter 4 and 7,11,15,58–65). Of  interest, GalC and sulfatide may partition into 
distinct domains and may contribute in this manner to protein sorting and/or regulate the lateral 
distribution of  myelin proteins 15. For example, PLP and MBP reside in compact myelin with 
GalC, whereas sulfatide seems a driving force for the localization of  NF155 (neurofascin, Mw 
155 kDa) in non-compact myelin 9,60,66. Whether cholesterol levels also play a governing role in 
establishing a preferred myelin protein/galactolipid environment, given that PLP is closely linked 
to cholesterol biosynthesis and transport 11,67,68 and hence the potential assembly of  cholesterol/
GalC enriched microdomains, remains to be determined. In this context it is of  interest to note 
that the biosynthesis of  cholesterol is rate limiting for myelin biogenesis, i.e., when cholesterol 
synthesis diminishes, the synthesis of  myelin protein mRNA is downregulated and its transport 
to the sheet becomes perturbed 11,69,70. Furthermore sulfatide versus GalC-enriched domains 
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display differences in detergent resistance, likely reflecting differences in molecular domain 
composition. As discussed elsewhere (Ozgen et al., in revision), fatty acyl hydroxylation 
plays an important role as well, increased levels perturbing the formation of  membrane 
microdomains 71,72. In this context, hydroxylation levels of  sulfatide are remarkably increased in 
brain material of  MS patients 57, which thus could affect distinct raft-associated functions such as 
signaling and membrane transport, including the formation of  paranodes 7,15,61,65,73–76. A further 
level of  complexity in the functioning of  galactolipids may thus arise when taking into account 
fatty acyl species-dependent differences in their lateral distribution, and hence their extent 
of  partitioning in distinct membrane microdomains to express domain-specific functions. 
Systematic studies in that regard have not been undertaken so far.

The role of  membrane microdomains, serving as a platform in a variety of  signaling events, is 
well recognized. Similarly, GalC/sulfatide containing microdomains may transduce signals that 
are crucial for OLG development. For example, it has long been established that antibodies 
directed against GalC and/or sulfatide reversibly inhibit differentiation of  OPCs into mature 
OLGs (Chapter 4 and 62,77–81). In addition, in vitro and in vivo studies have shown that sulfatide is 
a negative regulator of  OLG differentiation (Chapter 4 and 62,82–85). Not only may such signaling 
arise from lateral interactions between glycolipids and/or proteins, residing in rafts, it has also 
been proposed that GalC and sulfatide may engage in transmembrane interactions thereby 
giving rise to the formation of  glycosynapses, involving trans carbohydrate-carbohydrate 
interactions 86–88. These interactions may lead to a perturbation of  the cytoskeleton and result 
in membrane domain clustering, thus initiating transmembrane signaling 86,89,90. Evidently, these 
latter types of  interactions likely play a role in actual myelination, for example in wrapping the 
myelin sheath around the axon and/or in regulating compaction, given the need for closely 
apposed membranes in order to allow such interactions to occur. It is of  particular interest in 
this regard that MBP dynamics is mainly governed by GalC, in spite of  the fact that the protein 
and lipid are asymmetrically distributed across the bilayer 15,87,89,91,92. Specifically, the presence of  
GalC promotes MBP’s association with detergent-insoluble microdomains, suggesting that a 
lateral redistribution of  the lipid may affect MBP’s functioning in myelin compaction 15,80. 

Sulfatide has been implicated in adhesive processes, and in the myelin membrane the lipid can 
interact with the extracellular matrix (ECM) molecule tenascin R 93, which suggests a function 
in cell recognition and adhesion. This galactolipid may also interact with the ECM molecule 
laminin-2 94–98, present on the surface of  developing axons 99 implying a potential role in 
axon-glia cell interaction 7. Disruption of  laminin-2/sulfatide interactions impedes OLG 
differentiation and myelin-like membrane formation (Chapter 462). Furthermore, laminin-2 
facilitates the interaction between integrin α6β1 and PDGFRα, initially localizing in separate 
membrane microdomains 63. Sulfatide resides in these microdomains and serves as a receptor 
for laminin-2 (Chapter 462), while the extent of  its expression determines the presence of  
PDGFRα in membrane microdomains 100. In cells grown on laminin-2, sulfatide laterally 
associates with integrin α6 in membrane microdomains, a necessary event for integrin α6β1/
PDGFRα interactions. Anti-sulfatide antibodies disrupt this interaction on laminin-2 and 
cause demyelination in myelinated spheroid cultures (Chapter 462). Taken together, these 
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findings highlight the importance of  laminin-sulfatide interactions in the formation of  
membrane microdomain-associated signalling platforms, essential for myelination, triggered 
upon axonal demand. 

Thus, both GalC and sulfatide play distinct roles in myelin biogenesis and maintenance, 
thereby determining the overall stability and proper functioning of  the myelin membrane. 
In this regard, observations in CGT-knock-out mice, i.e., lacking both GalC and sulfatide, 
revealed severe alterations in the myelin structure, displaying myelin sheaths that are thin, 
incompletely compacted and unstable, with structural abnormalities in the nodal and 
paranodal regions, including disrupted axo-glial junctions 73,84,101–105. The underlying cause of  
these defects has been related to a perturbed adhesion between neuron and glial cells at the 
paranodal region 73,84,106. The functional relevance of  sulfatide containing microdomains in 
OPC proliferation and differentiation is further emphasized upon manipulation of  its pool 
size. In vivo, sulfatide homeostasis is regulated by CST and arylsulfatase A (ASA), which is 
responsible for the lysosomal hydrolysis of  sulfatides. ASA deficiency, as observed in the 
genetic disorder metachromatic leukodystrophy (MLD), causes accumulation of  sulfatide in 
the brain and, importantly, demyelination occurs 107–109. A misbalance in sulfatide homeostasis 
appears to influence the production of  OLGs as a result of  deregulating PDGFRα levels 100, 
a membrane-bound receptor for platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF) A that is essential for 
controlling OPC proliferation, survival and differentiation 110,111. In fact, this particular function 
of  the growth factor depends on its presence in membrane microdomains 63,112,113, apparently 
requiring a specific composition, since in ASA-deficient OPCs the association of  PDGFRα 
with detergent-resistant membranes becomes severely impaired, although sulfatide levels in 
the cells were significantly increased 100. However, upon rescue with ASA, PDGFRα levels 
and its localization to detergent-resistant membranes is restored, as well as the differentiation 
of  OLGs 100, highlighting a distinct role of  sulfatide-containing microdomains in this event.

Next to serving as platforms for cell adhesion and receptor signalling, GalC/sulfatide 
microdomains also engage in intracellular protein trafficking during myelin biogenesis and 
maintenance.

Chapter 1
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Chapter 1

POLARIZED TRAFFICKING IN OLIGODENDROCYTES

As observed in polarized epithelial cells, mature OLGs display distinct, polarized surface 
membrane regions, reflected by differences in the molecular composition of  plasma membrane 
and myelin membrane (as reviewed in Ref. 9,27–29). Intriguingly, several mechanistic studies 
on the nature of  the trafficking pathways towards either OLG surface suggest that the plasma 
membrane domain is being served by an apical-like mechanism, while the sphingolipid-enriched 
myelin membrane, in terms of  composition reminiscent of  the epithelial apical surface, is 
the target of  a basolateral-type trafficking mechanism (Chapter 2 and 9,29,114–117). Of  further 
interest in this context are recent observations that the basal polarity complex protein Scribble 
is expressed in OLGs and up-regulated in mature cells, in which it localizes towards the 
(basolateral-like) myelin sheath. Elimination of  the expression of  Scribble in mice resulted in a 
disrupted initiation of  myelination and sheath extension 118. Together, this kind of  knowledge is 
of  relevance in appreciating the nature of  underlying mechanisms, pertinent to the biogenesis 
of  both plasma membrane and myelin sheath in OLGs, and the compatibility with previously 
obtained principles in polarized trafficking in epithelial cells. Thus throughout myelin biogenesis 
and its maintenance, OLGs sort and transport different cargos from the cell body via primary 
processes to the growing myelin sheath, and available data indicate that trafficking to the OLG 
plasma membrane and myelin membrane are driven by an apical and basolateral mechanism, 
respectively 7–9,19,27,39,114,119–121.

Overall, following de novo biosynthesis of  core structures at the ER; (membrane) proteins, 
ceramide and GalC are transported to the Golgi apparatus for posttranslational modification 
(proteins) or complex biosynthesis (glycolipids), and are subsequently segregated into distinct 
microdomains in the trans-Golgi network for targeted delivery via vesicular transport to the 
apical or basolateral surface. To maintain a polarized distribution in either domain in the face 
of  continuous endocytosis, polarized epithelial cells also employ a so-called ‘common recycling 
endosomal system’ for sorting and recycling of  internalized apical and basolateral proteins and 
lipids (Fig. 2A 122–125). In addition, not all apical resident proteins in epithelial cells are sorted 
and transported directly to their final destination. Rather, as prominently apparent in the major 
epithelial cells in the liver, hepatocytes, distinct apical (bile canaliculus) resident proteins are 
first transported to the basolateral surface prior to their sorting and trafficking to the apical 
membrane domain, a mechanism known as transcytosis 126–128. Interestingly, among others 
these different pathways were found to be related to the nature of  the membrane anchor of  
transported apical proteins and to the presence of  cholesterol 126. Specifically, the distinct apical 
resident proteins become integrated into distinct raft domains, characterized by differences in 
detergent solubility, which subsequently partitioned into transport vesicles, mediating direct 
(i.e., transport from the Golgi to the apical surface) or indirect ‘apical’ transport, i.e. transport 
from the Golgi to the basolateral surface prior to their transport to the apical surface. Thus, 
multi-membrane spanning proteins were found to engage in the direct route, whereas single 
membrane spanning proteins, including GPI-anchored proteins, participate in the indirect, 
transcytotic pathway 126. Whether similar mechanistic features and a similar common recycling 
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Figure 2. A model for transport of PLP in oligo-
dendrocytes via a common recycling endosome 

A) The apical endocytic system in polarized epithelial 
cells employs transcytotic trafficking to serve the 
basolateral membrane (light grey). Proteins that have 
been transported to the apical membrane (dark grey) 
after biosynthesis, traffick via an apical early endosome 
(AEE), route 1, to a common recycling endosome (CRE), 
route 2, after which several paths are possible; proteins 
are transported to the basolateral surface (route 3a) or 
are returned to the apical membrane directly (route 3c) 
or via an apical recycling endosome (ARE) (route 3b). B) 
Likely, in oligodendrocytes a similar transcytotic route 
is in place for PLP transport to myelin membranes. After 
biosynthesis in the Golgi, PLP is transported to the apical-
like cell body plasma membrane (dark grey). Here, under 
influence of a.o. sulfatide, PLP localization changes from 
microdomains that are TX-100-insoluble, CHAPS-soluble 
(dark grey) to microdomains that are TX-100-soluble, 
CHAPS-insoluble (light grey) (C), coinciding with a 
conformational change of PLP. Upon internalization PLP 
is transported to an ‘CRE’ from which it is further trafficked 
to the basolateral-like myelin sheet (light grey).
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endosomal system also regulate polarized trafficking in OLGs is of  major interest. So far evidence 
in support of  such a system in these cells remains to be provided. However, some suggestions 
might favour this possibility, as further discussed in the following. The (transient) association of  
the major myelin protein PLP with distinct membrane microdomains, defined by differences in 
detergent resistance, appears instrumental in its sorting and trafficking in OLGs 7. As discussed 
above, MBP is not transported as the native protein, but rather as mRNA, which does not 
depend on vesicular transport. Nevertheless, within myelin, the peripheral membrane protein 
MBP (partly) associates with detergent-resistant microdomains that contain GalC, cholesterol 
and GM1 as well as typical raft proteins like flotillin and caveolin 129–135. Critical for the sorting 
and trafficking of  the multi-membrane spanning protein PLP and its subsequent assembly into 
myelin is its transient partitioning into distinct galactolipid-enriched rafts 7,11,15. Interestingly, in a 
variety of  cell model systems, including primary OLGs, it has become apparent that following 
de novo biosynthesis, PLP is trafficked along an indirect, i.e., transcytotic pathway towards the 
basolateral-like myelin sheet (Fig. 2B 7,8,11,136). This pathway involves initial, ‘direct’ transport 
from the ER via the Golgi to the apical-like cell body plasma membrane. This is consistent with 
the direct, apical directed pathway of  similar multi-spanning membrane proteins in epithelial 
cells, followed by internalization at the plasma membrane and subsequent vesicular transport 
to the developing myelin sheet (Fig. 2B). These different steps can be biochemically discerned 
by PLP’s dynamic partitioning into different microdomains, initially in TX-100-resistant 
domains and after arrival at the cell body plasma membrane of  the OLG its lateral transfer 
into CHAPS-resistant domains. This implies integration of  PLP, possibly triggered by an 
induced conformational change in the protein 7, in sulfatide-enriched domains (Fig. 2C). These 
domains, which do not assemble upon inhibition of  sulfatide and cholesterol biosynthesis 7,11,68, 
are subsequently internalized, presumably by an endocytic mechanism, followed by vesicular 
transport of  PLP to its final destination, i.e., the basolateral-like myelin sheet 7,11,137. In this 
regard, a distinct role of  cholesterol 11,68,136 in conjunction with a preferred endocytic capacity 
of  sulfatide 138 facilitating subsequent transport of  PLP from the cell body plasma membrane, 
is of  particular interest. In support of  this notion, rsh PLP, a natural mutation occurring in 
mice, traverses the Golgi and is transported to the plasma membrane, but fails to sequester 
the protein to CHAPS-insoluble domains due to impaired cholesterol binding 136, suggesting a 
role for cholesterol in the localization and trafficking route of  multi-membrane spanning PLP. 
The exact route of  the latter part of  the overall transport pathway of  PLP, i.e., following its 
internalization from the plasma membrane surface, has not been entirely resolved yet. An initial 
accumulation of  endocytosed PLP in a late endosomal/lysosomal compartment, positive for 
the presence of  LAMP1, has been identified as an intracellular storage and sorting site, prior to 
PLP’s transport to the myelin sheet 20,136,139. However, in line with the discussion above, it would 
be of  particular interest to examine whether this endocytic compartment in OLGs bears any 
(functional) similarity to the common recycling endosomal system, as identified in polarized 
transport in epithelial cells 122–125,140. In fact, in epithelial cells the common recycling endosomal 
system is also connected to the late endosomal/lysosomal degradation pathway, identified 
by LAMP1, and it cannot be excluded that this pathway may become particularly prominent 
in studies in which trafficking is monitored of  overexpressed proteins (cf. Ref. 20).  Yet, it 
should also be noted that the common endosome in these cells may receive cargo from both 
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apical and basolateral surfaces, which may traverse the compartment and/or recycle to the 
membrane domain of  departure. In this context, although the myelin protein PLP may travel 
via a common endosome from the apical-like plasma membrane to the basolateral-like myelin 
sheet, it remains to be seen whether the compartment may also receive cargo from the myelin 
sheet for degradation, for example during myelin sheet maintenance. Nevertheless, it seems 
fully justifiable to further investigate a role of  a common recycling endosomal system in the 
regulation of  protein trafficking in OLG, also given the presence of  known markers of  this 
system, including a Rab11 compartment that lacks internalized transferrin in these cells, and 
its potential involvement in transcytotic trafficking of  PLP 38,121. Moreover, it has also been 
reported that Rab3, a family of  regulatory small GTPases in the transcytotic pathway, the 
presence of  which in apical recycling endosomes as part of  the common recycling endosomal 
system has been reported 141, can associate with PLP, and is likely involved in PLP trafficking 
to the plasma membrane 142. Indeed, Rab3 associates with SNAP29 in OLGs 143, which does 
not interact with the t-SNARE syntaxin 4 in OLGs 39, but as shown in other cells with the 
t-SNARE syntaxin 3 144, which is specifically expressed at the (apical-like) cell body plasma 
membrane (Chapter 2 9,116). 

Finally, it is apparent that sulfatide plays a prominent role in myelination at various levels, 
including axon-myelin attachment, as discussed above, and in specific myelin-directed 
trafficking events. However, in spite of  this involvement, myelin synthesis is not inhibited 
when the synthesis of  galactolipids is inhibited by deleting CGT, although irregularities 
are apparent in myelin folding around axons 73,84,101–104. Interestingly, since a very similar 
phenotype is seen when only CST is deleted, a major role of  sulfatide is implied in this case. 
Thus although galactolipids are not crucial for synthesis of  myelin per se, a specific role of  
sulfatide for myelin maintenance and stability has been noted. GalC is prominently present 
in compact myelin, whereas sulfatide is mainly found in paranodal regions 27. Specifically, 
sulfatide is indispensable for the axo-glial adhesion at the paranodes 66,74,75,145. This role appears 
to correlate with the sulfatide-dependent localization of  the OLG membrane protein NF155 
at the paranodes, which allows the protein to associate with axon-localized contactin and 
contactin associated protein (Caspr), jointly constituting the junctional complex that mediates 
myelin-axon adhesion 59,99,145–147. Indeed, a diminished association of  NF155 to membrane 
microdomains is accompanied by the disassembly of  the paranodal junction in MS 60,148, and 
a redistribution is seen of  both sulfatide and GalC in distinct membrane microdomains 60.

In general, transport of  molecular cargo by membrane vesicles relies, among others, on its 
proper sorting into membrane domains and its subsequent packaging into distinct membrane 
vesicles, depending on the site of  destination. In addition the intracellular flow of  the transport 
vesicles needs to be carefully controlled, and requires effective delivery of  vesicular contents 
at the desired site of  destination. Distinct machineries appear available for such purposes. 
Here we will focus on two of  such ‘traffic’ regulators, which have been well-characterized 
in polarized epithelial cells, i.e., the proteolipid MAL, which plays a prominent role in apical 
targeting of  cargo, and SNAREs, which direct vesicular targeting and finalize biosynthetic 
transport by mediating the merging of  the transport vesicle with the target membrane.
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MAL AS A REGULATOR OF POLARIZED TRAFFICKING IN OLIGODENDROCYTES

MAL is a 17 kDa proteolipid protein with a hydrophobicity pattern that indicates a four 
transmembrane domain structure, similar to PLP 149,150. MAL has been identified as a 
component in regulating apical trafficking. In polarized epithelial cells, apical proteins 
are clustered in rafts and packaged into vesicles destined for the apical membrane. Such 
vesicles also contain MAL, which appears important for both the assembly and targeting of  
the apical transport vesicles 151–154. Thus, blocking the expression of  MAL, using antisense 
constructs, inhibits the trafficking of  apical-directed proteins in polarized MDCK cells, while 
its overexpression results in elaboration of  the apical membrane surface 153. More specifically, 
MAL binds tightly to glycosphingolipids, in particular sulfatide 155,156, and promotes and 
stabilizes the formation of  detergent-resistant raft domains in the Golgi 157. In these domains, 
single membrane spanning and GPI-anchored apical resident proteins are recruited. Upon 
their arrival at the apical membrane, the MAL-induced sorting platforms disassemble, and 
the proteins redistribute by lateral diffusion 157,158. Thus in this case, MAL is a key component 
in organizing lipid membrane sorting platforms that are instrumental in the recruitment of  
apical proteins, crucial to the assembly of  the apical membrane in the biosynthetic pathway.

Myelinating cells, i.e., both OLGs (CNS) and Schwann cells (PNS), express MAL 36,159,160. 
In immature, non-myelinating Schwann cells, MAL has a function in differentiation, and is 
present prior to myelin formation 159, whereas in OLGs MAL is upregulated during later stages 
of  myelination 36,37, i.e., after PLP and MBP are expressed. MAL overexpression in Schwann 
cells impedes peripheral myelinogenesis, as evidenced by a delay in the onset of  myelination 
and a reduced expression of  the myelin proteins 131. Moreover, at these conditions both the 
cytoskeletal organization and the plasma membrane dynamics are impaired, possibly related 
to changes in the genetic expression of  S100a4, RhoU and Krt23, which frustrate Schwann cell 
differentiation and myelination 161. In the CNS, MAL is predominantly localized in compact 
myelin and is tightly associated with GalC and sulfatide 155,156. In this context, a regulatory link 
appears to exist between MAL expression and galactolipid levels. Thus, MAL is expressed in 
tissues with relatively high amounts of  GalC and sulfatide, such as in myelin and in epithelial 
cells, derived from kidney and stomach 156. Upon sulfatide accumulation in lysosomes, as is 
the case in ASA-deficient adult mice, a reduction of  MAL expression in OLGs, but not of  
other myelin specific proteins is detected 162,163. In addition, in these mice, mistargeting of  
MAL to a late endosomal compartment in kidney cells is observed 163. However, in CGT-
overexpressing mice, MAL expression is specifically enhanced 164. Given that GalC levels in 
ASA-deficient mice are dramatically decreased, whereas sulfatide levels are only marginally 
affected upon CGT overexpression, the expression level of  MAL is likely linked to GalC 
levels and/or CGT activity. It is tempting to suggest that this potential correlation may be 
chemically related to the extent of  hydroxylation or the length of  the fatty acyl chain in GalC. 
Of  interest in this regard is that CGT overexpression particularly results in altered ratios of  
non-hydroxylated versus hydroxylated galactolipids 164, while also upon development these 
ratios are subject to changes 165.
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In transgenic mice with increased MAL gene dosage, controlled under its own promoter, 
mild hypomyelination, aberrant myelin formation and disturbed axon-glia interactions are 
observed 166, indicating that MAL plays a role in the stabilization and maintenance of  myelin. 
Indeed, MAL gene disruption studies emphasized a critical role for MAL in myelin maintenance 
and assembly of  the paranodes in CNS 131. Thus, while the onset of  myelination is not affected, 
major alterations at the structural level are seen, including aberrant inclusions of  cytoplasm 
within compact CNS myelin. Furthermore, paranodal loops at the node of  Ranvier are detached 
and face away from the axon. Since MAL is absent from the paranodal region, the protein 
likely interferes in an indirect manner with paranode formation. In fact, MAL interacts with 
the cytoskeleton protein septin 6, a member of  a protein family that is involved in membrane 
compartmentalization and vesicular transport 167. Biochemical analysis of  myelin and myelin-
derived CHAPS-insoluble membrane microdomain fractions obtained from MAL-deficient 
mice revealed reduced levels of  myelin-associated glycoprotein (MAG), MBP and NF155, but 
not of  galactolipid and cholesterol levels 131. This demonstrates that maintenance of  axon-
glia interactions in the CNS is dependent on a balanced expression of  MAL. Because MAL 
is exclusively expressed by OLGs in the brain, it is likely that a lack and/or defect of  MAL 
expression is causing altered axon-glia interactions, and malfunctioning of  the paranodal NF155, 
which would be a very likely candidate in causing impaired axon-glia interactions (see above). 
Given that MAL and NF155 do not physically interact, MAL may well control the proper sorting 
of  NF155 into distinct membrane microdomains, along a mechanism that mirrors its regulatory 
role in apical membrane assembly in the biosynthetic pathway, as discussed above. Specifically, 
in OLGs and purified myelin, MAL is localized to CHAPS-insoluble and TX-100-insoluble 
microdomains 37,155,163,168. As noted, MAL displays the ability to interact with glycosphingolipids, 
including GalC and sulfatide, thereby facilitating a lateral segregation of  lipids in distinct 
membrane microdomains. Since the localization of  NF155 in paranodes depends on its proper 
integration in sulfatide-enriched membrane microdomains 66,145, a role of  MAL in sorting of  this 
protein can thus be readily envisioned. Given that NF155 is initially clustered at the paranodes 
in MAL-deficient mice 131, MAL is likely involved in stabilizing NF155-containing membrane 
microdomains in paranodes rather than in NF155 trafficking towards the paranodal region. 
Like a stabilizing effect on NF155 localization, transcytotic trafficking of  PLP also depends 
on its proper and timely incorporation into galactolipid-enriched membrane microdomains (as 
discussed above). In this context, it is plausible that the timely expression of  MAL, dictated by 
the galactolipid expression levels, is accompanied by changes in the protein sorting machinery of  
PLP, once myelin biogenesis is triggered, which in turn may be of  importance in the maintenance 
of  compact myelin and paranodes. Taken together, the timely expression of  MAL in OLGs 
may relate to altered intracellular sorting mechanisms, once OLG differentiation is initiated. 
This might suggest an additional role, next to MAL’s ability in regulating the organisation and 
stabilisation of  membrane microdomains in myelin membranes. In this manner it may also 
facilitate the formation of  glycosynapses and support galactosphingolipid-mediated signalling 
events (see above).

Finally, MAL2 is a 19 kDa protein with a similar structure as MAL 169–171. However, in contrast 
to MAL, MAL2 is glycosylated. MAL2 has been shown to be a key component in the transport 
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machinery to the apical, bile canalicular membrane in HepG2 cells 170. Interestingly, MAL2 
localizes specifically to apical recycling endosomes 38,172, thought to represent an inherent part of  
the common recycling endosomal system, as discussed in the previous section. At least in several 
respects, different properties of  MAL2, compared to those of  MAL, can be distinguished. For 
example, in some cells, MAL2 is not associated with membrane microdomains 171,173, indicating 
that specific MAL2-binding partners are likely involved in regulating apical membrane directed 
protein trafficking. In this context, in an OLG cell line, MAL2 has been shown to colocalize 
and interact with (endogenous) PLP after its internalization from the plasma membrane 121. 
Most interestingly, this finding suggests that PLP enters an endosomal recycling compartment, a 
feature in this (non-polarized) cell line that may mimic the subsequent step in PLP’s transport to 
the myelin sheet, as occurs in polarized OLGs. Accordingly, these considerations fully warrant 
a careful analysis of  the dynamics and localization of  MAL2 in maturing OLGs and its role in 
transcytotic PLP transport. As such these observations will bear particular relevance to further 
exploring the potential functioning of  a common endosomal recycling system, involved in 
polarized transport in OLG.

As noted, like in other mammalian cells, the delivery of  vesicular cargo in OLGs will depend 
on a proper machinery that regulates the targeting of  transport vesicles to the desired site of  
destination. Here we will finally briefly discuss the role of  SNAREs in the transfer of  PLP and 
expression of  MBP in the myelin sheath. 
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FUNCTIONAL ROLE OF SNARES IN THE POLARIZED DISTRIBUTION OF PLP AND MBP

Key players in the correct delivery of  vesicular cargo to target membranes are SNAREs, whose 
mechanism of  action relies on pairing of  specific vesicle and target membrane SNAREs. This 
key-lock mechanism represents the onset of  a complex series of  events, involving a host of  
additional proteins, that leads to membrane fusion between vesicle and target membrane and 
the integration of  de novo synthesized membrane proteins into the target membrane 119,174. 
Originally, SNAREs were classified as v- (vesicle-associated) or t- (target-membrane) SNAREs 
on the basis of  their location and functional role in a typical trafficking pathway. However, a 
more recent classification scheme takes into account structural features of  SNAREs, dividing 
them into R-SNAREs and Q-SNAREs on the basis of  whether the central functional residue in 
their SNARE motif  is arginine (R) or glutamine (Q). Often, R-SNAREs act as v-SNAREs and 
Q-SNAREs as t-SNAREs 175. 

Consistent with a polarized distribution of  t-SNAREs in epithelial cells, syntaxin 3 localizes 
primarily at the apical and syntaxin 4 at the basolateral membrane surface 176–178. In primary OLGs 
the t-SNARE syntaxin 3 localizes at and near the plasma membrane of  the cell body, whereas 
basolaterally localized syntaxin 4 localizes to the myelin sheet (Fig. 2B, Chapter 2 9,116). Moreover, 
during OLG maturation, the expression level of  syntaxin 4, relative to that of  syntaxin 3, increases 
rapidly upon the initiation of  myelination (Chapter 2 39,116,179), supporting its specific role in the 
biogenesis of  the myelin sheet. Apart from target membrane SNAREs, also specific vesicular 
SNAREs have been detected in OLGs, in particular VAMP3 and VAMP7, their expression 
being increased upon OLG differentiation 39. In epithelial cells and OLGs, VAMP3 pairs with 
syntaxin 4 at the basolateral surface, i.e., the equivalent of  the myelin membrane in OLGs, 
whereas VAMP7 binds to syntaxin 3, required for delivery of  vesicular cargo at the apical surface, 
i.e., the plasma membrane in OLGs 39,178,180. Thus, it is tempting to suggest that in OLGs VAMP7 
might be involved in vesicle-mediated transport of  PLP toward the plasma membrane, whereas 
one would predict VAMP3 to be engaged particularly in myelin sheet directed trafficking, pairing 
with syntaxin 4. In fact, in PLP trafficking studies in the oligodendroglial precursor cell line 
Oli-neu, co-localization of  (over-expressed) PLP and VAMP3 in recycling endosomes, and PLP 
and VAMP7 in late endosomes/lysosomes, was observed. VAMP3 is thought to mediate fusion 
of  recycling endosome-derived vesicles with the oligodendroglial plasma membrane 8,10, and its 
colocalization with PLP in vesicles derived from recycling endosomes has been suggested to 
relate to the biosynthetic route from the Golgi to the plasma membrane. However, as discussed 
above, an alternative explanation could be that the VAMP3/PLP containing vesicles are derived 
from a common recycling endosomal system, representing an intermediate sorting station in 
the overall vesicular transport pathway leading to PLP’s integration into the myelin membrane, 
where syntaxin 4 is localized. VAMP7 has been proposed 8,10 to regulate exocytosis of  PLP, 
after internalization following its initial delivery to the plasma membrane, from late endosomal/
lysosomal organelles as part of  a transcytotic pathway from the plasma membrane to the myelin 
membrane. However, as noted, since the common endosomal recycling system is also connected 
with the lysosomal degradation pathway, it remains to be determined whether this appearance of  
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(over-expressed) PLP in the late endosomal/lysosomal compartment could have resulted from 
a common regulation of  myelin homeostasis. Yet, the relevance of  VAMP7, pairing specifically 
with syntaxin 3 178, which localizes on the (apical-like) OLG plasma membrane where PLP is 
delivered prior to its (transcytotic) vesicular transport to the sheet (Chapter 2 7,116), is emphasized by 
observations that myelination becomes perturbed upon silencing its expression, whereas a similar 
silencing of  VAMP3 shows no significant effect on myelin integrity 8. It would thus appear that 
the cognate VAMP3-syntaxin 4 pairing, but not that of  VAMP7-syntaxin 3 is dispensable for PLP 
trafficking and myelin sheet delivery (Chapter 2 7,8,116). The nature of  alternative vesicular transport 
routes to the sheet and mechanisms of  their regulation (i.e., possibly different combinations of  
syntaxins (e.g., syntaxin 2) and v-SNARES (e.g., VAMP2)) remains to be determined (see below).

Interestingly, in primary cell cultures of  OLGs, a distinct role of  VAMP3 and its binding 
partner syntaxin 4 has been observed in the overall processing of  MBP during myelination 
(Chapter 2 116). As noted, in contrast to PLP, biosynthetic transport of  MBP does not occur 
as the native protein, but rather in its mRNA form. Although hypothesized to prevent in this 
manner premature MBP-induced membrane sticking, this mode of  processing might also be 
more economical, as it may facilitate a more ready response to externally-triggered signalling, 
initiating timely MBP translation. Following transcription, MBP mRNA associates in the cytosol 
with heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein (hnRNP) proteins to form granules that are 
transported to the myelin sheath in a microtubule and dynein dependant manner 18,181,182. In 
general, the selection of  mRNAs is mediated by sequence specific binding of  the trans-acting 
protein heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein (hnRNP) A2 to cis-acting hnRNP A2 response 
elements (A2REs) in the mRNAs 183–188. An intact microtubule network is required for MBP 
mRNA transport 12,189,190, while translation is suppressed during transport by the translational 
inhibitor protein hnRNP E1 183,187. When the granules have reached the site of  destination in 
the developing myelin sheath, individual mRNAs are released and translated 191,192. As mRNA 
granules are devoid of  a membrane 14,193, it is not obvious that SNAREs are directly involved 
in MBP mRNA delivery. Intriguingly, however, silencing of  syntaxin 4, and to a lesser extent 
that of  VAMP3, results in an impediment of  MBP production, suggesting that SNAREs are 
essential for proper MBP transcription (Chapter 2 116). Specifically, downregulation of  syntaxin 4 
effectively repressed MBP mRNA transcription in primary OPCs, but not in immature OLGs. 
Moreover, this OLG developmental-dependent defect in MBP-biosynthesis could be rescued 
upon substitution of  the medium by conditioned medium of  developing OLGs, suggesting the 
involvement of  a syntaxin 4 dependent autocrine signalling mechanism in initiating MBP mRNA 
transcription (Chapter 2 116). Intriguingly, in syntaxin 4-downregulated OLGs, delivery of  myelin 
sheath-specific membrane proteins such as PLP, integrin α6 or the viral model protein VSV G 
was not perturbed (Chapter 2 116). Hence, additional work will be needed to better characterize 
the functional involvement of  SNARE complexes in OLGs, including alternatives for syntaxin 
4/VAMP3 as noted above, such as for example syntaxin 2/VAMP2 8,39,179. Furthermore, the exact 
localization of  VAMP3 in OLGs and myelin is unclear as well, as is its functional role as binding 
partner for the v-SNARE SNAP23 8. Whether the potential presence of  several SNARE entities 
at the OLG plasma membrane is indicative of  distinct transport routes, and the processing of  
different cargo’s, remains to be determined.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

Current evidence supports the notion that OLGs are polarized cells, which display different 
membrane surface domains, analogous to apical and basolateral domains, as defined in 
polarized epithelial cells. Intriguingly, based on classical definitions in terms of  sorting signals, 
the OLG plasma membrane is reminiscent of  the apical domain, while the myelin membrane 
is representative of  a basolateral domain. Consistently, also the polarity-specific distribution of  
the SNARE machinery entities syntaxin 3 and 4, appears to match this peculiar polarity feature 
of  OLGs. Clearly, in this context, knowledge of  OLG polarity will also contribute to a better 
appreciation and understanding of  cell polarity in general. Typical polarity-related trafficking 
events such as transcytosis evidently play a role in the processing of  de novo synthesized 
transmembrane proteins like PLP in OLGs. After its arrival at the plasma membrane of  the 
cell body, subsequent transport of  PLP to the myelin sheet occurs and a major challenge in 
forthcoming work will be to better clarify the nature of  this subsequent transport step to the 
sheet. Of  particular interest is the potential involvement of  a so-called common recycling 
endosomal system in this event, and circumstantial evidence justifies further research in this 
direction. 

Finally, the mature myelin sheath consists of  a series of  tightly packed membranes, which 
may frustrate and/or impede local vesicular trafficking, including vesicular delivery of  de novo 
synthesized myelin proteins. In this regard, a tight physical separation between apical and 
basolateral membrane surfaces in epithelial cells, constituted by a tight junction, precludes 
the surface exchange of  molecules by lateral diffusion, thereby ensuring maintenance of  the 
proper identity of  each surface domain. However, such tight junctions do not exist between 
plasma membrane and myelin membrane domains in OLGs. Accordingly, it cannot be 
excluded that as a function of  development, i.e., possibly during myelin maintenance, rather 
than by vesicular transport, the myelin membrane might thus also receive cargo by means 
of  lateral diffusion of  specific myelin proteins, like PLP, after their arrival at the plasma 
membrane. However, knowledge of  a potential communication between plasma membrane 
and myelin membrane via lateral diffusion is still scanty, let alone whether regulatory proteins 
might operate in such an event (for example MAL, whose expression is only apparent 
subsequent to the initiation of  myelin assembly). Together, these considerations lead us to 
conclude that further investigations of  the polarity properties of  oligodendrocytes will greatly 
benefit our understanding of  the cell biology of  cell polarity in general, and, specifically, that 
of  molecular mechanisms underlying demyelination in disease, including the potential for 
therapeutic interference. 
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ABSTRACT

Myelination of  axons by oligodendrocytes is essential for saltatory nerve conduction. To 
form myelin membranes, a coordinated synthesis and subsequent polarized transport of  
myelin components is necessary. Here we show that as part of  the mechanism to establish 
membrane polarity, oligodendrocytes exploit a polarized distribution of  the SNARE 
machinery components syntaxins 3 and 4, localizing to the cell body and the myelin 
membrane, respectively. Our data further reveal that the expression of  MBP, a myelin-specific 
protein that is synthesized ‘on site’ after transport of  its mRNA, depends on the correct 
functioning of  the SNARE machinery, which is not required for mRNA granule assembly and 
transport per se. Thus, downregulation and overexpression of  syntaxin 4, but not syntaxin 3, in 
oligodendrocyte progenitor cells, but not immature oligodendrocytes, impeded MBP mRNA 
transcription, thereby preventing MBP protein synthesis. The expression and localization 
of  another myelin-specific protein, PLP, was unaltered. Strikingly, conditioned medium 
obtained from developing oligodendrocytes was able to rescue the block of  MBP mRNA 
transcription in syntaxin 4-downregulated cells. These findings indicate that the initiation of  
the biosynthesis of  MBP mRNA relies on a syntaxin 4-dependent mechanism, which likely 
involves activation of  an autocrine signalling pathway.
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INTRODUCTION

During myelination oligodendrocytes (OLGs) express large quantities of  myelin proteins and 
lipids that are subsequently transported from the cell body via processes to myelin membranes, 
which are wrapped around axons to form the myelin sheath. Like the apical and basolateral 
plasma membrane domains in polarized epithelial cells, the myelin-like membrane (sheet) and 
cell body plasma membrane can be considered as representing a reflection of  the polarized 
nature of  cultured OLGs 9. Indeed, in previous work we observed that distinct viral proteins, 
i.e., the hemagglutinin (HA) of  influenza virus and the glycoprotein of  vesicular stomatitis 
virus (VSV G), which are sorted and transported in epithelial cells to the apical and basolateral 
domains, respectively, also display a distinct and preferential localization in cultured OLGs 114. 
In fact, vesicular traffic to the myelin sheet relies on a basolateral-like, rather than an apical-
like transport and sorting mechanism and similar basolateral sorting signals as in epithelial 
cells target proteins to myelin sheets 115,194–196. Of  interest, vesicle-mediated transport does not 
occur in compact myelin, but rather proceeds via lateral membrane diffusion 32, suggesting 
that once myelin is established, polarization is maintained in a non-vesicular manner.

From studies on polarized epithelial cells, it is known that a distinct membrane composition 
is established by polarized transport of  membrane constituents. The final step in vesicular 
transport of  membrane proteins involves the docking and fusion of  a vesicle with its 
target membrane, which is mediated by a protein family referred to as SNAREs (soluble 
N-ethylmaleimide-sensitive factor attachment protein receptors) 119,197,198. The SNARE proteins 
are integral membrane proteins that are present on both the vesicles (v-SNARE) and the target 
membranes (t-SNARE). Importantly, the apical and basolateral plasma membrane domains 
of  polarized epithelial cells contain distinct t-SNAREs 199, i.e., syntaxins 3 and 4, which are 
preferentially localized at the apical and basolateral plasma membrane, respectively 176–178,200–202. 
Both syntaxin 3 and syntaxin 4 are known to be present in OLGs 9,39,179, but their functional 
role in myelin biogenesis is still largely unknown. Therefore, in this work, we examined 
whether syntaxins 3 and 4 are functionally expressed in rat primary OLGs, and involved 
in myelin biogenesis, thereby focusing on the role of  myelin sheet localized syntaxins and 
the two major myelin proteins, myelin basic protein (MBP) and proteolipid protein (PLP). 
These proteins are expressed in a timely fashion, and sorted and transported to the myelin 
membrane by different mechanisms 9,29,203. MBP, located at the cytoplasmic surface of  myelin 
membranes, is a basic, membrane-associated adhesive protein, and essential for myelination in 
vivo 204–206. Its adhesive properties organize the close apposition of  the inner membrane leaflets 
leading to myelin compaction 207, essential for saltatory nerve conduction. Furthermore, MBP 
appears to act as a portal for protein entry into myelin membranes 32. MBP is transported to the 
myelin sheath in its mRNA form 12,13, which is thought to circumvent premature adhesion of  
membranes 9,204,206,207. Although MBP mRNA is assembled in non-membranous granules 12–14, 
a causal relationship with the vesicular transport machinery is likely, given that membrane 
trafficking appears to be involved in RNA transport and/or anchoring 208–210. In contrast, 
PLP is an integral membrane protein that is synthesized at the endoplasmic reticulum, and 
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subsequently processed by vesicular transport, reaching the myelin membrane via a transcytotic 
transport mechanism 8,25,139,211. Furthermore, a distinct role for the v-SNAREs VAMP7 and 
VAMP3, cognate binding partners of  syntaxin 3 and 4, respectively, in PLP trafficking has 
been recently demonstrated 8. PLP plays a major role in assembly and stabilization of  the 
myelin sheath in that the protein brings about the correct apposition of  the extracellular 
leaflets of  the membrane 30,212.  

Here, we report that syntaxins 3 and 4 are functionally expressed in rat primary OLGs, 
and distribute in a polarized manner, syntaxin 3 being largely restricted to the cell body, 
whereas syntaxin 4 is upregulated during OLG differentiation, and locates towards the 
myelin sheet. Surprisingly, our findings further indicate that MBP mRNA transcription, 
but not MBP mRNA trafficking, depends on functional expression of  syntaxin 4, but not 
syntaxin 3, whereas trafficking of  PLP to the myelin membrane proceeds independently of  
syntaxin 4. The intimate involvement of  syntaxin 4 in initiating MBP mRNA expression in 
oligodendrocyte progenitor cells (OPCs) is supported by the lack of  effect of  downregulation 
of  syntaxin 4 in immature OLGs, while the effect was reversed by conditioned medium of  
developing OLGs. This data is taken to suggest that syntaxin 4-mediated autocrine signalling 
at the onset of  OPC differentiation is necessary for initiating MBP mRNA transcription, 
preceding its granule-mediated transport to the myelin membrane. This insight will aid in 
developing novel approaches towards inducing remyelination in demyelinating pathologies, 
such as multiple sclerosis. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell cultures

Primary oligodendrocytes: Primary OLG cultures were generated by a shake-off  procedure 
as described previously 112,213. Enriched OPCs were resuspended in SATO medium containing 
10 ng/mL PDGF-AA (Peprotech, Rocky Hill, NJ) and 10 ng/mL FGF-2 (Peprotech). For 
immunocytochemical studies, OPCs were plated on poly-L-lysine (PLL, 5 µg/mL, Sigma, St. 
Louis, MO)-coated 13-mm glass coverslips (VWR, Amsterdam, The Netherlands) at 30,000 
cells per well (500 μL), and for conditioned medium, qPCR, Western blot and co-IP analysis 
on PLL-coated 10-cm dishes (Nalge Nunc International, Roskilde, Denmark) at 106 cells per 
dish (6 mL or 4.5 mL for conditioned medium). After 48 hrs, differentiation was induced by 
growth factor withdrawal, and cells were cultured in SATO medium supplemented with 0.5% 
FCS (Bodinco, Alkmaar, The Netherlands) for 3 days (immature OLGs) or 10 days (mature 
OLGs). Conditioned medium of  developing OLGs was collected 3 days after initiating 
differentiation, and used in a 1:1 ratio with fresh medium (SATO with 0.5% FCS). 

Myelinating co-cultures: Primary rat dorsal root ganglion neurons (DRGNs) were isolated 
from 15-day-old Wistar rat embryo's (Harlan, the Netherlands), as described before, with 
minor modifications 214. Dissociated DRGNs were plated as 40 µL drops at a density of  60,000 
cells on 13-mm coverslips (0.5 mL) that were pre-coated with PLL (10 µg/mL), followed by 
growth-factor-reduced matrigel (1:40 dilution; BD Bioscience, Bedford, MA). DRGNs were 
cultured in 500 μL of  neurobasal medium (Invitrogen, Paisly, UK) supplemented with 2% B27 
(Invitrogen) in the presence of  nerve growth factor (NGF, 100 ng/mL; Serotec, Kinglington, 
UK). Fibroblasts were eliminated with two 48 hrs cycles of  10 μM 2’-deoxy-5-fluorouridine 
(FdU, Sigma) 1 and 5 days after plating of  the DRGNs. OPCs were seeded onto 14-19 div 
DRGNs at a 1.5:1 ratio in Basal Medium Eagle (BME, Invitrogen) supplemented with 1% 
ITS supplement (Sigma), 0.25% FCS, and D(+)-glucose (4 mg/mL, Sigma), after which the 
co-cultures were maintained for 14 days. All experimental procedures were approved of  by 
the Animal Ethical Committee of  the UMCG. 

Constructs and primers

shRNA: Syntaxin 3, syntaxin 4, and VAMP3 shRNA constructs were designed with DSIR 215, 
resulting in the following target sequences: 5’-acaaaGGCGCGCCACGAAAGAAATT
GATAATTAACTCGAGATAATTATCAATTTCTTTCG GTTTTTCCTGCAGGcacaa-3’
(shRNA against rat syntaxin 3), 5’- acaaaGGCGCGCCAGGTGTTTGTGTCTAATATAACT
CGAGATATATTAGACACAAACACCGTTTTTCCTGCAGGcacaa-3’ (shRNA against rat 
syntaxin 4), and 5’- acaaaGGCGCGCCACGGAGATGTTCACTTTCTAACTCGAGATA
GAAAGTGAACATCTCCGGTTTTTCCTGCAGGcacaa-3’(shRNA against rat VAMP3). 
With restriction enzymes AscI and SbfI, shRNA constructs were cloned into the lentiviral 
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vector pHR’trip-eGFP (Addgene) or with LR clonase in pLenti-x2 Puro DEST (Addgene). 
Correct insert of  the construct was confirmed by DNA sequencing. 

Overexpression: The cDNA encoding syntaxins 3 or 4 were a kind gift of  dr. Thomas 
Weimbs (University of  California Santa Barbara, CA, 201). For cloning the syntaxin 
genes in the retroviral vector pLXIN (Clontech Biosciences, Mountain View, CA), an 
XhoI restriction site at the ATG start codon of  the syntaxin 3 and syntaxin 4 gene and 
a XhoI restriction site after the stop codon of  both genes were introduced by PCR. The 
following primers were used: 5’-CATGTATTCGAAGAGCTCTTCGCACATGG-3’ 
(forward syntaxin 3), 5’-CTAGGTGATCAAGAGCTCCTAGGGCCCACG-3’ (reverse 
syntaxin 3), 5’-CGAATAGCTATGAGCTCCATGGTCTAG-3’ (forward syntaxin 4) and 
5’-GATCTCCTAGAGCTCACGTAGGGAC-3’ (reverse syntaxin 4). The PCR product was 
digested with XhoI (Invitrogen) and ligated with the 1.8 kb retroviral vector pLXIN. The 
orientation and the integrity of  the obtained pLXIN constructs were confirmed by DNA 
sequencing.

Production of viral particles and cell transduction

Lentiviral: For production of  lentiviral particles, the constructs, packaging, and envelope 
plasmids (pRSV-Rev and pMD.G) were transfected into the HEK293T packaging cell 
line using calcium phosphate. Two days after transfection, cells were washed with 0.01 M 
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), conditioned media collected after 24 h, filtered through a 
PVDF membrane-based filter (Millipore, 0.45 μm pore size), and either used immediately or 
stored frozen at -80°C. Cells were transduced before shake off  for co-culture experiments or 
at the indicated developmental stage in monocultures for 6-8 hrs with lentiviral particles, two 
times diluted in medium supplemented with 4 µg/mL hexadimethrine bromide (polybrene; 
Sigma). For qPCR experiments of  OLG monocultures, transduced OPCs were selected in 
SATO medium supplemented with FGF-2, PDGF-AA, and 0.25 µg/ml puromycin (Sigma) 
G418 during 5 days. After selection the cells were cultured in SATO with 0.5% FCS for 7 
days.

Retroviral: The production of  retroviral particles and the subsequent infection of  OPCs 
were performed according to Ref. 216. Briefly, for production of  recombination-deficient 
retroviruses, the constructs were transfected into the GP+E86-packaging cell line (Genetix 
Pharmaceuticals, Inc. Cambridge, MA), using the FuGENE 6 transfection reagent. Two 
days after transfection, cells were collected, diluted 5-fold and cultured under selection in 
packaging cells medium supplemented with 1 mg/mL G418 until resistant clones appeared 
(70% confluent). The cells were subsequently washed with PBS, and packaging cells medium 
without G418 was added. The conditioned medium containing the viral particles was collected 
after 24 h, filtered (Schleicher and Schuell, Dassel, Germany, 0.45 μm pore size), and either 
used immediately or stored frozen at -80°C. Transductions were carried out by exposing 
OPCs to retroviral particles, 8 µg/ml polybrene, 10 ng/mL FGF-2 and 10 ng/mL PDGF-AA 
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for 16-18 hrs. The cells were cultured for 24 hrs and then cultured under selection in SATO 
medium supplemented with FGF-2, PDGF-AA, and 400 µg/mL G418 during 5 days. After 
selection the cells were cultured in SATO with 0.5 % FCS for 10 days.

VSV infection

VSV strain San Juan A was a kind gift from dr. Peter Rottier (University of  Utrecht, The 
Netherlands). OLGs were washed twice with serum free media pH 6.8 before adding the 
virus. The virus was incubated with the cells for 1 hrs without CO2. After this, medium was 
removed and replaced with fresh culture medium pH 7.4 without serum and incubated at 
5-7% CO2 for 6-8 hrs.

qPCR analysis

Total RNA from cells was isolated using the InviTrap Spin Cell RNA Mini Kit (Stratec, Berlin, 
Germany).  Total RNA (1 µg) was reversed transcribed in the presence of  oligo(dT)12-18 and 
dNTPs (Gibco, Paisley, UK) with superscript II reverse transcriptase (Roche Diagnostics, 
Mannheim, Germany) according to the manufacturer's instructions. qPCR amplifications were 
performed on copy DNA using primers specific for rat MBP with exon-II, rat MBP without exon-II 
and the house-keeping genes HBMS and HPRT1, i.e., 5’-CACATGTACAAGGACTCACAC-3’ 
(forward exon-II-containing MBP), 5’-GAAGAAGTGGACTACTGGGT-3’ (reverse exon-
II-containing MBP), 5’- ACTTGGCCACAGCAAGTACC-3’ (forward exon-II-negative 
MBP), 5’- TGTGTGAGTCCTTGCCAGAG-3’ (reverse exon-II-negative MBP), 5’- 
CCGAGCCAAGCACCAGGAT-3 (forward HMBS), 5’-CTCCTTCCAGGTGCCTCAGA-3’ 
(reverse HMBS), 5’- GACTTGCTCGAGATGTCA-3’ (forward HPRT1), and 5’- 
ACCACCCTGTTGCTGTAG-3’ (reverse HPRT1). The mRNA expression of  rat MBP with 
and without exon-II were measured by real-time qPCR on a StepOnePlus system (Applied 
Biosystems, Foster City, CA) with Absolute SYBR Green ROX mix according to the following 
conditions: 15 min at 95°C, followed by 40 cycles of  denaturation at 95°C for 15s, annealing 
at 60°C for 30s and extension at 72°C for 30s, followed by a melting curve stage. The melting 
curve stage was cycled first 15s at 95°C, then 1 min at 60°C after which the temperature 
was increased by 0.3°C each 15s to a final temperature of  95°C which was held for 15s. The 
results were analyzed with StepOne software and normalized to the house-keeping genes 
HBMS and HPRT1. 

Immunocytochemical analysis

Monocultures: For live staining of  surface components, aspecific binding was blocked 
with 4% BSA in PBS for 10 min at 4°C, after which cells were incubated with A2B5 (anti-
gangliosides, a kind gift of  dr. Thijs Lopes-Cardozo) for 30 min at 4°C, washed three times 
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with ice-cold PBS, and incubated for 25 min at 4°C with appropriate TRITC- or FITC-
conjugated antibodies (1:50; Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories, Inc., West Grove, PA). 
Cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA). For (subsequent) staining of  internal 
antigens, fixed cells were either permeabilized with ice-cold methanol (MBP, hnRNP A2) for 
10 min or 0.1% Triton X-100 for 30 min (R-mAb, CNP, PLP, syntaxin 3, syntaxin 4, VAMP3, 
VSV G). After a 30 min block with 4% BSA, the cells were incubated for 60 min at room 
temperature (RT) with anti-GalC/sulfatide (R-mAb; a kind gift from Dr. Guus Wolswijk, 
NIN, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, 217, anti-CNP (1:100, Sigma), anti-rat syntaxin 3 (1:500, 
Synaptic Systems, Göttingen, Germany), anti-rat syntaxin 4 (1:500, Synaptic Systems), anti-
VAMP3 (1:500, Synaptic Systems), anti-hnRNP A2 (Novus Biologicals, Cambridge, UK), 
anti-MBP (1:100; rat monoclonal, Serotec, Kinglington, UK), anti-PLP [4C2, 1:10; a kind 
gift of  Dr. Vijay. Kuchroo, Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA 218 or anti-VSV G (1:100, 
Sigma). Next, the cells were washed with PBS and incubated for 30 min with appropriate 
Alexa, TRITC-, or FITC-conjugated secondary antibodies (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR, 
and Jackson ImmunoResearch, West Grove, PA, respectively). Nuclei were counterstained 
with 1 µg/mL DAPI. For double staining, cells were sequentially stained with the different 
antibodies. Coverslips and slides were mounted in Dako mounting medium and analyzed 
with a conventional fluorescence microscope (Provis AX70, Olympus, New Hyde Park, NY) 
or with a confocal laser scan microscope (Leica SP8 AOBS CLSM or Zeiss LSM 780). For 
differentiation assays, the number of  CNP, PLP or MBP of  total cells was determined. 

Co-cultures: Co-cultures were fixed in 4% PFA and incubated at RT in 0.5% Triton X-100 
in 5% normal goat serum (NGS, Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA) for 45 min. After 
washing with PBS, cells were incubated for 2 hrs at RT with anti-MBP (1:250), anti-GFP (1:100 
Molecular Probes), anti-PLP (1:50), and anti-NF-H antibodies (1:5000, EnCor Biotechnology 
Inc, Gainesville, FL) diluted in 2% NGS. Staining was visualized by an incubation for 30 min 
at RT with appropriate Alexa-conjugated secondary antibodies diluted in 2% NGS. Coverslips 
were mounted in Dako mounting media. All analyses were performed using a confocal laser 
scan microscope (Zeiss LSM 780). To determine the myelination potential for transduced 
cells, the ability of  50 GFP-positive cells to establish MBP- or PLP-positive internodes per 
coverslip was established with at least 3 coverslips per condition, and mock-transduced cells 
set at 100%. 

(Co)-immunoprecipitation

Cells were washed and scraped in PBS, and lysed on ice for 30 min in TNE-lysis buffer (50 
mM Tris–HCl, 5 mM EDTA, 150 mM NaCl, 1% Triton X-100, and a cocktail of  protease 
inhibitors (Complete Mini, Roche). For immunoprecipitation of  integrins, surface proteins 
were first biotinylated as described 112. Protein concentrations were determined by a BioRad 
DC protein assay (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA) using bovine serum albumin (BSA) 
as standard. Equal amounts of  protein (25 µg) were incubated with 20 µl A/G plus agarose 
beads (SantaCruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA) in TNE-lysis buffer with the anti-integrin 
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α6 antibody (1:100, Millipore, Chemicon, Bedford, MA) overnight head over head at 4°C. 
Beads were washed four times with IP-wash buffer (TNE-lysis buffer supplemented with 1% 
NP-40 and 350 mM NaCl), once with PBS, and resuspended in non-reducing SDS-sample 
buffer. After 5 min at 95°C proteins were separated by SDS-PAGE followed by Western 
blotting, and detection of  (surface) integrin α6 using IR-dye 680-conjugated streptavidin (Li-
Cor Biosciences, Lincoln, NE) and IR-detection (see below). 

Cells for protein-RNA co-immunoprecipitations were scraped in TNE-lysis-buffer 
supplemented with RNase inhibitors (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA), followed by 
centrifugation for 15 min at 12000 rpm. Equal amount of  protein (40-80 µg) were incubated 
overnight at 4°C with precleared A/G plus agarose beads and 4 µg antibody (syntaxin 4, 
VAMP3). After washing with IP wash buffer samples were either resuspended in reducing 
sample buffer for Western Blot analysis or received proteinase K treatment [30 μg proteinase 
K (Ambion, Life Technologies) in HNTM buffer (50 mm HEPES, pH 7.5, 150 mm NaCl, 1 
mm MgCl2, and 1% Triton X-100)] at 50°C for 30 min, after which RNA was isolated with 
TRI Reagent (Sigma) for qPCR analysis.

In situ hybridization

OLGs were hybridized with 48 TMR labeled 20-nucleotide long probes designed against rat 
14 kDa MBP, the major isoform present in rodent myelin, according to 219. Notably, individual 
probes will bind to other MBP isoforms, however, 30-40 probes should bind for visualization, 
and given that in OPCs hardly, if  at all, probe labelling is observed, visual hybridisation with i.e., 
golli-MBP can be excluded. Cells were fixed in 4% PFA and opened with ethanol, incubated 
overnight at 37°C with 1 ng/µl probe mix in 10% formamide-containing hybridization buffer 
and washed with SSC (150 mM NaCl, 15 mM sodium citrate). If  co-labeling with antibodies 
was required, cells were subsequently blocked with BSA and incubated with primary and 
secondary antibodies as described above. Coverslips were mounted in Dako mounting 
medium and analyzed with a confocal laser scan microscope (Leica SP8 AOBS CLSM or 
Zeiss LSM 780).  

Western blot analysis

Cells were harvested by scraping in PBS, centrifuged for 7 min at 7000 rpm, followed by lysis 
of  the cell pellets in TNE-lysis buffer. Equal protein amounts (20 µg) were mixed with SDS 
reducing sample buffer, heated for 5 min at 95°C or 30 min at 37 °C (PLP) and subjected 
to SDS-PAGE and Western blotting as described previously 220. Primary antibodies used 
were anti-rat syntaxin 3 (1:1000), anti-rat syntaxin 4 (1:1000), anti-VAMP3 (1:3000, Synaptic 
Systems), anti-MBP (1:100; rat monoclonal, Serotec, Kinglington, UK), anti-PLP (4C2 or 
2D2, 1:100), anti-CNP (1:250), anti-integrin α6 (1:500), or anti-actin antibody (1:1000; mouse 
monoclonal, Sigma). The signals were detected using the Odyssey Infrared Imaging System 
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(Li-Cor Biosciences, Lincoln, NE) and analyzed using Odyssey V3.0 analysis software. 
The anti-PLP antibody 4C2 is directed against a non-conformational epitope in the first 
extracellular loop (PLP 50-69), and recognizes both PLP and its minor splice variant DM20, 
whereas anti-PLP antibody 2D2 is directed against an intramolecular region that is absent 
in DM20 (PLP 100-123). Only the band corresponding to PLP is used in the quantitative 
analysis. 

Statistical analysis

Data are expressed as mean ± standard deviation (SD) and were obtained from at least three 
independent experiments. Statistical analysis was performed using the one sample t-test when 
compared relative to control that was set to 100% in each independent experiment. When 
absolute values of  more than two means were compared, statistical significance was calculated 
by a one way ANOVA, followed by a Tukey’s post-test. In all cases a p value of  p< 0.05 was 
considered significant.
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RESULTS

Syntaxins 3 and 4 differentially localize to cell body and myelin sheet, respectively, in 
oligodendrocytes

Upon development, OLGs undergo a carefully defined process of  maturation, during which 
different morphological features can be discerned. Thus, the cells differentiate from a bipolar 
progenitor cell (OPC) to a cell with more and branched primary processes (imOLG) and 
eventually to one with elaborate laminar sheets (mOLG) (Fig. 1A) 221,222. Not only is this 
development accompanied by the biosynthesis of  myelin-specific proteins, including CNP, 
MBP and PLP (Fig. 1B), also different surface membrane domains are generated and maintained. 
Thus, in addition to the cell body plasma membrane, constituting the main boundary domain 
during early development (OPC, Fig.1A), an elaborate myelin-like membrane domain (sheet) 
is formed upon full differentiation (mOLG, Fig. 1E, arrow). Given previous observations 
that the plasma membrane and the myelin sheet are served by cognate apical and basolateral 
trafficking 114,115, respectively, and since syntaxins 3 and 4 are known to be localized at and 
near distinct membrane surfaces in polarized cells 201, we wondered whether these syntaxins 
also distributed differently in OLGs, and whether they could similarly play a prominent role 
in the sorting and trafficking events involved in the assembly of  myelin membranes. We 
therefore first determined the protein expression pattern of  both syntaxins as a function 
of  OLG development. Total lysates obtained at different developmental stages of  primary 
OLGs were analyzed by Western blotting. As shown in Figure 1 (B, C), the expression level 
of  syntaxin 3 remained remarkably constant during rat OLG development. Interestingly 
and in marked contrast, the expression of  syntaxin 4 was substantially upregulated during 
developmental progression (Fig. 1B, D) and, relative to its expression in OPCs, increased 
more than four-fold under conditions of  avid myelin membrane biogenesis (mOLGs). 
From these data it is tempting to suggest that syntaxin 4 might be particularly involved in 
myelin sheet-directed transport, whereas syntaxin 3 would largely act in docking and fusion 
of  transport vesicles directed towards the cell body plasma membrane. To investigate this 
possibility, the localization of  syntaxins 3 and 4 at the different developmental stages was 
visualized by immunofluorescence, using antibodies directed against gangliosides (A2B5), the 
galactosphingolipids GalC and sulfatide (R-mAb), and MBP, as markers for OPCs, immature 
and mature OLGs, respectively. In all developmental stages, syntaxin 3 largely localizes to 
the perinuclear region along with a more punctuate distribution throughout the cytoplasm 
of  the cell body, presumably reflecting its association with vesicular structures (Fig. 1E, left 
panel). In fully differentiated MBP-positive cells (mOLGs), no significant localization of  
syntaxin 3 at the myelin sheet could be observed (Fig. 1E, left panel, arrow), and the protein 
mainly localized to the cell body and, occasionally, at primary processes. In A2B5-positive 
OPCs, syntaxin 4, was located in intracellular vesicles and at the plasma membrane of  the 
cell body. At later stages of  development, syntaxin 4 was directed towards the membrane of  
the processes, and in marked contrast to the localization of  syntaxin 3, abundantly localized 
within the myelin sheet, displaying a more prominent membrane association than seen for 
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Figure 1. Upregulation of syntaxin 4 during rat oligodendrocyte development 

A) Schematic overview of oligodendrocyte development and differentiation as reflected by changes in 
morphology for oligodendrocyte progenitor cells (OPCs), via immature oligodendrocytes (imOLG) to mature 
and fully differentiated cells (mOLG). Mature cultured OLG form myelin-like membranes, i.e., sheets, the in 
vitro equivalent of (non-compact) myelin sheaths in vivo. B-D) Cell lysates of OPCs, imOLGs and mOLGs were 
analyzed for protein expression of syntaxin 3 (Stx3), syntaxin 4 (Stx4), CNP, PLP (2D2) and MBP. Actin served as a 
loading control. Quantification of protein levels of syntaxin 3 is shown in C) and of syntaxin 4 in D). Expression, as 
a ratio of actin, was quantified relative to that of OPCs (set at 100%). Bars depict mean + SD. Data were obtained 
from four independent experiments. Statistical significance between OPC and the other developmental stages 
is shown (** p<0.01, *** p<0.001, one sample t-test). Note that with increase of (im)mature OLG markers CNP, 
PLP and MBP, the expression of syntaxin 4, but not syntaxin 3, is upregulated. E) Localization of syntaxins 3 and 
4 (green) in A2B5-positive OPCs, R-mAb positive imOLGs and MBP-positive mOLGs. Insets show higher power 
magnifications. Note that in mOLGs syntaxin 4 is more localized towards myelin sheets (inset, arrow), whereas 
syntaxin 3 is more retained to the cell body. Scale bars are 10 µM.
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syntaxin 3 (Fig. 1E, right panel, arrowhead). Thus, these data reflect a preferential polarized 
distribution of  the syntaxins in cultured rat OLGs, syntaxin 3 primarily localizing to the 
cell body, whereas syntaxin 4 shows a preferential association towards the myelin sheet. 
This apparent polarized distribution could be indicative of  potential distinct roles of  these 
syntaxins in myelin biogenesis. Given the upregulation of  syntaxin 4 during development 
(Fig. 1B, D), and its localization at the myelin membrane (Fig. 1E, right panel), we investigated 
in particular the role of  this syntaxin in the biogenesis of  myelin membranes, focusing on 
myelin-directed transport of  the major proteins MBP and PLP.

Downregulation and overexpression of syntaxin 4, but not syntaxin 3, precludes the 
expression of MBP

To assess a functional role for either syntaxin in myelin biogenesis, we downregulated their 
expression by transducing OPCs using a lentiviral construct that concomitantly expresses 
shRNA directed against syntaxin 3 or 4 and GFP. Western blot analysis of  total cell lysates of  
mature OLGs revealed that by this approach, which resulted in a transduction efficiency of  60-
80%, the levels of  syntaxin 3 and 4 were reduced by approx. 50 and 60% respectively (Fig. 2A, 
B). In addition, upon downregulation of  syntaxin 4, it was noted that the levels of  syntaxin 3 
expression were consistently reduced by approx. 20%. Upon downregulation of  either syntaxin 3
or syntaxin 4, the level of  expression of  the myelin specific proteins 2’ 3’ -cyclic nucleotide 
phosphodiesterase (CNP) and PLP in mature OLGs were virtually unaffected (Fig. 2A, C). 
Intriguingly, downregulation of  syntaxin 4, but not syntaxin 3, caused a virtual abolishment of  
MBP expression (Fig. 2A, C). To verify whether downregulation of  either syntaxin affected the 
intracellular distribution of  the investigated proteins, transduced, i.e., GFP-positive cells, were 
examined for CNP, MBP and PLP expression and localization. Consistent with the Western blot 
analysis, MBP expression was virtually absent in syntaxin 4-downregulated cells (Fig. 2D, top 
panel), whereas in syntaxin 3-downregulated cells the distribution of  MBP was very similar to 
that observed in mock-transduced cells. Syntaxin 4 downregulation did not significantly affect 
the number of  CNP and PLP-expressing cells (Fig. 2E), when compared to mock (vector-
only)-transduced cells (Fig. 2D, E). However, at these conditions PLP, although still residing in 
vesicular structures, was more localized to the processes and myelin sheets, likely due to the lack 
of  MBP expression 32. In marked contrast, upon downregulation of  syntaxin 3, PLP appears 
largely retained in the cell body (Fig. 2D). However, syntaxin 3 downregulation did not affect the 
number of  cells that express CNP, MBP or PLP in the transduced OLGs (Fig. 2E). 

To obtain further support for the remarkable observation of  a syntaxin 4-dependent 
modulation of  MBP expression, the effect of  overexpression of  syntaxin 4 was examined as 
well. As previously reported, overexpression of  syntaxin leads to assembly of  non-functional 
SNARE complexes, thereby mimicking dominant-negative features 176,180. Thus syntaxins 3 
and 4 were overexpressed in OPCs using a retroviral expression system, followed by selection 
of  the transduced cells. As shown in Figure 3A, the localization of  overexpressed syntaxin 3 
and 4 resembled that of  the respective endogenous syntaxins (cf. Fig. 1E), syntaxin 3 localizing 
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largely to the cell body, whereas syntaxin 4 was prominently present in the processes and in 
the sheets. In all cases, the morphology of  the cells and/or the appearance of  myelin-like 
membranes were indistinguishable from those of  mock-transduced cells. At a roughly 7 fold 
overexpression of  syntaxin 3 and 4 (Fig. 3C, D respectively), no differences were observed 
between the overexpressed and mock-transduced cells in terms of  the number of  cells that 
expressed CNP and PLP (Fig. 3E). Also, irrespective of  the overexpressed syntaxin species, 
the expression levels of  CNP or PLP were indistinguishable (Fig. 3F). However, as observed 
upon syntaxin downregulation, overexpression of  syntaxin 4, but not syntaxin 3, resulted 
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Figure 2. Downreglation of syntaxin 4, but not syntaxin 3, decreases MBP protein levels in 
oligodendrocytes 

Primary rat oligodendrocyte progenitor cells (OPCs) were transduced with lentiviruses that express vector-only 
(Mock) or shRNA against either syntaxin 3 (Stx3↓) or 4 (Stx4↓). A-C) After 7 days, cell lysates were analyzed 
for protein levels of Stx3, Stx4, CNP, MBP, and PLP (4C2). Actin served as a loading control. Quantification of 
protein levels of (A) is shown in (B, syntaxins) and (C, myelin-specific proteins). Expression, as a ratio of actin, was 
quantified relative to that of mock (set at 100%, horizontal line). Bars depict mean + SD. Data were obtained from 
three (B) and five (C) independent experiments. Statistical differences with mock-transduced cells are shown 
(* p< 0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001, one sample t-test). Note that syntaxin 4, but not syntaxin 3, downregulation 
decreases MBP protein expression. D, E) After 7 days, cells were fixed and permeabilized to perform double 
immunocytochemistry for the indicated proteins. Representative images of three independent experiments 
are shown (D). Scale bar is 10 µm. Note that syntaxin 3-downregulated cells generated MBP-positive sheets, 
whereas PLP is more retained in the cell body as compared to mock-transduced cells. Syntaxin 4 silenced cells 
show hardly, if at all MBP staining, whereas PLP is present deep into the processes. The percentage of cells 
positive for CNP, MBP or PLP of total GFP-positive, i.e., transduced cells, are shown in (E). At least 500 cells per 
experiment were analyzed in three independent experiments. Bars depict mean + SD. Statistical differences 
with mock-transduced cells are indicated (** p<0.01, one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-test). Note that in 
syntaxin 4-downregulated oligodendrocytes MBP-positive cells were hardly observed.
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in the virtual absence of  MBP expression (Fig. 3F). Similarly, upon visual examination, the 
number of  MBP-positive cells was dramatically reduced, if  present at all, upon syntaxin 4 
overexpression (Fig. 3E). Hence, both downregulation and overexpression of  syntaxin 4, but 
not syntaxin 3, precluded MBP protein synthesis, but not that of  the myelin-specific proteins 
PLP or CNP. 

Figure 3. Overexpression of syntaxin 4, but not syntaxin 3, decreases MBP levels in oligodendrocytes 

Primary rat oligodendrocyte progenitor cells (OPCs) were transduced with retroviruses that express vector-
only (Mock), syntaxin 3 (Stx3↑) or 4 (Stx4↑), and after selection, analyzed 10 days after initiating differentiation. 
A) Localization of syntaxin 3 in syntaxin 3-overexpressing mature oligodendrocytes (OLG). Note that upon 
its overexpression, syntaxin 3, as endogenous syntaxin 3 (cf. Fig. 1E), does not localize to myelin sheets. B) 
Localization of syntaxin 4 in syntaxin 4-overexpressing mature OLGs. Note that in overexpressing cells, syntaxin 
4 localized to myelin-like membranes, similarly as observed for the distribution of endogenous syntaxin 4 (cf. 
Fig. 1E). Scale bar is 10 µm. Representative pictures of three independent experiments are shown in (A) and 
(B). C) Western blots of syntaxin 3 expression in mock (vector-only)-infected and syntaxin 3-overexpressing 
OLGs. Actin served as a loading control. D) Western blots of syntaxin 4 expression in mock (vector-only)-
infected and syntaxin 4-overexpressing OLGs. Actin served as a loading control. E) Cells were fixed and 
permeabilized to perform immunocytochemistry for CNP, MBP and PLP. The percentage of cells positive for 
CNP, MBP or PLP in the overexpressing cells were determined. At least 500 cells per experiment were analyzed 
in three independent experiments. Bars depict mean + SD. Statistical differences with mock-transduced cells 
are indicated (*** p<0.001, one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-test). Note that in syntaxin 4-overexpressing 
OLGs MBP-positive cells were hardly observed. F) Cell homogenates were analyzed for protein levels of CNP, 
MBP, and PLP (2D2). Actin served as a loading control. Note the virtual absence of MBP expression in syntaxin 
4-overexpressing OLGs.
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Downregulation of syntaxin 4 prevents the expression of MBP, but not PLP, at internodes 
in myelinating co-cultures 

To better appreciate the relevance of  these observations, which were recorded in enriched 
OLG mono-cultures, we verified these data in mixed myelinating OLG-dorsal root ganglion 
neuron (DRGN) cultures. Moreover, in this manner some insight would be obtained into the 
functional consequences of  myelination in the absence of  MBP. Thus, syntaxin 3 and 4 were 
downregulated in OPCs prior to their seeding onto DRGNs. Immunocytochemical analysis 
of  14-day old co-cultures showed that also in the presence of  neurons, MBP, but not PLP, is 
virtually absent from myelin segments in syntaxin 4 downregulated cells (Fig. 4A, B). Thus, 
neuronal-derived signals were not able to overcome syntaxin 4-mediated downregulation 
of  MBP mRNA transcription. Furthermore, the typical morphology of  the myelinated 
membranes were seriously compromised in syntaxin 4-downregulated cells. In syntaxin 3-
downregulated cultures, cells with MBP-positive internodes were readily observed and, 
in terms of  cell number, were indistinguishable from those seen in mock-transduced cells 

Figure 4. Downreglation of syntaxin 4, but not syntaxin 3, decreases MBP-positive internodes in 
oligodendrocyte-DRG neuron cocultures 

A,B) Transduced OPCs were co-cultured with dorsal root ganglion neurons (DRGNs) for 14 days, after which 
the cultures were subjected to triple immunocytochemistry for neurofilament-H (NF, white), PLP (red) and 
MBP (green). Representative images of three independent experiments are shown (A). Scale bar is 10 µm. 
The percentage of GFP-positive cells that produce PLP- or MBP-positive myelin segments are shown in (B). 
Bars depict mean + SD. Data were obtained from three independent experiments. Statistical differences with 
mock-transduced cells are indicated (*** p<0.001, one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-test). Note that also in 
oligodendrocyte-DRGN co-cultures hardly, if at all, MBP-positive myelin segments are observed upon syntaxin 
4, but not syntaxin 3, downregulation.
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(Fig. 4A, B). In this case the intensity of  PLP in the myelin segments was clearly reduced, 
along with prominent expression of  PLP in the cell body, although the cellular morphology 
and ability to form myelin membranes was largely retained.  

Downregulation of syntaxin 4 does not affect vesicular delivery of several myelin sheet-
directed proteins

The data presented thus far suggest that downregulation of  syntaxin 4 interferes with MBP 
expression without affecting expression and/or transport of  relevant myelin-specific proteins 
like PLP and CNP, as investigated in this work. To determine whether vesicular transport of  
other myelin sheet-directed proteins was perturbed, we next analyzed the localization of  VSV G, 
a viral model protein for myelin-sheet directed traffic 19,114,115,120. Also the transport of  VSV G 
was seemingly unaffected upon downregulation of  syntaxin 4, as VSV G is transported and 
localized to myelin-like membranes in syntaxin 4-downregulated cells, i.e., in the absence of  
MBP, similar to mock-transduced cells (Fig. 5A, arrow). To verify therefore whether transport 
of  compounds specifically relevant to the regulation of  MBP expression might be perturbed, 
we investigated if  trafficking of  integrin α6, which localizes to the surface of  myelin 
membranes in mature OLGs 223 and is involved in MBP expression 17, relies on syntaxin 4. 

Figure 5. Downregulation of syntaxin 4 does not affect vesicular delivery of myelin sheet-directed 
protein 

A) Primary rat oligodendrocyte progenitor cells (OPCs) were transduced with lentiviruses that express vector-
only (Mock) or shRNA against syntaxin 4 (Stx4↓). After 7 days, cells were infected with VSV, and after 6 hrs 
labeled for VSV G. Note that vesicular transport is not impeded upon syntaxin 4 downregulation, as VSV G still 
localizes to the myelin sheet (arrow). B, C) OPCs were transduced with lentiviruses that express vector-only 
(Mock) or shRNA against syntaxin 3 (Stx3↓) or 4 (Stx4↓). After 7 days, cells were surface biotinylated, followed by 
immunoprecipitation for integrin α6. Integrin α6 and actin in total cell lysates served as input control. Integrin 
surface expression was quantified relative to that of mock-transduced cells in C (set at 100%, horizontal line, 
p>0,05 (non-significant, one sample t-test). Bars depict mean + SD. Data were obtained from three independent 
experiments.
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Thus, by means of  surface biotinylation and immunoprecipitation, we quantified the pools 
of  integrin α6 present on the surface of  OLGs in mock and syntaxin 4-downregulated cells. 
The data as presented in Figure 5B and C demonstrate that irrespective of  the presence 
of  syntaxin 4, the level of  surface association of  integrin α6 remained unaltered and its 
total expression is similar at all conditions (Fig. 5B). Moreover, these data also emphasize, 
as revealed by quantitation of  the integrin α6 surface-pool and localization of  VSV G, that 
effective downregulation of  syntaxin 4 has little if  any effect on the vesicular delivery of  these 
proteins to the myelin sheets. 

To obtain further insight into the underlying mechanism of  the syntaxin 4 dependent failure 
of  MBP expression, we therefore took into account the possibility that MBP mRNA granule 
transport 12,224 might rely on the SNARE machinery, and that sheet-localized syntaxin 4 fulfils 
a crucial role in proper granule docking and concomitant localized MBP expression.   

The SNARE machinery is not involved in mRNA granule transport

Interacting binding partners of  syntaxin 4 in vesicular transport are v-SNAREs, known 
as vesicle-associated membrane proteins (VAMPs). In OLGs, the t-SNARE syntaxin 4 
is recognized by VAMP3 8,39. To assess, therefore, whether VAMP3 might be involved in 
facilitating the expression of  MBP, we next examined the effect of  VAMP3 downregulation 
on MBP expression. As shown in Figure 6A and B, an approx. 60% downregulation of  
VAMP3 resulted in a reduction in MBP expression levels of  approx. 30%, as compared 
to those obtained in mock-transduced cells. A slight increase in the expression of  syntaxin 
4 is observed upon downregulation of  VAMP3 which may add to the reduction of  MBP 
expression. The expression levels of  CNP and PLP were unaffected. These findings thus 
suggest that the SNARE machinery could be at least partly involved in regulating MBP 
expression. However, whether this reduced expression is related to a defect in mRNA 
transport and/or docking is not apparent from these data. We therefore determined the 
extent to which VAMP3 and MBP mRNA were co-localizing in the cells, as examined by 
fluorescence co-localization. To visualize MBP mRNA, 48 short fluorescent probes were 
employed that specifically bind to the 14 kDa MBP, the major MBP isoform present in 
rodent myelin 204,206, and which allows for single MBP mRNA detection 225. As shown in 
Figure 6C, VAMP3, although clearly visible as punctate green dots, presumably representing 
VAMP3-labelled transport vesicles, does not significantly co-localize with MBP mRNA (red). 
To obtain further support for this notion, co-immunoprecipitation studies were carried out 
which neither revealed any association between MBP mRNA and VAMP3 (data not shown). 
Finally, we visualized the fate of  mRNA granules as such in OLGs by immunocytochemical 
analysis, employing antibodies against hnRNP A2, a prominent constituent of  mRNA 
granules 18,184,186. As shown in Figure 6D, hnRNP A2 was localized deeply into the processes 
of  both mock-transduced cells and syntaxin 4-, syntaxin 3- and VAMP3-downregulated 
cells. Also, irrespective of  SNARE downregulation, the cellular distribution of  granules, as 
reflected by the hnRNP A2 marker, is indistinguishable from their fate in mock-transduced 
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cells. These data thus suggest that hnRNP A2-containing granules are seemingly properly 
assembled in the downregulated cells, and can be subsequently transported into the processes 
of  OLGs, even in cells with little if  any syntaxin 4. Together, these data indicate that the lack 
of  MBP expression is not related to defects in granule assembly or transport per se. Rather, the 
findings obtained so far strongly favour the hypothesis that downregulation of  the syntaxin 4 
machinery leads to a transcriptional suppression of  MBP mRNA, as occurs most efficiently 
by downregulation of  the t-SNARE itself, and less so by that of  the v-SNARE, VAMP3. To 
obtain direct support for this hypothesis the level and localization of  MBP mRNA expression 
was therefore investigated in VAMP3, syntaxin 3- and syntaxin 4-downregulated cells.  

Figure 6. The SNARE machinery is not involved in MBP mRNA granule transport 

A, B) Primary rat oligodendrocyte progenitor cells (OPCs) were transduced with lentiviruses that express 
vector-only (Mock) or shRNA against VAMP3 (VAMP3↓), and analyzed 7 days after transduction for protein 
levels of VAMP3, CNP, PLP (2D2) and MBP. Actin served as a loading control. Quantification of protein 
levels of (A) is shown in (B). Expression, as a ratio of actin, was quantified relative to that of mock (set at 
100%, horizontal line). Bars depict mean + SD. Data were obtained from three independent experiments. 
Statistical differences with Mock-transduced cells are indicated (* p<0.05, one sample t-test). Note that 
VAMP3 downregulation decreases MBP protein expression. C) Non-transduced mature oligodendrocytes 
were double-labelled for VAMP3 and MBP mRNA. Note that VAMP3 hardly if at all colocalize with MBP mRNA. 
Scale bar is 10 µm. D) OPCs were transduced with lentiviruses that express vector-only (Mock) or shRNA 
against VAMP3 (VAMP3↓), syntaxin 3 (Stx3↓) or 4 (Stx4↓), and labelled 7 days after transduction for hnRNP 
A2, a prominent constituent of mRNA granules.
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The syntaxin 4 machinery regulates MBP mRNA expression 

To examine the presence and distribution of  MBP mRNA in syntaxin 3 and syntaxin 4 as well 
as in VAMP3 downregulated OLGs, RNA in situ hybridisation experiments were carried out. 
As shown in Figure 7A, in mock-transduced cells, MBP mRNA is present in the cell body and 
penetrates deeply into the primary and secondary processes. Interestingly, upon downregulation 
of  syntaxin 4, but not syntaxin 3, hardly any MBP mRNA signal, if  at all, can be detected. 
In VAMP3-downregulated cells, a seemingly reduced level of  MBP mRNA transcripts were 
detected only in the processes and cell body (Fig. 7A), consistent with a somewhat diminished 
but not completely abolished level of  MBP expression in these cells (Fig. 6A, B). Additional 
support for a lack of  MBP mRNA transcription upon syntaxin 4 downregulation was obtained 
by real time qPCR analysis (Fig. 7B). Specifically, transcriptional regulation of  MBP mRNA 
upon downregulation of  syntaxin 4 was apparent for transcripts of  exon-II-negative MBP 
isoforms, which are transported to and expressed at the myelin membrane, and for transcripts 
of  exon-II-containing MBP isoforms, which mainly reside in the cytoplasm and nucleus 226,227. 
Accordingly, these data indicate that the syntaxin 4-mediated transcriptional suppression of  
MBP mRNA is a general effect on MBP mRNA transcription, and does not appear to be 
restricted to MBP isoforms, exclusively expressed in the myelin sheet. 

If  a syntaxin 4-dependent mechanism is required for allowing transcriptional expression of  
MBP to proceed, we would predict that downregulation of  syntaxin 4 at a later developmental 
state, i.e., after the initiation of  MBP transcription, should not affect MBP (protein) expression. 
To examine this, immature OLGs were lentivirally transduced with shRNA against syntaxin 4. 

Figure 7. Downregulation of syntaxin 4, but not syntaxin 3, decreases MBP mRNA levels in 
oligodendrocytes 

A) Primary rat oligodendrocyte progenitor cells (OPCs) were transduced with lentiviruses that express vector-
only (Mock) or shRNA against VAMP3 (VAMP3↓), syntaxin 3 (Stx3↓) or 4 (Stx4↓), and analyzed 7 days after 
transduction cells were labelled for MBP mRNA. Scale bar is 10 µm. Note that MBP mRNA is virtually absent 
upon syntaxin 4, but not VAMP3 downregulation. B) OPCs were transduced with lentiviruses that express 
vector-only (Mock) or shRNA against syntaxin 4 (Stx4↓), selected, and 7 days after differentiation subjected to 
real time qPCR analysis using specific primers for MBP isoforms with and without exon-II. mRNA expression was 
normalized to the house-keeping genes HMBS and HPRT1. Bars depict mean + SD. Data were obtained from 
three independent experiments. Statistical differences with mock-transduced cells are shown (*** p<0.001, one 
sample t-test). Note that downregulation of syntaxin 4 results in significant lower levels of both exon-II-positive 
and -negative MBP isoforms.
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Indeed, downregulation of  syntaxin 4 from the imOLG stage onwards does not affect the 
level of  MBP (protein) expression (Fig. 8A, B), when compared to the level obtained in 
mock-transduced cells (Fig. 8A, B). Also, the localization of  MBP protein and MBP mRNA in 

Figure 8. Conditioned medium of developing OPCs re-established MBP expression in syntaxin 
4-downregulated cells 

A, B) Primary immature rat oligodendrocytes (imOLGs) were transduced with lentiviruses that express vector-
only (Mock) or shRNA against syntaxin 4 (Stx4↓). After 7 days, cell lysates were analyzed for protein levels of 
Stx4, CNP, MBP, and PLP (2D2). Actin served as a loading control. The cells lysates of syntaxin 4-downregulated 
and mock-transduced cells are on the same blot. Quantification of protein levels of (A) is shown in (B). 
Expression, as a ratio of actin, was quantified relative to that of ctrl (set at 100%, horizontal line). Bars depict 
mean + SD. Data were obtained from at least three independent experiments. Statistical differences with mock-
transduced cells are shown (*p<0.05, one sample t-test). Note that syntaxin 4 dowregulation from imOLGs 
onwards hardly affects MBP protein expression. C) imOLGs were transduced as in (A, B). After 7 days, cells were 
labeled for MBP protein and MBP mRNA. Representative images of three independent experiments are shown. 
Scale bar is 10 µm. Note that the appearance of MBP protein and mRNA in syntaxin 4 downregulated cells 
were indistinguishable from those of mock-transduced cells. (D,E) Primary rat oligodendrocyte progenitor 
cells (OPCs) were transduced with lentiviruses that express vector-only (Mock) or syntaxin 4 shRNA (Stx4↓). 
Upon differentiation cells were treated with control medium (ctrl, Mock and Stx4↓) or conditioned medium 
of developing OPCs (CM, Stx4↓). After 7 days, cells were labelled for MBP protein (red). Representative images 
of three independent experiments are shown (D). Scale bar is 10 µm. The percentage of cells positive for MBP 
of total GFP-positive, i.e., transduced cells, are shown in (E). Bars depict mean + SD. Data were obtained from 
three independent experiments. Statistical differences with mock-transduced cells are indicated (* p< 0.05, 
one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-test). Note that conditioned medium of developing OPCs re-established 
MBP expression in syntaxin 4-downregulated cells. 
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mock-transduced and syntaxin 4-downregulated cells appear to be indistinguishable, i.e., both 
MBP protein and mRNA are present and localize deeply into the processes (Fig. 8C). Thus, 
a syntaxin 4-dependent mechanism is essential for the onset of  MBP mRNA transcription. 
Remarkably, careful examination of  the transduced cultures (60-80% efficiency) revealed that 
MBP was reduced in all cells, i.e., in both transduced and non-transduced cells (Fig. 2A). 
This observation could thus point towards a potential role of  (a) medium-derived factor(s), 
the presence of  which depends on functional active syntaxin 4, that drives MBP mRNA 
transcription. To obtain experimental support for this possibility, syntaxin 4-downregulated 
OPCs were differentiated in the presence of  conditioned medium derived from developing 
OLGs, i.e., differentiated from OPCs to immature OLGs, and analyzed after 7 days by 
immunocytochemistry for MBP expression. Strikingly, in syntaxin 4-downregulated cells, 
i.e. GFP-positive cells, treated with conditioned medium, MBP protein expression was re-
established up to the level of  mock-transduced cells (Fig. 8D, E). Thus these findings would 
support the notion that the initiation of  the biosynthesis of  MBP mRNA relies on a syntaxin 
4-dependent mechanism, which likely involves activation of  an autocrine signalling pathway. 
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DISCUSSION

SNARE proteins, including syntaxins, are intimately involved in docking and fusion of  vesicles, 
mediating intracellular protein transport, and their ubiquitous presence and distinct identities 
warrants specificity in vesicle-mediated delivery 119,197,198. The present study demonstrates that the 
t-SNAREs syntaxin 3 and 4 are distributed in a polarized fashion in OLGs, in agreement with 
similar observations reported for more common polarized cells, like epithelial cells 176–178,200–202. 
Moreover, the localization of  syntaxin 3 in the cell body and near the plasma membrane on 
the one hand, and that of  syntaxin 4 in the myelin sheet on the other, is consistent with the 
apical- and basolateral-like nature, respectively, of  these regions in rat OLGs, as previously 
established 9,29,114,115. Interestingly, our data also reveal that functional expression of  syntaxin 4, 
and to a lesser extent that of  its binding partner, VAMP3, appears crucial for MBP expression 
at the transcriptional level, but not for MBP mRNA trafficking to the myelin sheet. In fact, our 
data suggest a role of  a syntaxin 4-dependent, autocrine signalling mechanism that regulates 
MBP mRNA transcription.

Given its role in membrane docking at (basolateral) target domains and its primary localization 
towards the myelin sheets, we would predict that syntaxin 4 is involved in polarized transport 
of  myelin-sheet directed proteins. Remarkably, its downregulation effectively repressed MBP 
mRNA transcription. Although a causal relationship between the vesicular transport machinery 
and mRNA transport and localization has been described 208,209,228, our data indicated that neither 
granule assembly nor its cellular distribution, were affected by syntaxin 4 downregulation. 
Alternatively, a likely explanation for our findings would be to suggest failure of  syntaxin 4-
mediated sheet-directed delivery of  (a) molecular factor(s), regulating MBP mRNA 
transcription. However, quite unexpectedly, effective downregulation of  syntaxin 4 did not 
result in significant downregulation of  vesicular transport of  the myelin-specific protein PLP, 
the viral model protein VSV G or integrin α6, known to regulate MBP mRNA expression 17. 
Yet, we cannot exclude that in this particular case sheet-directed transport, mediated by the 
SNARE machinery, might have exploited alternatives for syntaxin 4, e.g., syntaxin 2, which 
is present in mature OLGs 39,179 in a non-polarized manner (our unpublished observations), 
or for the v-SNARE, VAMP3, e.g., VAMP2 39,179 or VAMP7, which has been implicated in 
PLP trafficking 8. If  so, it should also be emphasized that ‘t-SNARE substitution’ does not 
apply to the apical machinery, driven by syntaxin 3, as in this case its downregulation did 
effectively preclude PLP trafficking to the plasma membrane of  the cell body, which precedes 
subsequent transport to the myelin sheet 9,11,25,136,229. Thus, the specificity of  the effect of  
syntaxin 4 is emphasized by similar observations of  a reduction of  MBP expression upon 
downregulation of  its v-SNARE, VAMP3, the absence of  an effect of  syntaxin 3, and the 
apparent inability to potentially maintain MBP mRNA transcription via a syntaxin 2-mediated 
pathway. 

A direct interaction of  the syntaxin 4/VAMP3 SNARE machinery with MBP mRNA 
containing granules in OLGs could be excluded. Neither could the present observations be 
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explained by degradation of  MBP mRNA, or, in conjunction with that, of  MBP. Indeed, 
downregulation of  syntaxin 4 from the immature OLG stage onwards does not lower the 
amount of  MBP, nor were changes in MBP protein levels apparent in the presence of  the 
proteasomal inhibitor ALNN (unpublished observations). In fact, the location of  syntaxin 
4 near the myelin sheet would a priori exclude its direct role as a transcriptional activator. In 
this context, transcription factors such as myelin gene regulatory factor (MRF), required for 
expression of  myelin genes and CNS myelination, are likely also not the target of  syntaxin 
4, as they usually facilitate the expression of  a group of  myelination-related genes, and do 
not specifically induce MBP expression as such 230. Furthermore, MRF is also required for 
the maintenance of  mature OLGs and myelin 231, whereas proper functioning of  syntaxin 4 
is required at the onset of  MBP mRNA transcription, its downregulation from the immature 
OLG stage being without effect on MBP expression. More likely, the absence of  MBP as a 
result of  syntaxin 4 downregulation, might reflect the inability of  OPCs to secrete (a) factor(s) 
which is/are apparently necessary to initiate MBP mRNA transcription, i.e., based upon an 
autocrine signalling mechanism. Indeed, conditioned medium of  developing OLGs, but 
not neuronal-derived signals, restored MBP protein expression in syntaxin 4-downregulated 
cells. Given that MBP is essential for the formation of  functional myelin 204,232,233, it will be 
important to clarify the identity of  this/these medium constituent(s) and its/their underlying 
mechanism in MBP mRNA transcription during development in order to address early (re)
myelination defects. 
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ABSTRACT

In oligodendrocytes (OLGs), an indirect, transcytotic pathway is mediating transport of  de 
novo synthesized PLP, a major myelin specific protein, from the apical-like plasma membrane 
to the specialized basolateral-like myelin membrane to prevent its premature compaction. 
MAL is a well-known regulator of  polarized trafficking in epithelial cells, and given its 
presence in OLGs it was therefore of  interest to investigate whether MAL played a similar 
role in PLP transport in OLGs, taking into account its timely expression in these cells. Our 
data revealed that premature expression of  mCherry-MAL in oligodendrocyte progenitor 
cells interfered with terminal OLG differentiation, although myelin membrane formation 
per se was not impaired. In fact, also PLP transport to myelin membranes via the cell body 
plasma membrane was unaffected. However, the typical shift of  PLP from TX-100-insoluble 
membrane domains to CHAPS-resistant, but TX-100-soluble membrane domains, seen 
in the absence of  MAL expression, is substantially reduced upon expression of  the MAL 
protein. Interestingly, not only in vitro, but also in developing brain a strongly diminished shift 
from TX-100-insoluble to TX-100-soluble domains was observed. Consistently, the MAL-
expression mediated annihilation of  the typical membrane microdomain shift of  PLP is also 
reflected by a loss of  the characteristic surface expression profile of  conformation-sensitive 
anti-PLP antibodies. Hence, these findings suggest that MAL is not involved in vesicular PLP 
trafficking to either the plasma membrane and/or the myelin membrane as such, but rather 
may regulate PLP’s segregation into distinct microdomains that allow for lateral diffusion of  
PLP, directly from the plasma membrane to the myelin membrane once the myelin sheath 
has been assembled. 
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INTRODUCTION

Oligodendrocytes (OLGs) belong to the glial cell population of  the central nervous system 
(CNS) and are responsible for the production of  myelin. Myelin constitutes a multilamellar 
membrane organization that ensheaths and insulates the axon, thereby facilitating saltatory 
conduction and providing axonal protection (as reviewed in Ref. 234). Neurological disorders 
such as multiple sclerosis (MS) are initiated by disruption and degradation of  myelin, 
including failure of  OLG differentiation and proper de novo biogenesis of  myelin sheaths 
for regeneration. Clearly, a detailed understanding of  extra- and intracellular molecular 
mechanisms that promote myelination, including the biosynthesis and transport of  specific 
myelin membrane components to the myelin sheath, will be instrumental in efforts to develop 
an effective therapy for such a disease. 

The myelin membrane is continuous with the plasma membrane of  the OLG, but their 
composition and underlying mechanisms involved in delivery of  their membrane constituents, 
differ significantly 9,10,26,28,235. Hence, analogous to epithelial cells and neurons, these myelin-
producing cells can be considered as polarized cells. Indeed, previously we have shown that 
the t-SNAREs syntaxins 3 and 4, which are asymmetrically distributed in (polarized) epithelial 
cells 177,201, are similarly asymmetrically distributed in OLGs, syntaxin 3 being enriched at the 
plasma membrane of  the cell body, whereas syntaxin 4 localizes towards the myelin membrane 9,116. 
Moreover, a transcytotic transport mechanism appears to operate between cell body plasma 
membrane and myelin membrane in cultured OLGs 7,121. In fact, the major myelin-specific 
multispanning proteolipid protein (PLP), comprising 17% of  the total fraction of  myelin 205 
and mediating membrane compaction via clustering of  extracellular leaflets 30,31, reaches 
its final destination via this indirect, transcytotic pathway 7. Thus, prior to reaching the 
myelin membrane, PLP is first transported to the apical-like cell body plasma membrane 
from where the protein is internalized and stored in an endosomal compartment 7,8,136,139,229. 
From this storage site, the protein is subsequently transported towards the basolateral-like 
myelin membrane, a process that occurs under neuronal control 20. Interestingly, along this 
transcytotic transport pathway, initial transport of  de novo synthesized PLP from Golgi to 
plasma membrane relies on its integration in membrane microdomains, characterized by 
PLP’s resistance to solubilization by Triton X-100 (TX-100) detergent. TX-100 insolubility 
appears a transient phenomenon, since subsequent to arrival at the cell body plasma 
membrane the protein segregates in a sulfatide-dependent manner into TX-100-soluble, but 
CHAPS-insoluble domains 7,11. Intriguingly, this shift between domains is accompanied by 
changes in the conformation of  the second extracellular loop of  PLP and/or its state of  
oligomerization. Instrumental in transcytotic PLP transport are, among others, the t-SNARE 
syntaxin 3, which mediates PLP’s insertion into the cell body plasma membrane 7, and myelin 
and lymphocyte protein 2 (MAL2), which is known to interact with PLP in an ‘apical recycling 
endosome’-like compartment upon its internalization from the plasma membrane 121.

Interestingly, in the CNS, MAL, a regulator of  direct apical sorting and delivery in epithelial 
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cells 149,151,157, is upregulated in OLGs during the period of  active myelination, i.e., 3-5 days 
after the onset of  PLP expression 36,37,159. Therefore, MAL may interfere with PLP trafficking, 
as the protein is known to tightly associate with galactosylceramide (GalC) and sulfatide, 
both lipids being relevant to PLP’s localization in distinct membrane microdomains 7,11,15. At 
steady state, MAL is predominantly localized in compact myelin and colocalizes with PLP and 
MBP 155. It has been suggested to be involved in stabilization and maintenance of  membrane 
domains in myelin, while a role in the maintenance of  axon-glia interactions has also been 
proposed 131,166. Furthermore, in MAL-deficient mice the expression levels of  MAG, MBP, 
and NF155 in myelin and myelin-derived membrane microdomains were reduced 131. These 
observations might thus hint at a role for MAL in the delivery efficiency of  myelin-specific 
proteins at the level of  sorting and/or trafficking of  myelin directed transport vesicles.

Here, we have addressed the question whether expression of  MAL interferes with PLP 
trafficking. To this end, we expressed MAL in oligodendrocyte progenitor cells (OPCs), 
PLP-expressing OLN-93 and polarized HepG2 cells, and studied the expression, trafficking, 
localization and lateral membrane distribution of  PLP. Our data indicate that vesicular 
trafficking of  de novo synthesized PLP to the cell body plasma membrane is not affected 
by MAL, but rather that the protein interferes with PLP’s partitioning in TX-100-soluble, 
CHAPS-insoluble membrane microdomains. We propose that when myelin membrane 
assembly progresses and/or during maintenance, when a compact myelin membrane 
organization has been realized, this mechanism would preclude extensive PLP internalization 
via CHAPS-resistant membrane domains, and rather, allows for ‘direct’ lateral segregation of  
PLP from the plasma membrane towards the myelin membrane.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Constructs

PLP-eGFP (pEGFP-N1-PLP) and mCherry-MAL (N-terminus tagged) were kind gifts 
of  Dr. Niels Hellings (Hasselt University, Belgium), and Dr. Miquel Alonso (Universidad 
Automona de Madrid, Spain), respectively. The mCherry-MAL insert was excised with AgeI 
and Kpn1 from the pmCherry-C1 plasmid and ‘blunt-end’ ligated into the EcoRV-site of  
the pENTRA1A plasmid. Inserts from pENTR1A were recombined into pLenti-CMV-Pur 
(Addgene #17452) or pLenti-CMV/TO-Hygro (Addgene #17291) using Gateway® LR 
Clonase II Enzyme mix (Life Technologies) according to manufacturer’s instructions. The 
orientation and the integrity of  the obtained constructs were confirmed by DNA sequencing.

Cell culture

Primary oligodendrocytes: Pregnant Wistar rats were purchased from Harlan (Netherlands). 
Animal protocol were evaluated and approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use 
Committee of  the University of  Groningen (Netherlands). Primary cultures of  OLGs were 
prepared from forebrains of  1-2 day old Wistar rats using a shake-off  procedure as described 
previously 213,220. OPCs were plated in SATO medium supplemented with the growth factors 
FGF-2 (10 ng/ml, Peprotech, London, UK) and PDGF-AA (10 ng/ml, Peprotech) on 
poly-L-lysine (PLL, 5 µg/ml, Sigma, St. Louis, MO)-coated 10 cm dishes (Nunc, Naperville, 
IL, 1.0 106 cells/dish) or 13-mm-coverslips (30,000 cells/well), for biochemical and 
immunocytochemical analysis, respectively. After 2 days (‘OPCs’), differentiation was initiated 
by switching to SATO medium supplemented with 0.5% fetal calf  serum (FCS, Bodinco, 
Alkmaar, the Netherlands), and cells were grown for 3 days (imOLGs) or 7-10 days (mOLGs).

OLN-93 cells: The rat-derived oligodendroglia derived cell line, OLN-93 (a kind gift of  
Dr. Christiane Richter-Landsberg, University of  Oldenburg, Germany, 236) that express the 
galactolipids GalC and sulfatide with PLP-eGFP (OLN-PLP-GS, 7) or without PLP-eGFP 
(OLN-GS, 15,62) were cultured in DMEM containing 10% FCS. After transduction of  OLN-
GS and OLN-PLP-GS cells with mCherry-MAL, transduced cells (OLN-GS-MAL and 
OLN-PLP-GS-MAL) were selected in 100 µg/ml hygromycin for 5 days. Transfection of  
OLN-GS-MAL cells with the plasmid pLEGFP-N1-PLP was performed with Lipofectamin 
2000 (Invitrogen, Breda, The Netherlands), according to the manufacturer’s instructions. 
OLN-93 cells were plated in 10 cm dishes (200.000 cells/dish) for Western Blot and gradient 
analysis, or on 13-mm-coverslips (10.000 cells/coverslip) for immunocytochemical analysis 
and grown for 2-3 days.

HepG2 cells: HepG2 cells that stably express PLP-eGFP (HepG2-PLP, 7) were cultured 
in DMEM containing 10% FCS. After transduction of  HepG2-PLP cells with mCherry-
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MAL, transduced cells were selected in 400 µg/ml hygromycin for 5 days. HepG2 cells 
were plated in 10 cm dishes (500.000 cells/dish) for Western Blot and gradient analysis, on 
13-mm-coverslips for immunocytochemical analysis (30.000 cells/coverslip), or 40.000 cells 
in a Labtek chambered coverglass (Nunc # 155383) for live-imaging and analysed after 2 days 
in culture.

Rat brain tissue 

Brain tissue of  Wistar rats was homogenized, using a Wheaton homogenizer, in 1 ml of  ice-
cold TE buffer [10 mM Tris-HCl, 2 mM EDTA, 0.25 M sucrose and a cocktail of  protease 
inhibitors (Complete Mini, Roche Diagnostics, Mannheim, Germany)] at the indicated age. 
Samples were stored at -80°C until further biochemical analysis.

Production of lentiviral particles and transduction

For production of  lentiviral particles, the constructs, packaging, and envelope plasmids 
(pRSV-Rev and pMD.G) were transfected into the HEK293T packaging cell line using calcium 
phosphate. Two days after transfection, medium was refreshed, and conditioned medium was 
collected after 24 hrs, filtered (Millipore, 0.45 μm pore size), and either used immediately or 
stored frozen at -80 °C. OLN-93 cells, HepG2 cells, and OPCs (48 hrs before the shake-off  
procedure) were transduced for 16 hrs with lentiviral particles supplemented with 4 µg/mL 
hexadimethrine bromide (polybrene; Sigma). 

Detergent extraction and membrane microdomain isolation

Cells were washed with PBS, and harvested by scraping the cells in TNE-lysis buffer (50 
mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM EDTA, and protease cocktail inhibitors) 
containing either 1% TX-100 or 20 mM 3-[(3-cholamidopropyl)dimethylammonio]-2-
hydroxy-1-propanesulfonate (CHAPS). Tissue homogenates were extracted with either 1% 
TX-100 or 20 mM CHAPS. The solution was passed 10 times through a 21-gauge needle 
and incubated on ice for at least 30 min. The protein content was determined by a Bio-
Rad DC Protein Assay (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA), using bovine serum albumin 
(BSA) as standard. Detergent soluble and insoluble fractions were obtained as described 
previously 114. Membrane microdomains were isolated using density gradient centrifugation 
and a discontinuous OptiPrep gradient. To this end, equal amount of  protein (500 µg in 
250 µl) of  total cell detergent extracts or tissue homogenates were added to 500 µl of  60% 
OptiPrep (Lucron Bioproducts, Milsbeek, the Netherlands). This 40% OptiPrep solution 
was overlaid with 30% and 10% OptiPrep. Gradients were centrifuged overnight at 152,000 
g (SW55 Beckman, 4°C) and seven gradient fractions were collected from the top (fraction 
1) to the bottom (fraction 7), and subjected to Western blot or dot blot analysis. The lateral 
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distribution of  PLP(-eGFP), caveolin and GM1 was calculated from the protein’s (infrared) 
intensity in either fractions 3-4 (membrane microdomains) or fractions 6-7 (non-membrane 
microdomains), relative to the total intensity, i.e., measured collectively in all fractions.  

Immunocytochemistry

Cells were stained with antibodies for the cell surface lipids GalC and sulfatide (Ranscht-
mAb (R-mAb), a kind gift of  Dr. Guus Wolswijk, NIN, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, 217), 
A2B5 (1:10, a kind gift of  Dr. Thijs Lopes-Cardozo), PLP (ET3, 1:50, a kind gift of  Dr. 
Elisabeth Trifilieff, University of  Strasbourg, France, 7), and O10 (1:5, a kind gift of  Dr. 
Evi Albers-Krämer. University of  Mainz, Germany, 237). After blocking non-specific binding 
with 4% BSA in PBS for 10 min, cells were incubated with primary antibodies for 30 min, 
washed three times and incubated for 25 min with appropriate FITC- or TRITC-conjugated 
antibodies (1:50, Jackson ImmunoResearch, West Grove, PA). The cells were fixed with 4% 
paraformaldehyde (PFA) in PBS for 20 min at RT, after which the nuclei were stained with 
DAPI (1 μg/ml, Sigma). For staining of  intracellular antigens, cells were fixed with 4% PFA 
for 20 min at RT. Fixed cells were either permeabilized with ice cold methanol (MBP) for 10 
min and subsequently blocked with 4% BSA in PBS for at least 30 min at RT, or with 0.1% 
TX-100 (PLP, MRP2) in 4% BSA in PBS for 30 min. The cells were incubated for 1-2 hrs 
with primary antibodies directed against MBP (Serotec, Oxford, UK, 1:250), PLP (4C2, 1:10, 
a kind gift of  Dr. Vijay. Kuchroo, Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA, 218), and MRP2 
(1:300, Axxora, Lörrach, Germany) at RT. The cells were washed with PBS and incubated 
with FITC-conjugated secondary antibodies supplemented with DAPI for 25 min at RT. 
The samples were analyzed with an immunofluorescence microscope (Olympus AX70 or 
Leica DMI 6000 B), or a Leica SP8 AOBS CLSM confocal microscope (Leica Microsystems, 
Heidelberg, Germany) in combination with Leica Confocal Software. Data were processed 
using Adobe Photoshop software. OLGs were characterized by morphology, i.e., cells with 
a typical astrocytic morphology were excluded, and in each experiment at least 300 cells 
were scored as either antigen-positive or antigen-negative. To compare the percentage of  
PLP-eGFP-positive bile canalicular (BC) apical lumens between the conditions, images 
were acquired with a Zeiss AcioObserver Z1 microscope equipped with TissueFAXs 
(Tissuegnostics, Vienna, Austria). The number of  PLP-eGFP-positive BCs of  MRP2-positive 
BCs per mm2 was determined by TissueQuest analysis (Tissuegnostics). 

Live cell imaging 

For live cell imaging of  HepG2-PLP and HepG2-PLP-MAL cells 2 days after plating were 
used. Cells were imaged every minute for an hour at 37°C, 5% CO2 in the presence of  
cycloheximide (50 µg/ml) using a Solamere Nipkow confocal microscope. The direction 
of  PLP-eGFP-containing vesicles was determined in Fiji using the manual tracker plugin 
(Fabrice Cordelières 238). To this end, 10 vesicles per cell were tracked for 6 min in 5 cells in 
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each of  the three independent experiments, and the direction scored as towards or away from 
the BC when a clear direction was apparent. 

Western blot and dotblot analysis

Cells pellets were lysed in TNE-lysis buffer for 30 min on ice. Equal protein amounts (20 
µg for cells, 25 µg for tissue) or volume (60 µl for gradients) were mixed with SDS-reducing 
sample buffer, heated for 5 min at 95°C or 30 min at 37°C (PLP) and subjected to SDS-
PAGE (10% or 12.5% SDS-gels) and Western blotting as described previously 220. For dotblot 
analysis, equal volumes of  the gradient fractions (10 µl) were applied onto nitrocellulose 
membrane, and when dried subjected to similar immunoblot analysis as for the Western 
blots. Primary antibodies used were anti-GFP (1:500, Invitrogen, Molecular Probes, Eugene, 
OR), anti-MAL (6D9, 1:400, a kind gift of  Dr. Miquel Alonso, Universidad Automona de 
Madrid, Spain, 239), anti-caveolin (BD Transduction Laboratories, Lexington, KY), or anti-
actin antibody (1:1000; mouse monoclonal, Sigma). GM1 was visualized with biotinylated 
CTB (Sigma). The signals were detected using the Odyssey Infrared Imaging System (Li-Cor 
Biosciences, Lincoln, NE) and analysed using Odyssey V3.0 analysis software or Scion Image 
software (Scion Corp., Frederick, MD). 

Statistical analysis

Data are expressed as mean ± standard deviation (SD) and were obtained from at least three 
independent experiments. Statistical analysis was performed using a two-tailed Student’s t-test 
or the one sample t-test when compared relative to control (set to 100% in each independent 
experiment). In all cases a p value of  p< 0.05 was considered significant.
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RESULTS

Premature MAL expression in OPCs impairs terminal oligodendrocyte differentiation

Following its biosynthesis, PLP is transported to myelin membranes via a transcytotic 
pathway, which provides a means to regulate the timely appearance of  the protein in the 
myelin sheet, thereby preventing premature compaction. In the CNS, MAL, a regulator 
of  polarized (apical) membrane transport in epithelial cells, is expressed after PLP 36,37,159 

suggesting that this protein, also given its association with galactosphingolipids and their 
presence in membrane microdomains, may interfere with PLP trafficking. The relatively 
delayed developmental expression of  endogenous MAL in primary cells has in fact hampered 
progress in understanding its potential function in trafficking of  (myelin) proteins in OLGs. 
We therefore decided to express MAL in OPCs, which would enable us to monitor PLP 
trafficking upon maturation of  the cells to OLGs. Accordingly, an mCherry-MAL construct 
was expressed in OPCs by means of  lentiviral transduction. Importantly, previous studies 
have shown that the localization of  N-terminus tagged MAL is virtually indistinguishable 
from that of  endogenous MAL, while C-terminus tagged MAL is retained in the endoplasmic 
reticulum 240. In polarized MDCK cells, endogenous MAL has been described as an itinerant 
protein that cycles between the trans-Golgi network and the plasma membrane 152. To verify 
whether similar properties apply to mCherry-MAL-expressing cells of  the OLG lineage, 
we first examined its localization during OLG maturation, using stage-specific markers. 
Upon maturation of  OPCs to OLGs, distinct developmental stages can be distinguished. 
Overall, the cell morphology changes from a bipolar OPC to one that has multiple primary 
and secondary processes (immature OLGs), while in mature primary OLGs laminar myelin 
sheets can be distinguished. As shown in Figure 1A, and consistent with observations in 
MDCK cells, mCherry-MAL was prominently present at the plasma membrane of  the cell 
body and at the perinuclear region in A2B5-positive OPCs. Upon further differentiation 
to R-mAb-positive immature OLGs, mCherry-MAL increasingly accumulated in vesicular 
structures primarily localized near the cell membrane of  the cell body, whereas in MBP-
positive sheet forming OLGs, i.e., at the mature OLG stage, mCherrry-MAL was largely 
present in the perinuclear region and the primary processes. As noted above, in mature MAL-
expressing OLGs, the localization of  mCherry-MAL and endogenous MAL is comparable 
(Fig. 1A cf. 1D). Furthermore, the morphology of  mCherry-MAL expressing OLGs was 
indistinguishable from that of  control OLGs. 

To determine whether (premature) expression of  MAL affects the development of  OLG 
maturation, we next examined proliferation and differentiation of  mCherry-MAL expressing 
cells, relative to non-expressing cells. Expression of  MAL did not affect the proliferation 
of  the cells (Fig. 1B). Thus, in the presence of  growth factors PDGF-AA and FGF-2, 
approx. 20% of  both MAL-expressing and control OPCs were positive for Ki67, a marker 
reflecting cell proliferation, while being absent from resting cells. The onset of  terminal 
differentiation is defined by the surface expression of  GalC and sulfatide (recognized by the 
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R-mAb), whereas the expression of  MBP and PLP prominently occurs in mature, myelin 
membrane forming OLGs. Therefore, to establish whether mCherry-MAL affects OLG 
differentiation, the number of  R-mAb-, MBP-, and PLP-expressing cells was determined by 
immunocytochemistry. One week after initiating differentiation, it is apparent that the levels 
of  R-mAb surface expressing cells in control and mCherry-MAL cells were virtually identical 
(Fig. 1C). In contrast, in mCherry-MAL-expressing OLGs the number of  MBP- and PLP-

Figure 1. Localization and effect of (mCherry)-MAL on proliferation and differentiation upon expression 
in oligodendrocyte progenitor cells 

mCherry-MAL was lentivirally transduced in oligodendrocyte progenitor cells (OPCs) and cells were allowed 
to differentiate till immature (imOLGs) and mature (mOLGs) oligodendrocytes. A) Localization of mCherry-
MAL in A2B5-positive OPCs, R-mAb-positive imOLGs, and MBP-positive mOLGs. Representative pictures of at 
least three independent experiments are shown. B) The percentage of proliferative OPCs, i.e., Ki67-positive 
of total mCherry-MAL-positive and mCherry-MAL-negative cells was determined. Each bar represents the 
mean + SD of three independent experiments. Statistical analysis were performed using the student’s t-test 
(not significant). C) The percentage of R-mAb-, MBP-, and PLP-positive mOLGs of total mCherry-MAL-positive 
and mCherry-MAL-negative cells was determined. In each experiment, the % of MAL-negative cells was set to 
100% (horizontal line). The percentage of MBP- and PLP-positive cells in MAL-negative cells were 35.4.±14.7% 
and 60.0±9.3%, respectively. Each bar represents the mean + SD of three to five independent experiments. 
Statistical differences with mCherry-MAL-negative cells as assessed with a one sample t-test is shown (*p<0.05). 
Note that the number of MBP- and PLP-positive cells, but not R-mAb-postive cells, is reduced in cells that 
express mCherry-MAL. D) Localization of endogenous MAL in mOLGs. Scale bars are 10 µm.
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positive cells was reduced by approx. 40%. Microscopical examination of  mCherry-MAL-
expressing cells (Fig. 1A) revealed that the localization of  MBP, in cells expressing the protein, 
as well as the outgrowth of  myelin membranes, were seemingly unimpaired. However, more 
drastic alterations by premature expression of  MAL were detected in the processing of  the 
transmembrane protein PLP, as described next. Thus our data reveal that MAL expression 
does not interfere with proliferation of  OPCs, but rather impeded terminal differentiation 
of  the cells.

Premature MAL expression modulates the lateral plasma membrane distribution of PLP

As demonstrated above, once terminally differentiated, the overall outgrowth of  processes 
and myelin sheets in MAL-expressing cells in culture, is not impaired based on morphological 
criteria and MBP expression. Yet, in contrast to MBP, which is transported in mRNA granules 
and locally expressed in the sheet 241,242, PLP is trafficked in transport vesicles, following 
biosynthesis at the endoplasmic reticulum. Given the known role of  MAL in protein sorting 
in polarized transport we therefore next investigated whether prematurely expressed MAL 
might interfere with PLP transport in developing OLGs. First, the localization of  PLP was 
determined by immunofluorescence. As seen in Figure 2A, in mCherry-MAL-expressing 
cells, PLP seemed to accumulate as punctate spots in the cell body and at the beginning 
of  primary processes (Fig. 2A, 4C2). PLP and mCherry-MAL hardly if  at all colocalize in 
the vesicular structures (Fig. 2A, 4C2, inset), suggesting that they are not extensively co-
transported. PLP is a multispanning membrane protein, and upon its transcytotic transport 
to the myelin membrane via the cell body plasma membrane, the secondary structure of  the 
second extracellular loop changes as a function of  its local environment within the plane 
of  membrane 243. Thus, although both anti-extracellular PLP antibodies (ET3 and O10) 
are directed against a conformational epitope in the second extracellular loop, ET3 most 
prominently binds to PLP when present in TX-100-insoluble membrane microdomains at 
the cell body plasma membrane, whereas O10 staining is more intense when PLP is localized 
in the processes and myelin membrane 7,237. Remarkably, while the ET3 epitope was mainly 
exposed at the surface of  the cell body plasma membrane in control cells, displaying a 
somewhat clustered appearance, the staining pattern of  ET3 in mCherry-MAL expressing 
OLGs was less confined to the cell body plasma membrane, whereas its distribution pattern 
was more laterally diffuse (Fig. 2A). The O10 epitope was accessible at the surface, displaying 
very similar distributions, irrespective of  MAL expression, although the intensity of  the O10 
staining was in most cases severely reduced in mCherry-MAL-expressing cells (Fig. 2A).

Hence, despite a substantial intracellular accumulation of  PLP in the cell body of  MAL-
expressing cells, a fraction of  PLP is transported to the surface, and subsequently acquires 
access to the entire OLG surface membrane. The ET3 staining in particular suggested changes 
in the overall lateral distribution of  PLP in mCherry-MAL-expressing cells, which are possibly 
related to the protein’s integration in different membrane (micro)domains. Therefore, the 
question arises whether the distinction in lateral distribution of  PLP derives from different 
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transport pathways, operating in mCherry-MAL-expressing cells, compared to those seen 
in control cells. Previously, we have shown that upon inhibition of  sulfatide biosynthesis 

Figure 2. Localization of PLP in mCherry-MAL expressing oligodendrocytes 

mCherry-MAL was lentivirally transduced in oligodendrocyte progenitor cells (OPCs) and cells were allowed 
to differentiate till immature (imOLGs, B) or mature (mOLGs, A) in the absence (A) or presence (B) of sodium 
chlorate, an inhibitor of sulfatide synthesis and shown to prevent transcytosis of PLP (chlorate, B 7). The 
intracellular localization of PLP was determined with anti-PLP antibody 4C2, and the surface localization of 
PLP was determined by immunostaining using anti-PLP antibodies directed against extracellular epitopes (ET3, 
O10). Representative pictures of at least three independent experiments are shown. Scale bars are 10 µm. A) 
Note that ET3 primarily binds to the cell body plasma membrane of control mOLGs, whereas its distribution 
was more dispersed in cells that express mCherry-MAL, while intracellular PLP appears to be more intense in 
primary processes rather than the myelin membrane. B) Note the similar surface expression of PLP (ET3) at the 
cell body plasma membrane in control and mCherry-MAL transduced imOLGs upon chlorate treatment. 
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by sodium chlorate, PLP transport is blocked at the plasma membrane of  the cell body 7, 
implicating sulfatide as an essential requirement for subsequent transcytotic PLP transport to 
the myelin membrane. Therefore, to examine if  an indirect sulfatide-dependent route for PLP 
still operates in MAL-expressing cells, OPCs were treated with sodium chlorate, a competitive 
inhibitor of  sulfation, followed by the analysis of  the surface expression of  PLP. As shown 
in Figure 2B, in the absence of  sulfatide, surface PLP that harbors the ET3 epitope, remains 
predominantly localized at the plasma membrane of  the cell body in both non-expressing 
and mCherry-MAL-expressing cells. These data would imply that also in MAL-expressing 
cells sulfatide-dependent trancytotic transport is still functional. Of  interest, the seemingly 
altered localization of  mCherry-MAL in the absence of  sulfatide, emphasizes a relatively 
strong  relation between sulfatide and MAL, as shown previously 155,166. This competitive 
interaction could thus affect the efficiency of  sulfatide-mediated transcytotic transport of  
PLP. Thus, these findings show that also in mCherry-MAL-expressing cells PLP is primarily 
transported to the cell body plasma membrane. However, the altered lateral distribution in 
surface exposure of  the ET3 epitope of  PLP in MAL-expressing cells, would thus indicate 
that subsequent transport to the myelin membrane would have occurred, independent of  
sulfatide-dependent transcytotic transport. Alternatively, once deposited at the myelin 
membrane, its molecular environment may have (partly) altered in such a way that the ET3 
epitope is (re)recognized. To analyze whether the observed alteration in surface staining of  
PLP was also accompanied by an altered lateral membrane distribution of  the protein, we next 
examined the effect of  MAL expression on PLP surface expression and lateral membrane 
distribution in the oligodendroglial cell line OLN-93, which allowed us to analyze the effect 
of  MAL after PLP is expressed, which more closely mimics the in vivo situation.

MAL modifies the lateral membrane localization of PLP in OLN-PLP-GS cells

To further clarify the role of  MAL in PLP transport and its lateral membrane distribution, we 
made use of  our previously established OLN-93-derived cell line OLN-PLP-GS 7. In contrast 
to parental OLN-93 cells, OLN-PLP-GS cells express GalC and sulfatide, as well as PLP-
eGFP. In these cells PLP-eGFP transport to the plasma membrane displays similar features 
as in primary OLGs. Thus, in line with the observations in primary OLGs, in OLN-PLP-GS 
cells, the ET3 epitope is mainly exposed at the cell body, while the O10 epitope emerges 
at the processes 7, (Fig. 3A). In addition, at steady state conditions PLP mainly resides in 
CHAPS-resistant, TX-100-soluble membrane microdomains 7, (Fig. 3B). When MAL is 
lentivirally transduced in OLN-PLP-GS cells (OLN-PLP-GS-MAL), i.e., expressed after 
PLP expression as occurs during development, the characteristic staining of  antibody ET3, 
almost exclusively restricted to the cell body plasma membrane, becomes severely perturbed 
(Fig. 3A). Thus, a pronounced staining of  the processes is now also observed, very similar 
as occurs in primary OLGs upon (premature) MAL expression (Fig. 2A). By contrast, the 
lateral distribution of  the O10 epitope remains largely unaltered. As noted, the exposure of  
the ET3 and O10 epitopes reflects differences in PLP’s partitioning in different membrane 
microenvironments 7,243. Specifically, transcytotic PLP transport is characterized by a dynamic 
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shift in partitioning of  PLP into distinct membrane microdomains, which is accompanied by a 
conformational change in the protein. Thus, following biosynthesis, PLP transiently resides in 
TX-100-resistant membrane microdomains in plasma membrane-directed transport vesicles 
and after arrival at the cell body plasma membrane. At the plasma membrane, the protein 
is subsequently segregated into CHAPS-resistant, but TX-100-soluble microdomains prior 
to its internalization and transport to myelin membranes 7,11. This dynamic is reflected by a 
membrane-microdomain dependent change in the exposure of  the conformational epitopes 
ET3 and O10, respectively 7,243. To analyze whether the altered lateral surface distribution of  
PLP in MAL-expressing cells, as particularly reflected by a change in the lateral distribution of  
the ET3 epitope, was accompanied by an altered partitioning into membrane microdomains, 
the detergent (in)solubility of  PLP was determined upon extraction with 20 mM CHAPS 
or 1% TX-100. Membrane microdomains were isolated via density gradient centrifugation, 
and PLP was visualized by Western blot. In the gradients, fractions 3-4 are considered to 
represent membrane microdomain (raft) fractions, as reflected by a relative enrichment of  
the membrane microdomain marker caveolin-1 in these fractions, whereas fractions 6-7 
represent non-raft fractions (Fig. 3B). In MAL-expressing cells, a slight redistribution of  
PLP to TX-100-insoluble fractions was observed, as compared to non-expressing cells (Fig. 
3B, C 11.0±8.8% in OLN-PLP-GS vs 27.6±16.6% in OLN-PLP-GS-MAL cells), while the 
distribution of  caveolin-1 remained similar. In both cell types, the major fraction of  PLP 
was CHAPS-resistant (57.3±18.9% in OLN-PLP-GS vs 55.3±20.9% in OLN-PLP-GS-
MAL cells). In contrast, when MAL was expressed before PLP (OLN-GS-MAL-PLP cells), 
the incorporation of  PLP in CHAPS-insoluble membrane microdomains was significantly 
reduced (57.3±18.9% in OLN-PLP-GS vs 27.4±8.7% in OLN-GS-MAL-PLP cells). Since 
OLN-93 cells do not produce proper myelin sheets and hence, cannot be regarded as 
genuinely polarized cells, we next investigated the effect of  MAL on PLP’s localization in a 
well-characterized polarized cell model.  

MAL modifies the lateral membrane localization of PLP in HepG2 cells

The hepatic cell line HepG2 may serve as a valuable model to study PLP transport. Polarized 
HepG2 cells have functional apical and basolateral membrane domains that are separated 
by tight junctions. In these cells, newly synthesized surface membrane proteins are either 
transported via direct pathways or via transcytosis to their surface destination, i.e., either the 
basolateral or apical membrane. Previously, we have shown that in polarized HepG2 cells, 
PLP-eGFP, when expressed in these cells, localizes to both the apical domain, i.e., the bile 
canalicular (BC) membrane in liver cells, and the basolateral domain 7 (Fig. 4A). Furthermore, 
at steady state conditions, PLP-eGFP partitions in membrane microdomains, displaying 
very similar detergent resistance properties as those observed in primary OLGs 7 (cf. Fig. 
6, see below). Moreover, HepG2 cells lack endogenous MAL 157 (Fig. 4C), making these 
cells an ideal model to study the effect of  MAL on PLP transport and lateral membrane 
distribution. As shown in Figure 4A, in control, MAL-devoid HepG2 cells, PLP-eGFP is 
primarily present at both the apical and basolateral membrane, while only a minor fraction 
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Figure 3. Localization and membrane microdomain association of PLP in OLN-PLP-GS and OLN-PLP-
GS-MAL cells 

A) Localization of PLP in OLN-PLP-GS cells in the presence (OLN-PLP-GS-MAL) and absence of MAL. MAL is 
expressed after PLP-eGFP. ET3 and O10 recognize distinct extracellular PLP epitopes. Representative pictures 
of at least three independent experiments are shown. Scale bars are 10 µm. Note that upon expression of 
MAL the ET3 PLP surface epitope is exposed along the entire plasma membrane, while being restricted to 
the cell body in the absence of MAL. B, C) OLN-PLP-GS, OLN-PLP-GS-MAL and OLN-GS-MAL-PLP cells were 
extracted with TX-100 (1%) or CHAPS (20 mM) at 4˚C and subjected to OptiPrep density centrifugation. 
PLP-eGFP (anti-GFP) and caveolin were visualized by Western blot. Representative blots of two to four 
independent experiments are shown in B, quantitative analyses in C. The protein percentage of each fraction 
was calculated by dividing the protein percentage in that fraction by total protein expression. Bar graphs 
of the pooled fraction percentage of (membrane microdomain, ‘raft’) fractions 3-4 and (‘non-raft’) fractions 
6-7 are shown. Statistical differences with OLN-PLP-GS cells as assessed with a student’s t-test is shown (* 
p<0.05). Note that upon premature expression of MAL, i.e., prior to transient expression of PLP (OLN-GS-MAL-
PLP) the characteristic distribution of PLP in CHAPS-insoluble (membrane microdomain) fractions is reduced, 
while the lateral distribution of the membrane microdomain marker caveolin is not altered. 
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localizes to intracellular structures. In MAL-expressing HepG2 cells, a dramatic shift in PLP 
distribution is apparent, implying a loss of  basolateral and apical membrane localized PLP 
and, instead, a more prominent intracellular accumulation. Interestingly, MAL was mainly 
present at the apical BC membrane, while a minor fraction resided in intracellular vesicular 
structures. As observed in primary OLGs, MAL does not significantly colocalize with PLP in 
the intracellular structures. Following the expression of  MAL, the number of  double stained 
BCs, containing both PLP and MRP2 was however markedly reduced (Fig. 4B, approx. 50%). 
The localization of  the apical marker MRP2, similarly as PLP a multispanning membrane 

Figure 4. Localization of PLP in HepG2-PLP and HepG2-PLP-MAL cells 

A) Localization of PLP-eGFP in HepG2-cells in the presence (HepG2-PLP-MAL) and absence of MAL (HepG2-
PLP). MAL is expressed after PLP-eGFP. MRP2 is an apical marker, ET3 recognizes an extracellular PLP epitope. 
Representative pictures of at least three independent experiments are shown. Scale bars are 10 µm. Note 
that upon expression of MAL the expression of PLP-eGFP at the apical surface seems to be reduced, more 
intracellular structures appear, while still present at the basolateral membrane surface. B) Quantitative 
analysis of the number of PLP-positive of total MRP2-positive bile canaliculi (BCs, apical surface) in HepG2-
PLP and HepG2-PLP-MAL cells. Each bar represents the mean + SD of three independent experiments. In each 
experiment, the % of PLP-positive of total MRP2-positive BCs was set to 100%. In HepG2-PLP cells 41.0 ± 9.4% 
of the MRP2-postitive BCs were PLP-positive. Statistical differences with HepG2-PLP cells as assessed with a one 
sample t-test is shown (* p< 0.05). Note that the number of PLP-positive BCs is reduced upon expression of MAL. 
C) Western blot analysis of the expression levels of PLP and MAL in HepG2-PLP and HepG2-PLP-MAL cells (anti-
MAL antibody). Note that PLP expression is similar in the presence or absence of MAL. 
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protein, was not visually affected upon MAL expression, indicating that MAL selectively 
altered the distribution of  PLP. In HepG2 cells, antibody ET3 recognizes extracellular PLP-
eGFP at the basolateral surface 7 (Fig. 4A), while the O10 epitope is not exposed 7. Upon 
MAL expression, a fraction of  PLP still localized at the basolateral surface, as visualized 
with antibody ET3 (Fig. 4A, ET3). In fact, vesicle tracking experiments, in which vesicles 
were carefully monitored that had a clear directional movement towards or away from the 
BC surface, revealed that in MAL-devoid, control HepG2 cells, PLP-containing vesicular 
structures appeared to move more towards the BC, while in MAL-expressing HepG2 cells, 
the vesicles moved away from the BC, suggesting increased trafficking towards the basolateral 
membrane (Fig. 5A, B). To analyze whether this alteration of  PLP transport was accompanied 
by an altered lateral membrane distribution of  the protein, as reflected by differences in 
detergent (in)solubility, the detergent (in)solubility of  PLP was determined upon extraction 
with 20 mM CHAPS or 1% TX-100. Expression of  MAL altered the relative overall 
partitioning of  PLP in detergent soluble versus insoluble membrane microdomains (Fig. 5C, 
D). Thus, following extraction with CHAPS in MAL-devoid control HepG2 cells, 52±9% 
of  the PLP-eGFP fraction was present in CHAPS-resistant membrane microdomains 
(fraction 3-4), while only 29±9% of  the PLP-eGFP fraction was present in these membrane 
microdomains in MAL-expressing HepG2 cells (Fig. 5C, D). An opposite observation was 
made in case of  analysis of  TX-100-resistant membrane microdomains, i.e, PLP-eGFP 
showed some tendency to segregate into TX-100-resistant membrane microdomains when 
MAL is expressed (Fig. 5 C, D, 22±15% in HepG2-PLP vs 34±23% in HepG2-PLP-MAL 
cells). As caveolin is not expressed in HepG2 cells, GM1, as visualized on a dotblot with CTB, 
was used as a marker for membrane microdomains 244. Incorporation of  ganglioside GM1 in 
CHAPS- or TX-100-insoluble membrane microdomains remained unaltered, i.e., irrespective 
of  the presence of  mCherry-MAL. Hence, upon expression of  MAL the distinct association 
of  PLP with CHAPS-resistant, TX-100-soluble membrane microdomains is substantially 
diminished in HepG2 cells. To examine whether a similar lateral membrane redistribution 
of  PLP occurs during myelin maintenance, we next determined PLP’s detergent (in)solubility 
during rat brain development.

Increased association of PLP with TX-100-resistant membrane microdomains upon brain 
development

To examine the detergent (in)solubility of  PLP during rat brain development, total brain 
homogenates, isolated from animals of  different age, were extracted with 20 mM CHAPS or  
1% TX-100 at 4˚C, and soluble and insoluble fractions were separated by centrifugation. As 
shown in Figure 6A, PLP, although detectable at very low levels at postnatal day 8 (p8), was 
significantly expressed from postnatal day 16 onwards, i.e., during active myelination, while 
MAL is clearly expressed at p23. At p16, PLP almost exclusively partitioned in the TX-100-
soluble but CHAPS-insoluble fraction (approx. 95%), very similar as observed in cultured 
OLGs (Fig. 6B, 7,11). At p23, i.e., at the time MAL is expressed (Fig. 6A), and even more 
prominently in homogenates isolated from the adult rat brain, PLP increasingly segregated to 
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Figure 5. Live cell imaging and membrane microdomain association of PLP-eGFP in HepG2-PLP and 
HepG2-PLP-MAL cells 

A, B) The movement of PLP-eGFP-containing vesicles was recorded in live HepG2-PLP and HepG2-PLP-MAL 
cells in the presence of cycloheximide for one hour at 37°C and 5% CO

2
. Images were acquired every minute. 

The direction of 10 PLP-eGFP-containing vesicles in 5 cells was tracked for 6 min in Fiji using the manual tracker 
plugin, and scored as towards or away from the BC when a clear direction was apparent. Representative cells of 
three independent experiments are shown in A (the tracks of 3 vesicles in each cell are indicated), quantitative 
analysis in B. Each bar represents the mean + SD. Statistical differences as assessed with a student’s t-test are 
shown (* p< 0.05). Scale bar is 10 µm. C, D) HepG2-PLP and HepG2-PLP-MAL cells were extracted with TX-
100 (1%) or CHAPS (20 mM) at 4˚C and subjected to OptiPrep density centrifugation. PLP-eGFP (anti-GFP) and 
GM1 (CTB) were visualized by Western and dot blotting, respectively. Representative blots are shown in C, 
quantitative analyses of three independent experiments in D. The protein/lipid percentage of each fraction 
was calculated by the dividing the protein/lipid percentage in that fraction by total protein/lipid expression. 
Bar graphs of the pooled fraction percentage of (membrane microdomain, ‘raft’) fractions 3-4 and (‘non-raft’) 
fractions 6-7 are shown. Statistical differences with HepG2-PLP cells as assessed with a student’s t-test is shown 
(* p<0.05). Note that upon expression of MAL the characteristic distribution of PLP in CHAPS-insoluble (raft), 
TX-100-insoluble (non-raft) fractions is lost, while the lateral distribution of GM1, a membrane microdomain 
marker, is not altered. 
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the TX-100-insoluble (approx. 22% at p16, and approx. 49% at p23) fraction, while remaining 
CHAPS-insoluble (approx. 95% at p16 and p23). To unequivocally determine the association 
of  PLP with TX-100-resistant membrane microdomains during development, CHAPS and 
TX-100 extracts of  homogenates isolated from p8 and p23 rat brains, i.e., at the onset and 
the end of  myelin biogenesis during rat brain development, were loaded on an Optiprep 
density gradient and analyzed by Western blot. Whereas in p8 total brain homogenates PLP 
is recovered in TX-100-soluble (Fig. 6C, fractions 5-7, approx. 90%) but CHAPS-insoluble 
fractions (Fig. 6C, fractions 3-4, approx. 35%), at p23 PLP localized to both TX-100-insoluble 
(Fig. 6C, fractions 3-4, approx. 37%) and CHAPS-insoluble fractions (Fig. 6C, fractions 
3-4, approx. 32%). Hence, these data indicate that the distinct association of  PLP with 
CHAPS-resistant, TX-100-soluble membrane microdomains is diminishing upon rat brain 
development. 

Figure 6. Detergent solubility of PLP during rat brain development 

A) Adult rat brains and brains between postnatal days (p)0-23 were homogenized and analyzed for expression 
of PLP and MAL by Western blotting. Actin serves as a loading control. Note that PLP is expressed before MAL 
during rat brain development. B) After TX-100 (1%) or CHAPS (20 mM) extraction at 4˚C and centrifugation, the 
distribution of PLP in detergent-soluble and -insoluble fraction at the indicated age were analyzed by Western 
blotting. C) Brain homogenates of p8 and p23 rats were extracted with TX-100 (1%) or CHAPS (20 mM) at 4˚C 
and subjected to OptiPrep density centrifugation. PLP was visualized by Western blotting (4C2 antibody). 
Detergent-resistant membrane microdomains are present in fractions 3-4. Note that upon brain development, 
PLP’s insolubility in TX-100 is increased at the time MAL is expressed. 
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DISCUSSION

The aim of  the present work was to obtain further insight into molecular mechanisms 
underlying the regulation of  the biogenesis of  myelin membranes in (polarized) OLGs, with 
a focus on trafficking of  the major myelin protein PLP in particular. Our data suggest that 
MAL, a known regulator of  polarized trafficking in epithelial cells, does not interfere with 
vesicular trafficking of  PLP, following its biosynthesis, to the (apical) cell body membrane. 
Rather, the protein appears to control the lateral segregation of  PLP into distinct membrane 
microdomains once myelin is formed, presumably by interfering in a competitive manner 
with PLP’s interaction with the sphingolipid sulfatide. We propose that at such conditions, 
PLP may acquire direct access from the plasma membrane to the sheath via lateral diffusion, 
possibly avoiding in this manner increasingly frustrated vesicular transport into the sheath 
when myelin compaction advances. Hence, our findings are of  relevance to myelin compaction 
and maintenance.

To comprehend the effect of  MAL on PLP trafficking and the significance of  PLP’s lateral 
membrane localization, it is relevant to consider the transport itinerary of  the protein in 
OLGs. In a previous study we have shown that after biosynthesis at the endoplasmic reticulum, 
PLP is transported via the Golgi to the cell body plasma membrane and subsequently to the 
myelin sheet, thus following a transcytotic route 7. Importantly, initial transport to the plasma 
membrane relies on PLP’s integrations into membrane microdomains, characterized by a 
resistance towards solubilization by TX-100. This initial TX-100 insolubility is transient, since 
after PLP’s departure from the cell body plasma membrane en route to the myelin membrane, 
the protein resides in TX-100-soluble, CHAPS-insoluble membrane microdomains 7,11,130. 
During OLG development, MAL becomes expressed following early PLP expression 7,11,130. 
Indeed, our data highlight the timeliness of  MAL expression as its premature expression halts 
terminal OLG differentiation, reflected by a decreased number of  MBP- and PLP-positive 
cells. This is consistent with observations in Schwann cells, where MAL is expressed at 
embryonic age day 18 159. Once differentiated, MAL expression did not impair overall myelin 
biogenesis per se, given the appearance of  MBP-positive myelin sheets in MAL-expressing 
OLGs. These findings are in agreement with a normal onset of  myelin biogenesis in MAL-
deficient mice and the observed hypomyelination when MAL is overexpressed under its own 
promotor 131,166. Also, premature expression of  MAL does not seemingly interfere with PLP 
transport to the cell body plasma membrane, following biosynthesis, and at this condition, the 
protein does acquire access to the myelin membrane. In PLP-expressing HepG2 cells, MAL 
strongly reduced the localization of  PLP at the apical BC membrane. Simultaneously, MAL 
expression caused a shift in the partitioning of  PLP in distinct membrane domains, reflected 
by a decreased CHAPS insolubility, and an increased tendency towards TX-100 insolubility. 
Apart from the notion that sulfatide levels are increased in PLP-expressing HepG2 cells 7 and 
that GalC is actively transported, together with sphingomyelin, along a reversed transcytotic 
pathway (apical to basolateral surface) in HepG2 cells 245 and MAL’s reported interaction 
with galactolipids 166, these data would be consistent with presumed mechanistic features in 
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polarized transcytotic transport in OLGs, in which transport from the intracellular storage 
endosomes to the basolateral-like myelin sheet similarly depends on GalC 11. 

Intriguingly, our data reveal that the presence of  MAL interfered with the conformation of  
PLP, localized at the plasma membrane, as a result of  a change in PLP’s lateral membrane 
distribution. As shown previously, when transported along the transcytotic pathway, 
PLP undergoes conformational changes, which are instrumental in its overall transport 
to the myelin membrane 7. Specifically, the protein adopts a different conformation after 
reaching the plasma membrane, prior to its transport to the myelin membrane. However, 
following expression of  MAL in OLGs (premature) and OLN-93 cells (after PLP), this 
conformation-dependent difference in the localization of  PLP was no longer apparent. 
Thus, in MAL-expressing cells, both conformation-dependent epitopes appear to be evenly 
distributed over the cell body plasma and myelin membrane. Since the ability of  PLP to 
adopt a specific conformation appears to be related to its partitioning in different membrane 
microenvironments 7,243, a less strict conformation-dependent localization is likely a reflection 
of  a change in its membrane microenvironment. Indeed, the characteristic lateral membrane 
distribution of  PLP in CHAPS-insoluble, TX-100-solube membrane microdomains is lost in 
OLN-93 and HepG2 cells upon expression of  MAL. Likely, this property of  PLP is already 
acquired in the Golgi and not at the plasma membrane, since in WIF-B cells, MAL expression 
induced the formation of  biosynthetic, cholesterol and glycosphingolipid-enriched domains 
in the Golgi 157. Of  interest in this regard, analysis of  MAL-deficient mice revealed that MAL 
is also required for the proper association of  the oligodendroglial paranodal protein NF155 
with membrane microdomains 131, further indicating that MAL may interfere with membrane 
microdomain formation per se and/or the partitioning of  molecular cargo in such domains. 
At the molecular level, sulfatide, GalC and cholesterol, i.e., crucial constituents of  membrane 
microdomains are important regulators in transcytotic PLP transport 11,68. Since MAL may 
associate with galactolipids 155,156 and facilitate their lateral segregation 158, such interactions 
may readily lead to an interference with the dynamic partitioning of  PLP in the distinct TX-
100 and CHAPS detergent-resistant membrane microdomains, observed in the absence of  
MAL. Consistently, also in galactolipid-deficient mice and cultured OLGs, the characteristic 
distribution of  PLP in CHAPS-resistant, TX-100-soluble membrane microdomains 
is abolished 7,11, while PLP transport to myelin membranes still proceeds 246. Taking into 
account that both PLP and MAL can interact with sulfatide, and that MAL expression 
occurs subsequent to PLP expression in myelin biogenesis, i.e., at a stage where considerable 
myelin compaction has already occurred, the following scenario could be proposed. During 
myelin maintenance, i.e., after establishment of  compaction, vesicular trafficking into the 
tightly packed sheet will presumably be severely frustrated. Thus it is tempting to suggest 
that at those conditions, although newly synthesized PLP may be still transported to the 
cell body plasma membrane, extensive sulfatide-dependent internalization of  microdomains 
enriched in this glycolipid to which PLP binds, no longer occurs, given the sequestering of  
the galactoplipid by MAL. In further support of  this notion, our preliminary data show that 
in MAL-expressing cells PLP-containing vesicles do not significantly colocalize with LAMP-
1, a marker of  the presumed endocytic storage compartment of  PLP en route to the myelin 
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membrane 20,139. Although OLGs are polarized, the plasma membrane and myelin membrane 
are continuous and, importantly, devoid of  tight junction barriers as in classical epithelial cells. 
This would enable de novo supply of  membrane proteins, like PLP in fully matured OLGs with 
compact myelin membranes, to occur by a (slower/passive) lateral diffusion process from the 
plasma membrane to the myelin sheet, rather than via a (faster/active) vesicular transport 
route, active during de novo assembly of  myelin, prior to MAL expression. This would thus 
rationalize the appearance of  the PLP conformational epitope, typical for the proteins’ 
presence in the (plasma membrane-localized) TX-100-resistent membrane microdomains, 
along the entire OLG membrane. Once formed, the maintenance of  myelin, in particular 
its compacted regions, will likely at least partly rely on delivery of  constituents other than 
by means of  vesicular transport 28,32. Of  particular interest in this context is that neuronal 
signals that trigger PLP trafficking to myelin membranes, cause a diminished internalization 
of  PLP by endocytosis 20, which represents an essential step in the transcytotic pathway. 
Accordingly, transport by lateral diffusion from the cell body plasma membrane towards 
the myelin membrane, regulated by the timely expression of  MAL as a function of  OLG 
development, might thus represent a most efficient and economical means to compensate for 
reduced vesicular trafficking of  PLP. 

To what extent do the data as presented bear physiological relevance? In MAL-deficient mice, 
PLP is CHAPS-insoluble in adult myelin 131, but without knowledge on its TX-100-(in)solubility, 
conclusions on its role on PLP’s distribution cannot be drawn. Several studies that analyze the 
detergent (in)solubility of  PLP with either CHAPS or TX-100, show that in purified myelin of  
adult brains, PLP resides in CHAPS-insoluble, TX-100-soluble membrane microdomains 11,130. 
However, there is no consensus yet, since other investigators have shown that PLP is present 
in TX-100-insoluble membrane microdomains 68,163,247. However, this apparent discrepancy 
in TX-100 (in)solubility may be related to a difference in the salt concentration of  the used 
solubilization buffers 247. Here, we show by performing CHAPS and TX-100 extractions in 
parallel on whole brain homogenates, i.e., containing cells, vesicles and myelin, that upon 
rat brain development, the characteristic distribution of  PLP in CHAPS-insoluble, TX-100-
soluble membrane domains as evidenced in cultured cells, was similarly observed at the onset 
of  myelin biogenesis (age p8). At the time of  MAL expression (age p23), this pronounced 
partitioning of  PLP in different membrane microdomains becomes substantially perturbed, 
analogous to what occurs in cultured cells, as shown in the present study. Thus, the present 
work clearly hints to a role of  MAL in regulating the lateral membrane localization of  PLP 
that may be important for its role in myelin compaction and maintenance.
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ABSTRACT

In the central nervous system, the extracellular matrix (ECM) compound laminin-2, present 
on developing axons, is essential in regulating oligodendrocyte maturation. For example, 
laminin-2 is involved in mediating interactions between integrins and growth factors, initially 
localizing in separate membrane microdomains. The galactosphingolipid sulfatide is an 
important constituent of  these microdomains, and may serve as a receptor for laminin-2. 
Here we investigated, whether sulfatide interferes with ECM-integrin interactions and, in 
this manner, modulates oligodendrocyte maturation. Our data reveal that disruption of  
laminin-2-sulfatide interactions impeded oligodendrocyte differentiation and myelin-like 
membrane formation. On laminin-2, but not on (re)myelination-inhibiting fibronectin, 
sulfatide laterally associated with integrin α6 in membrane microdomains. Sulfatide was 
partly excluded from membrane microdomains on fibronectin, thereby likely precluding 
laminin-2-mediated myelination. Anti-sulfatide antibodies disrupted integrin α6-PDGFαR 
interactions on laminin-2, and induced demyelination in myelinated spheroid cultures, but 
intriguingly stimulated myelin-like membrane formation on fibronectin. Taken together, 
these findings highlight the importance of  laminin-sulfatide interactions in the formation 
of  functional membrane microdomains essential for myelination. Thus, laminin-sulfatide 
interactions might control the asynchronous localized differentiation of  oligodendrocytes, 
thereby allowing myelination to be triggered by axonal demand. Given the accumulation of  
fibronectin in multiple sclerosis lesions, the findings also provide a molecular rationale for 
the potential of  anti-sulfatide antibodies to trigger quiescent endogenous oligodendrocyte 
progenitor cells in axon remyelination.
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INTRODUCTION

Myelination of  axons by oligodendrocytes (OLGs) is a carefully regulated process, involving 
the integration of  both temporal and spatial signals that are provided by neighbouring neuronal 
target cells. Thus, in the developing central nervous system (CNS), localized axonal laminin-2, an 
extracellular matrix (ECM) protein, is instrumental in regulating OLG maturation, promoting 
survival, differentiation and myelination 19,63,99,216,223,248–250. The interaction of  laminin-2 with 
transmembrane cell adhesion molecules such as integrin α6β1 or α-dystroglycan appears 
essential in these events 223,251. One of  the underlying mechanisms is the laminin-2-mediated 
facilitation of  integrin-growth factor interactions, originating from merging of  initially 
separated, integrin and growth factor-containing membrane microdomains, also defined 
as ‘lipid rafts’ 63,64,113. Besides amplification of  growth factor signalling, the axon-directed 
mobilization of  membrane microdomains is also imperative in paronode formation 59,60, fyn-
mediated process extension 61,65 and protein trafficking towards the myelin membrane 9,26, 
highlighting the importance of  the proper formation and functioning of  microdomains in 
OLG myelination.  

The galactosphingolipids, galactosylceramide (GalC) and its sulphated derivative sulfatide, are 
important constituents of  oligodendroglial microdomains 61. These myelin-enriched lipids 
are expressed prior to the onset of  myelination 222, i.e., just before ‘activation’ of  axonal 
contact signals such as laminin-2, suggesting that these typically raft-associated lipids might 
be involved in establishing early interactions between myelin membranes and axons. Indeed, 
in addition to its ability to bind to dystroglycan and integrin, laminin-2 also displays binding 
affinity towards sulfatide 94–98. Interestingly, both GalC and sulfatide as such are able to initiate 
signalling pathways 252–254, while sulfatide has been postulated to negatively regulate OLG 
differentiation 82,83, although this galactolipid is necessary for paranode assembly and myelin 
maintenance 73–76. 

ECM cues have attracted widespread attention in many diseases of  the CNS, including 
multiple sclerosis (MS). During CNS development, the expression of  ECM molecules is 
tightly regulated. Consequently, following CNS myelin injury, the ECM undergoes extensive 
remodeling, which leads to alterations in ECM expression profiles 255–258. For example, sulfated 
proteoglycans and fibronectin are readily and transiently expressed following demyelination, 
while laminins accumulate upon remyelination. A careful and timely regulation of  expression 
of  distinct ECM molecules, such as (re)myelination-inhibiting fibronectin and (re)myelination-
promoting laminin-2 is thus crucial in maintaining the proper physiological environment for 
development of  oligodendrocyte progenitor cells (OPCs) into mature, myelinating cells. 
Evidently, a misbalance in expression of  these ECM entities and ensuing defects in ECM-
mediated signaling might thus contribute to an impaired differentiation of  OPCs into mature 
OLGs. Indeed, fibronectin aggregates, present in MS lesions, reduce differentiation of  OPCs 
in demyelinated lesions, and thereby impede remyelination 259. 
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The current study was undertaken to investigate the role of  molecular players in ECM-
dependent OLG maturation and the underlying mechanisms, in particular the role of  
sulfatide. We provide evidence that stimulation of  laminin-2-facilitated differentiation of  
OPCs, and hence myelination, is dependent on sulfatide. Moreover, interactions between 
PDGFαR and integrin α6 in membrane microdomains, as promoted by laminin-2, were 
dependent on sulfatide. Interestingly, fibronectin precluded the proper integration of  
sulfatide in these microdomains, thereby likely frustrating the ability of  laminin-2 to 
facilitate myelin-like membrane formation. Intriguingly, addition of  anti-sulfatide antibodies 
triggered myelin-like membrane formation in OLGs that were cultured on fibronectin, thus 
overcoming its inhibitory effect. Hence, these findings may explain the quiescence of  OPCs 
in MS lesions, and provide a challenging option for the potential application of  anti-sulfatide 
antibodies in promoting axon remyelination in a fibronectin, i.e., remyelination inhibitory, 
microenvironment.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell culture

Primary oligodendrocytes: Primary OLGs were isolated from 1-3 day old Wistar rats 
as described previously 213,260. Isolated OPCs were plated on 8 well chamber slides (Nunc, 
Naperville, IL, 15,000 cells/well) or 10 cm tissue culture dishes (Nunc, 1 x 106 cells/dish), 
pre-coated with either poly-l-lysine (PLL, 5 μg/ml, Sigma, St. Louis, MO), fibronectin (10 μg/
ml, Sigma), or laminin-2 (10 µg/ml, Sigma), for immunocytochemical studies and biochemical 
analysis, respectively. To block lipid binding sites on the different substrates, pre-coated dishes 
were incubated with either soluble sulfatide (40 µg/ml, Sigma) or GalC (40 µg/ml, Sigma) for 
2 hrs at 37°C prior to plating. After plating, cells were synchronized by culturing in SATO 
213 supplemented with the growth factors FGF-2 (10 ng/ml, Peprotech, London, UK) and 
PDGF-AA (10 ng/ml, Peprotech). After 2 days, differentiation was initiated by growth factor 
withdrawal and switching to SATO supplemented with 0.5% FCS (Bodinco, Alkmaar, The 
Netherlands). Antibodies (O4, O1 and R-mAb) and inhibitors of  galactolipid biosynthesis 
[30 μM fumonisin B1 (Sigma) and 30 μM sodium chlorate (Fluka BioChemica, Buchs, 
Switzerland)] were added 3 days after initiating differentiation, i.e., at the onset of  myelin-like 
membrane formation. Cells were analyzed 7 days after initiating differentiation. 

OLN-93 cells: The rat-derived oligodendroglia derived cell line, OLN-93 (a kind gift of  
Dr. Christiane Richter-Landsberg, University of  Oldenburg, Germany) were cultured as 
described 236. Cells were plated on pre-coated PLL (5 µg/ml), laminin-1 (10 µg/ml), laminin-2 
(10 μg/ml) or fibronectin (10 μg/ml) bacterial 96 well plates (Greiner Bion-one, Alphen aan 
de Rijn, the Netherlands) for the adhesion assays (50,000 cells/well), on 8 well permanox 
chamber slides (Nunc) for immunocytochemistry (5,000 cells/well) and on 10 cm tissue 
culture dishes for immunoprecipitation analysis (500,000 cells/well). Cells were grown in 
DMEM supplemented with 10% FCS for 3 days, unless otherwise indicated. 

Hybridoma culture: The hybridoma cell lines O4, O1 and R-mAb producing monoclonal 
antibodies against sulfatide, GalC, and both GalC and sulfatide, respectively were a kind gift 
of  Guus Wolswijk 217,261. The hybridoma cell lines were cultured in heat-inactivated 10% 
FCS in DMEM. Upon antibody production, cells were grown without medium change for 
2 weeks in the absence of  FCS. Antibodies were concentrated from the hybridoma culture 
supernatants by ammonium sulfate (Sigma) precipitation, and dialysed against the appropriate 
buffer. For the antibody perturbation experiments, the antibodies were used at 10 µg/ml, as 
determined by a Bio-Rad DC Protein Assay (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA). 

Spheroid cultures: Whole brain spheroid cultures were prepared as described previously 
262. After 4 weeks the spheroids were plated in six-well plates at approximately 1 plate per 
flask. The following day, the medium was removed from the spheroids and replaced by 2 
ml new medium with or without addition of  0.135 µM lysolecithin to induce demyelination. 
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Lysolecithin was 3 times completely replenished. After 7 days of  exposure to lysolecithin, 
the medium was replaced by 2 ml of  fresh lysolecithin-free medium. Antibodies (O1 and 
O4, 1:10) were added to the cultures once at day 8 after induction of  demyelination or to 
untreated spheroids.

Constructs

The cDNAs encoding ceramide sulfatide transferase (CST) and ceramide galactosyltransferase 
(CGT) were kind gifts of  Drs. Matthias Eckhardt (University of  Bonn, Germany) and Brian 
Popko (University of  Chicago, Chicago, IL), respectively. For cloning, the cst and cgt genes 
were inserted into the EcoRI site of  into the retroviral vector pLXIN (Clontech Biosciences, 
Mountain View, CA). Recombinant plasmids were grown in TOP10 cells (Invitrogen, Paisly, 
UK), and plasmids with the cDNA insert in the correct orientation with respect to transcription 
were identified by restriction analysis. The orientation and the integrity of  the obtained pLXIN 
constructs were confirmed by DNA sequencing. The production of  retroviral particles and 
the subsequent infection and selection of  OLN-93 cells were performed according to 263. 
OLN-93 cells were first infected with cgt and subsequently selected, which was followed by 
a second infection with cst (OLN-GS). An OLN-MOCK cell line was obtained by retroviral 
infection with vector only (pLXIN). The transduction efficiency was nearly 100%.  

Analysis of cellular glycosphingolipids

OLN-93 cells were washed three times with phosphate buffered saline (PBS), harvested by 
scraping in PBS, centrifuged at 10,000 rpm at room temperature (RT), followed by lipid 
extraction of  the cell pellet according to Ref. 264. Lipids were separated on TLC plates using 
C3H6O2/CH3CH(OH)CH3/CHCl3/CH3OH/25% KCl (25:25:25:10:9, v/v/v/v/v) as the 
running solvent. To visualize the glycosphingolipids, the plates were dried, and sprayed with 
10% H2SO4 and 5% CH3OH and heated to 120°C. 

Lateral crosslinking 

Cells were incubated on ice with 4% bovine serum albumin (BSA) for 10 min, and loaded 
with anti-sulfatide O4 antibody (1:5) for 30 min. Cells were washed twice with PBS, and 
incubated with rabbit-anti-mouse IgM (1:50, Jackson ImmunoResearch, Westgrove, PA) at 
37°C. After 30 min, cells were washed with ice-cold PBS, fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde 
(PFA, Merck, Darmstadt, Germany) in PBS for 20 min on ice, and post-fixed with ice-cold 
methanol for 10 min at RT to prevent artifacts. To visualize cross-linked sulfatide patches, 
the cells were subsequently incubated with TRITC-conjugated goat-anti-rabbit (1:50, Jackson 
ImmunoResearch) for 30 min at RT. The samples were analysed with a Leica SP8 AOBS 
CLSM confocal microscope (Leica Microsystems, Heidelberg, Germany).  
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Immunocytochemistry

Antibody staining of  the cell surface lipids GalC and sulfatide, with O1, O4 and R-mAb 
were performed on live cells at 4°C. After blocking non-specific binding with 4% BSA 
in PBS, cells were incubated with primary antibody for 30 min, washed three times and 
incubated for 25 min with appropriate FITC- or TRITC-conjugated antibodies (Jackson 
ImmunoResearch). The cells were fixed with 4% PFA in PBS for 20 min at RT, after which 
the nuclei were stained with DAPI (1 µg/ml). For staining of  intracellular antigens, cells 
were gently fixed, first with 2% PFA for 15 min at RT, followed by 4% PFA for 15 min at 
RT. Fixed cells were permeabilized with ice cold methanol for 10 min, and subsequently 
blocked with 4% BSA in PBS for at least 30 min at RT. The cells were incubated for 1-2 
hrs with primary antibody (MBP, Serotec, Oxford, UK, 1:250) at RT. The cells were washed 
with PBS and incubated with TRITC-conjugated secondary antibodies supplemented 
with DAPI for 25 min at RT. The samples were analyzed with an immunofluorescence 
microscope (Olympus AX70), equipped with analySIS software. OLGs were characterized 
by morphology, i.e., cells with a typical astrocytic morphology were excluded, and in each 
experiment at least 500 cells were scored as either MBP-positive or MBP-negative. In 
addition, positive cells bearing MBP-positive membranous structures spread between the 
cellular processes were identified as myelin-like membrane-forming, irrespective of  the 
extent of  membrane formation. 

Immunohistochemistry

The spheroids were harvested at 0, 8 and 14 days after the induction of  demyelination. 
After washing with ice-cold PBS, spheroids were prepared for immunological staining. 
Following an incubation in 4% PFA during 1.5 hrs, the spheroids were maintained in 16% 
sucrose overnight at 4°C, and subsequently quickly frozen in Tissue-Tek® (Sakura Finetek, 
Zoeterwoude, the Netherlands) for cryostat sectioning (6 µm sections). Cryostat sections 
were air-dried for 20 min and incubated with normal mouse serum for 1 hr, after which the 
sections were incubated overnight at 4°C with the primary antibodies [SMI99 (Covance, 
Princeton, NY, 1:500), anti-laminin 1+2 (Abcam, Cambridge, UK, 1:300), anti-fibronectin 
(Millipore, Chemicon, Bedford, MA, 1:50), and R-mAb (1:10)]. After washing, sections were 
incubated with the appropriate Alexa-conjugated secondary antibodies (Invitrogen, 1:500) 
for 1 hr. The sections were counterstained with Hoechst (Invitrogen, 1:5,000) and embedded 
in mounting medium. Omission of  the primary antibody was included as a negative control. 
Pictures were taken on a Leica DM6000 (Leica LAS AF software, Leica Microsystems, 
Bensheim, Germany) and processed using Adobe Photoshop 6.0. Immunoreactivity in 
unprocessed pictures was quantified by the image analysis program AnalySIS software 
(Soft Imaging System GmbH, Münster, Germany). The threshold was set such that the 
total surface of  each spheroid was included in the analysis. The mean immunointensity per 
spheroid was automatically measured. 
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Adhesion assay

Adhesion assays were performed as described 265, with some minor modifications. Non-tissue 
culture 96-wells plates (Greiner) were coated with laminin-1 or -2 for at least 3 hrs at 37°C, 
after which the wells were washed with PBS and blocked for 30 min with 1% heat-inactivated 
BSA at 37°C. After washing, 50,000 cells (OLN-MOCK or OLN-GS) per 50 μl per well 
were allowed to adhere for 30 min at 37°C. For blocking experiments, OLN-GS cells were 
pre-incubated with O4 (1:5), or anti-integrin β1 (BD Pharmingen, 1:200) antibodies for 30 
min at 37°C. The cells were washed two times with PBS, and adhered cells were fixed for 
15 min with ice-cold methanol. Cells were stained with 50 µl 0.2% crystal violet (in 2% 
ethanol, Sigma), washed with water after which the stain was solubilised in 50 µl 1% SDS. 
Adhesion was quantified by measuring the absorbance at 570 nm after 30 min. To estimate 
100% adhesion, a similar amount of  OLN-93 cells (in triplicate) as plated in the wells was 
centrifuged, fixed, stained, washed, resuspended in 50 μl 1% SDS and transferred to the 96 
well plate, to measure the absorbance (A) as for the adhered cells. The 0% adhesion value 
was established by measuring the absorbance of  culture media, collected from cell-free wells, 
incubated at identical conditions. The % adhesion of  the cells was calculated as (Asample-A0%)/
(A100%-A0%) x 100% with triple determinations. 

Membrane microdomain isolation

Cells were washed with ice-cold PBS, scraped on ice in 375 μl TNE-lysis buffer [50 mM Tris-HCl, 
pH 7,5, 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM EDTA, 1% TX-100 and protease cocktail inhibitors (Complete 
Mini, Roche Diagnostic Corp., Mannheim, Germany)], and homogenized by passage through a 
25 gauge needle. Lysates were incubated for 30 min at 4°C and protein content was determined. 
Membrane microdomains were subsequently isolated using density gradient centrifugation. 
Equal amounts of  protein in 40% Optiprep (Lucron Bioproducts, Milsbeek, the Netherlands, 
750 µl) were overlaid with 2.25 ml 30% and 2.25 ml 10% Optiprep (in TNE). Gradients were 
centrifuged overnight at 40,000 rpm (SW55 Beckman, 4°C). Membrane microdomains are 
visibly floating between the 10% and 30% OptiPrep layer. A 750 μl fraction was taken from this 
area and used for immunoprecipitation (250 μl), followed by Western blot analysis using non-
reducing SDS sample buffer, and dotblot analysis. For total gradient analysis, fractions of  750 µl 
were collected from the top (fraction 1) to the bottom (fraction 7) of  the gradient.

Immunoprecipitation

Cells were washed and scraped in PBS, and lysed on ice for 30 min in TNE-lysis buffer. For 
immunoprecipitation proteins and lipids of  the membrane microdomain fractions, surface 
proteins were first biotinylated as described 112. The protein content was determined by a 
Bio-Rad DC Protein Assay, using BSA as a standard. Equal amounts of  protein (25 µg for 
primary OLGs, 50 µg for OLN-GS) or an equal volume (75 µl of  a pooled fraction 3-4) of  
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membrane microdomains were incubated with 75 µl protein G-Sepharose-beads (Amersham, 
BioSciences, Buckinghamshire, UK) in TNE-lysis buffer with the appropriate antibody (anti-
integrin α6, Millipore, Chemicon, 1:100; anti-integrin αv, 1:100, Chemicon; O4, 1:20 or O1, 
1:20) overnight head over head at 4°C. Where O4 or O1 were used, protein G-Sepharose 
was first pre-incubated for 2 hrs at 4°C with the linker antibody rabbit-anti mouse IgM. 
Protein G-Sepharose beads were washed four times with IP-wash buffer (TNE-lysis buffer 
supplemented with 0.2% SDS) and once with PBS. Washed Protein G-Sepharose beads 
were resuspended in 2% SDS if  proteins are immunoprecipitated, after which lipid analysis 
using dotblots were performed (see below). In the case where lipids are immunoprecipitated, 
the non-immunoprecipitate (supernatant) and washed protein G-Sepharose beads 
(immunoprecipitate) were subjected to another immunoprecipitation procedure (re-IP, 112) 
using anti-integrin α6 antibodies. Washed Protein G-Sepharose beads were resuspended in 
non-reducing SDS sample buffer, and after 5 min at 95°C proteins were separated by SDS-
PAGE followed by Western blotting, and detection of  (surface) integrin α6 using SA-HRP 
(GE Healthcare, 1:2000) and ECL detection (see below). Immunoprecitation of  PDGFαR 
followed by Western blot detection of  integrin α6 was performed as described previously 63.  

Dotblot

The cells were washed three times with PBS and harvested by scraping into 1 ml PBS. Cells were 
centrifuged at 10,000 rpm at RT and pellets were lysed in TNE-lysis buffer. Equal amounts of  
protein in equal volumes (max. 10 µl) or equal volumes of  Optiprep gradient fractions were 
applied onto nitrocellulose membranes. When dried, membranes were incubated for 1 hr at 
RT in blocking solution (5% nonfat dry milk in PBS), followed by an overnight incubation with 
the indicated primary antibodies (ammonium sulfated precipitated, O4 1:20, O1, 1:20). After 
washing with PBS containing 0.1% Tween 20 (PBS-T), the membranes were incubated for 2 
hrs with HRP-conjugated anti-IgM antibodies in 1% nonfat dry milk in PBS-T. For detection 
of  GM1, membranes were incubated with HRP-conjugated CTB (Sigma, 1:1000) for 1 hr 
at RT. Signals were detected by enhanced chemilluminescence (ECL; Amersham Pharmacia 
Biotech), scanned and quantified with Scion Image software (Scion Corp., Frederick, MD). 

SDS-PAGE and Western blot analysis

Samples were loaded onto 10% SDS-polyacrylamide gels, and proteins were transferred to a 
nitrocellulose membrane by semi-dry blotting (BioRad, Hercules, CA). The membranes were 
blocked with 5% nonfat dry milk in PBS either for 1 hr at RT or overnight at 4°C in blocking 
solution. After washing with PBS-T, membranes were incubated with appropriate primary 
antibodies in PBS-T supplemented with 0.5% non-fat dry milk (3 hrs at RT or overnight at 
4°C). The membranes were washed 3 times with PBS-T and incubated for 1-2 hrs with the 
appropriate HRP-conjugated antibodies or SA-HRP (GE Healthcare, 1:2000) in PBS-T with 
0.5% milk. Signals were detected by enhanced chemilluminescence (ECL; GE Healthcare).
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Statistics

Data are expressed as mean + standard deviation (SD) and were obtained from at least three 
independent experiments. Statistical analysis was performed using the one sample t-test when 
compared relative to control, which was set to 100% in each independent experiment. When 
absolute values of  more than two means were compared, statistical significance was calculated 
by one way ANOVA followed by the Newman-Keuls posttest. In all cases a p value of  p< 0.05 
was considered significant (* p<0.05, ** p< 0.01, *** p<0.001).
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RESULTS

Sulfatide is not essential for laminin mediated oligodendrocyte adhesion 

Axonal laminin-2 triggers OLGs to initiate myelin membrane biogenesis, whereas in 
absence of  such signal, OLGs go into apoptosis 99,250. Since laminin-2 displays binding sites 
for sulfatide 94,96, which is enriched on the surface of  (maturing) OLGs 222, we first assessed 
whether laminin-mediated OLG adhesion depends on sulfatide. Since primary OLGs 
only acquire sulfatide expression during development, we made use of  the OLG-derived 
cell-line OLN-93 236. OLN-93 cells express relatively low levels of  GalC and sulfatide. To 
increase these levels we retrovirally overexpressed ceramide galactosyltransferase (CGT) 
and ceramide sulfatide transferase (CST), which mediate GalC and sulfatide biosynthesis, 
respectively, from ceramide. The galactolipid-overexpressing OLN-93 cells are referred to as 
OLN-GS cells. As shown in Figure 1A, compared to control mock-transduced cells (OLN-
MOCK, i.e., vector-only), OLN-GS cells significantly overexpress GalC and sulfatide. A 
double band for GalC is visible, likely representing non-hydroxylated (upper band) and 
hydroxylated (lower band) GalC. Importantly, both GalC and sulfatide, as visualised with 
O1 and O4 antibody respectively, are largely expressed on the OLN-GS cell surface, while 
being non-detectable at the surface of  OLN-MOCK cells (Fig. 1B). Following treatment 
of  the cells with antibodies, cellular adhesion to laminin was determined by an adhesion 
assay. As laminin-1 is expressed by astrocytes upon injury 266, and also harbors a sulfatide 
binding site 95,98, this substrate was also included. Pretreatment of  the cells with the anti-
sulfatide IgM antibody, O4, slightly reduced laminin-2-mediated adhesion, whereas laminin-
1-mediated adhesion was not affected (Fig. 1C). However, next to sulfatide, integrin 
α6β1 and α-dystroglycan are the only additionally known laminin-receptors expressed 
in OLGs 251. So far, integrin α6β1 has been detected in OLN-93 cells 19, whereas the 
presence of  α-dystroglycan remains to be determined. Interestingly, as shown in Figure 1, 
a preincubation of  the cells with the function-perturbing anti-integrin β1 antibody reduced 
adhesion of  OLN-GS to laminin-1 and -2 by 50% and 30%, respectively. Adhesion of  the 
anti-integrin β1 antibody-treated cells to laminin-2 was further reduced when the cells had 
been co-treated with the anti-sulfatide antibody O4 (Fig. 1C). However, the β1 integrin 
receptor seems to play the most dominant role, as co-treatment with the sulfatide antibody 
further diminished laminin-2 mediated adhesion from 30 to 50% only, whereas no additional 
effect on laminin-1 mediated adhesion was detected. Taken together, these data suggest 
that sulfatide only modestly contributes to the facilitation of  the interaction between (early) 
myelinating OLGs and laminin-2-expressing axons. Given the ability of  both sulfatide and 
laminin-2 to modulate the ubiquity of  membrane microdomains 61,63,113, and the importance 
of  these domains in myelination 9,26, we next examined whether sulfatide-laminin 2 
interactions are relevant in propagating downstream signals, promoting differentiation and 
subsequent myelination. 

Chapter 4
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Figure 1. Sulfatide is not essential for adhesion to laminin-2 

OLN-93 cells that express GalC and sulfatide on their cell surface (OLN-GS) were retrovirally generated as 
described in Materials and Methods. A) TLC analysis of cellular glycosphingolipids in OLN-MOCK (vector only) 
and OLN-GS cells. Note that OLN-GS cells express GalC and sulfatide, whereas OLN-MOCK do not express 
these galactosphingolipids at detectable levels. B) Cell surface staining of GalC and sulfatide in OLN-MOCK 
and OLN-GS cells, as visualized with O1 and O4 antibody, respectively. Scale bar is 20 µm. C) OLN-GS cells were 
pre-incubated for 30 min at 37°C with the indicated antibodies and plated on laminin-1 (Ln1) or laminin-2 
(Ln2)-coated 96 wells plates. Cells were allowed to adhere for 1 hr, after which the relative % of adherent cells 
as compared to control (vehicle)-treated cells on the same substrate was determined using a colorimetric 
assay. Each bar represents the mean + SD of 3-5 independent experiments. The horizontal line represent 
control cells on the same substrate, which was set to 100% in each independent experiment. The absolute % 
adherence for control on laminin-1 was 21.5±10.5% and on laminin-2 33.9±9.9%. Statistical differences with 
control cells cultured on the same substrate, as assessed with a one sample t-test are indicated (* p< 0.05, ** 
p< 0.01, *** p< 0.001).
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Sulfatide is essential for laminin-2 dependent differentiation of oligodendrocytes

To assess the relevance of  laminin-sulfatide interactions in laminin-2-dependent OLG 
maturation, the laminin-2-coated culture dishes were preincubated with sulfatide prior to 
plating OPCs. In this way, potential sulfatide-laminin interactions were blocked and binding 
of  oligodendroglial sulfatide to laminin-2 prevented. As shown in Figure 2A and B, relative 
to control, i.e., OPCs grown on laminin-2-coated substrates without sulfatide treatment, 
prior blocking of  laminin-2-sulfatide interactions significantly decreased the number of  
MBP-positive cells, suggesting that OLG maturation, as reflected by MBP expression, was 
substantially suppressed at these conditions. Of  note, the sulfatide-block did not affect 
adherence of  OPCs to the laminin-2 substrate, as OPCs do not express sulfatide on their 
surface yet, and likely attach to laminin-2 via surface-expressed integrin α6β1 (cf. Fig. 1) and/
or α-dystroglycan 251. Morphologically, the cells appear less mature and display a less complex 
morphology, although they do express CNP, the first myelin-specific protein expressed during 
development (data not shown). In contrast, when the laminin-2-coated dishes were similarly 
pre-incubated with GalC, the precursor of  sulfatide, which is also enriched at the surface 
of  maturing OLGs 222, the OPCs displayed an MBP expression profile, which was virtually 
indistinguishable from control (Fig. 2B). It should be noted that myelin-like membrane 
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formation of  the few OLGs that do mature in MBP-positive cells, when cultured on sulfatide-
pretreated laminin-2 substrate, is not perturbed (Fig. 2C). Pre-incubation of  ´inert´ PLL-coated 
culture dishes with sulfatide neither interfered with the number of  MBP-positive cells (Fig. 2A, 
B) nor with the percentage of  MBP-positive myelin-like membranes (Fig. 2A, C). Interestingly, 
whereas differentiation was not affected when cells were cultured on fibronectin-coated dishes 
pre-incubated with either sulfatide or GalC, (Fig. 2A, B), pre-incubation with sulfatide, but 
not GalC, increased myelin-like membrane formation on this (re)myelination inhibiting ECM 
substrate (Fig. 2A, C) that is expressed upon demyelination 255,258,259.  

To obtain further support for the involvement and importance of  sulfatide in laminin-2-
dependent myelination, we next inhibited the de novo biosynthesis of  sulfatide in OLGs at 
the onset of  myelin membrane formation, i.e., at the developmental stage where laminin-2 
signaling becomes important in vivo. Thus, 3 days after initiating differentiation, immature 
OLGs were exposed for 4 days to 30 µM fumonisin B1 (FB1), an inhibitor of  ceramide 
synthase, thereby inhibiting the biosynthesis of  GalC, sulfatide, and (complex) gangliosides. 
Alternatively, cells were treated similarly with 30 µM sodium chlorate, a competitive inhibitor 
of  sulfation, thus inhibiting sulfatide biosynthesis, but not that of  GalC and gangliosides. 
The effectiveness of  these treatments was verified by dotblot analysis, demonstrating that 
FB1 inhibited GalC, sulfatide and ganglioside biosynthesis, while treatment with sodium 
chlorate effectively reduced the amount of  sulfatide (Fig. 2D), without significantly affecting 
the pools of  GalC and GM1. As a consequence of  both treatments, the percentage of  MBP-
positive cells grown on a laminin-2 substrate was severely diminished as compared to control 
(Fig. 2E). In contrast, no significant changes in the number of  MBP-positive cells were seen 
in galactolipid-depleted cells, grown on PLL, whereas differentiation, as reflected by MBP 
expression, was only slightly reduced for cells grown on fibronectin (Fig. 2E). Together, 
these data demonstrate a requirement of  sulfatide in facilitating proper OLG differentiation 
on laminin-2, as reflected by frustration of  the developmental expression of  the myelin-
specific protein MBP upon blocking sulfatide binding sites on laminin-2 or upon depletion 
of  sulfatide, but not GalC or gangliosides. Since the sulfatide binding site on laminin-2 
is adjacent to the integrin binding site 97, while sulfatide and integrin α6β1 both localize 
to membrane microdomains 63,64,113,267, it is then tempting to suggest that laminin-2 might 
induce a direct association between sulfatide and integrin α6β1, providing in this manner a 
cooperative mode of  action relevant to laminin-2-controlled myelination.

Laminin-2 induces a lateral association of integrin α6β1 with sulfatide in membrane 
microdomains

To determine whether laminin-2 mediates a direct association between sulfatide and integrin 
α6β1, we performed co-immunoprecipitation assays. To this end, OPCs were cultured on 
either PLL, fibronectin or laminin-2 and allowed to differentiate. Subsequently total cell 
lysates were prepared, immunoprecipitated with anti-integrin α6 antibody, and examined for 
the presence of  sulfatide, using dotblot analysis. As shown in Figure 3A, sulfatide was present 
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Figure 2. Sulfatide is essential for oligodendrocyte differentiation on laminin-2 

A-C) Oligodendrocyte progenitors were cultured on poly-L-lysine (PLL), fibronectin (Fn) or laminin-2 (Ln2) 
that were pre-coated with vehicle (ethanol, ctrl), GalC (40 µg/ml) or sulfatide (40 µg/ml) prior to plating. 
A) Representative images of MBP immunocytochemistry of oligodendrocytes (OLGs) cultured on PLL, 
fibronectin or laminin-2. Scale bar is 20 µm. The number of MBP-positive cells (B) and the number of MBP-
positive cells bearing myelin-like membranes (C) were assessed 7 days after initiating differentiation. Each 
bar represents the mean + SD of 3 independent experiments. In each experiment, the data of vehicle-treated 
cells cultured on PLL was set at 100%. The percentage of MBP-positive cells or % myelin-like membranes in 
vehicle-treated cells cultured on PLL were 42.8±6.6% and 38.1±12.9 %, respectively. Statistical differences 
with vehicle-treated cells cultured on PLL, as assessed with an one sample t-test are indicated (* p< 0.05, 
** p< 0.01), as well as statistical differences with the respective substrate control (## p< 0.01, ### p< 0.001). 
Note, the significant decrease in OLG differentiation on laminin-2 upon blocking of sulfatide binding sites 
prior to plating. D, E). Immature OLGs (3 days after initiating differentiation) cultured on PLL, fibronectin, or 
laminin-2 were treated for 4 days with vehicle (DMSO), fumonisin B1 (FB1, 30 µM) or chlorate (Cl, 30 µM). D) 
Dotblot analysis of sulfatide, GalC and GM1 levels on PLL, as determined with anti-sulfatide (O4) antibodies, 
anti-GalC (O1) antibodies and CTB, respectively. E) Quantitative analysis of the number of MBP-positive 
cells (see B and C for more details). The percentage of MBP-positive cells in vehicle-treated cells cultured on 
PLL was 34.1±13.7%. Note that inhibition of de novo sulfatide biosynthesis in OLGs that were cultured on 
laminin-2, inhibited MBP expression, and therefore OLG differentiation.

in association with integrin α6 in OLGs, cultured on a laminin-2 substrate, but not on PLL 
or fibronectin. A similar association was observed in OLN-GS cells. Furthermore, sulfatide 
did not co-immunoprecipitate with integrin αv, emphasizing the specificity of  the sulfatide-
integrin α6 interaction. Previously, we have shown that laminin-2, but not fibronectin, 
induces a redistribution of  integrin α6β1, into GM1-positive membrane microdomains 63. 
In addition, anti-sulfatide antibodies immunoprecipiated Fyn in OLGs 268, which associates 
with integrin α6β1 269. Therefore, we next determined whether integrin α6β1 associates with 
sulfatide in membrane microdomains, present at the OLG plasma membrane. To this end, 
membrane microdomains isolated by Optiprep density gradient centrifugation from surface 
biotinylated OLGs, were immunoprecipitated with anti-sulfatide antibodies. Subsequently, 
non-immunoprecipitates and immunoprecipitates were subjected to a re-immunoprecipitation 
with anti-integrin α6 antibodies. As shown in Figure 3B, immunoblot analysis using SA-HRP 
revealed that sulfatide associated with integrin α6 in membrane microdomains at the surface 
of  cells cultured on laminin-2, to a lesser extent when the cells had been grown on PLL, 
but not on fibronectin. The association with sulfatide in membrane microdomains appears 
to be specific, as integrin α6 is only apparent in the non-immunoprecipitate fraction upon 
immunoprecipitation with anti-GalC antibodies (Fig. 3B). As integrin β4 is not expressed in 
OLGs, these findings reveal that laminin-2 induces a lateral association of  integrin α6β1 with 
sulfatide in membrane microdomains. 

Sulfatide is essential for laminin-2 mediated co-clustering of integrin α6 and PDGFαR 

Previously, we showed that binding to laminin-2 induces co-clustering of  integrin α6β1 and 
PDGFαR in membrane microdomains, enabling subsequent activation of  signaling pathways 
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Baron et al, figure 2
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Figure 3. Sulfatide associates laterally with integrin α6β1 on laminin-2 

A) Total cell lysates of primary immature oligodendrocytes (OLGs, 3 days after initiating differentiation) and 
OLN-GS cells cultured on poly-L-lysine (PLL), fibronectin (Fn) or laminin-2 (Ln2) were immunoprecipitated with 
anti-integrin α6 or anti-integrin αv antibodies and the immunoprecipitate was subjected to dotblot analysis 
using anti-sulfatide antibody O4. Note that sulfatide is only associated with integrin α6 in cells grown on 
laminin-2. B) Membrane microdomain fractions of surface biotinylated primary immature OLGs (3 days after 
initiating differentiation) cultured on PLL, fibronectin or laminin-2 were immunoprecipitated with anti-sulfatide 
(O4) or anti-GalC (O1) antibodies, after which the immunoprecipitate (IP) and non-immunoprecipitate (sup) 
were subjected to re-immunoprecipitation (re-IP) with anti-integrin α6 antibodies followed by Western blot 
analysis using SA-HRP. Note that sulfatide, but not GalC associates with integrin α6 in membrane microdomains 
at the surface of cells grown on laminin-2. C) Membrane microdomain fractions of mature OLGs cultured on 
laminin-2 that were untreated (ctrl), or 3 days after initiating differentiation treated with 30 µM sodium chlorate 
(Cl) or anti-sulfatide antibody (O4) were immunoprecipitated with anti-PDGFαR antibodies, after which the 
immunoprecipitate (IP) and non-immunoprecipitate (sup) were subjected to Western blot analysis using anti-
integrin α6 antibodies. Note that both inhibition of sulfatide biosynthesis and treatment with anti-sulfatide 
antibodies disturbed the co-association of PDGFαR and integrin α6. D) Membrane microdomain and non-
membrane microdomain fractions of primary OLGs cultured on fibronectin or laminin-2 were prepared using 
Optiprep step-density gradient centrifugation. The presence of sulfatide and GalC was analyzed by dotblotting 
using O4 and O1 antibodies, respectively. GM1 was used as a positive control for the presence of membrane 
microdomains. Representative experiment out of 2 independent experiments. Note that the relative level 
of sulfatide was significantly enriched in the membrane microdomain fraction on laminin-2 (fraction 3-4), 
whereas sulfatide was nearly absent in membrane microdomain fractions on fibronectin. E) Anti-sulfatide IgM 
antibodies (O4) were crosslinked with an anti-IgM antibody on the cell surface of mature OLGs at 37°C (7 days 
after initiating differentiation) cultured on fibronectin or laminin-2. Scale bar is 25 µm. Note that on laminin-2 
smaller ´patches´ appeared as compared to cells grown on fibronectin.
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required for OLG survival 63. To determine whether sulfatide is essential for this co-clustering 
on laminin-2, we next examined whether PDGFαR and integrin α6 associate in membrane 
microdomains upon inhibition of  sulfatide biosynthesis with sodium chlorate. Consistent 
with our previous results, in control cells grown on laminin-2, PDGFαR and integrin α6 
co-precipitate while localizing in membrane microdomains, but not following treatment with 
sodium chlorate from immature OLGs onwards (Fig. 3C, IP). In fact, integrin α6, still present 
in membrane microdomains, appeared in the non-precipitated fraction (Fig. 3C, ‘sup’). 
Of  note, treatment with sodium chlorate seemingly did not perturb overall microdomain 
assembly as gradient analysis of  control and treated cells revealed an identical distribution 
within the gradient of  the membrane microdomain components, GM1 and caveolin (data not 
shown). Strikingly, upon treatment with the anti-sulfatide O4 antibody, which also interferes 
with laminin-2-sulfatide interactions, the integrin α6 present in membrane microdomains 
only partly associated with PDGFαR, whereas in the absence of  the antibody hardly any, if  at 
all, integrin α6 was present in the non-immunoprecipitate (Fig. 3C, ‘sup’, ctrl vs O4). Notably, 
upon treatment with the anti-sulfatide O4 antibody, the amount of  membrane microdomain-
associated integrin α6 increased. Given the importance of  sulfatide in laminin-2 mediated 
myelin-like membrane formation, and the perturbing effect of  fibronectin on this process, 
we next examined the lateral membrane distribution of  sulfatide in OLGs, cultured on 
fibronectin or laminin-2. 

Fibronectin partly excludes sulfatide from membrane microdomains 

To determine the presence of  sulfatide in membrane microdomains of  OLGs, we 
performed dotblots analysis. Interestingly, upon examination of  membrane fractions by 
gradient analysis from OLGs cultured on laminin-2, sulfatide is primarily present in the 
raft-like membrane microdomains (Fig. 3D, fractions 3-4), whereas the lipid is primarily 
recovered in the non-raft fractions in OLGs grown on fibronectin (Fig. 3D, fractions 
5-7). It should be noted that at these conditions the distribution of  GalC and GM1 was 
very similar, both lipids localizing prominently in raft fractions (Fig. 3D, fractions 3-4), 
irrespective of  the ECM on which the cells were grown. An apparent ECM-dependent 
difference in lateral distribution of  sulfatide in the plasma membrane of  OLGs was further 
demonstrated by live staining with anti-sulfatide antibodies. Thus, lateral cross-linking of  
anti-sulfatide antibodies on the surface of  living mature OLGs at 37°C, as reflected by size, 
revealed a striking difference in the organisation of  the sulfatide-containing domains. In 
cells cultured on fibronectin, anti-sulfatide antibodies were localized into relatively large 
patches upon crosslinking, whereas smaller patches were seen on cells cultured on laminin-2 
(Fig. 3E). These data thus emphasize ECM-dependent differences in lateral membrane 
distribution of  sulfatide, suggesting a more random and diffuse distribution in cells grown 
on fibronectin, as opposed to a more clustered distribution in cells cultured on laminin-2. 
Since ECM-integrin interactions in membrane microdomains is a relevant element of  the 
machinery regulating OLG maturation, it is thus tempting to suggest a regulatory role of  
sulfatide in this process.
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Fibronectin prevents laminin-2-mediated morphological differentiation of oligodendrocytes

Upon CNS myelin injury, as occurs in MS and as a result of  toxin-induced lesions, OPCs face 
a mixed laminin-fibronectin ECM environment 255,257,258,270. Since laminin-2 promotes, whereas 
fibronectin frustrates myelin-like membrane formation 19,223,248, it was thus of  interest to examine 
which ECM dominates upon their simultaneous presence. Specifically, the reduced sulfatide 
levels in membrane microdomains in cells cultured on a fibronectin substrate (Fig. 3D), might 
imply that the simultaneous presence of  both fibronectin and laminin-2 could be inhibitory 
to proper OLG maturation. Notably, a previous study showed that laminin-2 dominated over 
fibronectin in the presence of  a myelination-allowing PLL substrate underneath, which might 
have influenced the outcome 223. In addition, we have previously shown that whereas the number 
of  MBP-positive cells is similar on fibronectin and laminin-2 (Fig. 2B, 248), a clear difference 
in morphological differentiation of  OPCs is apparent, when cultured on either substrate 248. 
Therefore, we examined the influence of  a pure mixed fibronectin-laminin-2 environment on the 
morphological differentiation of  OPCs. Primary OPCs, cultured on fibronectin alone, laminin-2 
alone or a mixed laminin-2/fibronectin substrate, were allowed to differentiate for 7 days. 
Morphological differentiation, as defined by the presence of  secondary and tertiary processes, 
was examined by immunofluorescence staining with the OLG specific cell surface marker R-mAb 
(Fig. 4A), which detects the myelin-typical galactosphingolipids, GalC and sulfatide 217. OLGs 
were scored either as cells with a more complex morphology (Fig. 4B (1)), typically observed when 
exposed to laminin-2, or as cells with a moderate morphology (Fig. 4B (2)), i.e., less secondary and 

Figure 4. Fibronectin precludes laminin-2-directed signals 

Morphological differentiation of primary rat oligodendrocytes (OLGs), cultured on laminin-2 (Ln2), fibronectin 
(Fn), a laminin-2/fibronectin mixture (Ln2+Fn) or fibronectin, layered on top of laminin-2 (Ln2, Fn). Cells were 
examined 7 days after initiating differentiation by immunostaining with R-mAb. A) Representative images of 
4 independent experiments. Scale bar is 100 µm. B) Quantification of morphological differentiation on the 
different ECM substrates, as indicated above (A). The morphological appearance of at least 500 cells, in at least 
4 independent experiments, were scored and identified as ‘typical laminin-2’ morphology (1) or as a ‘typical 
fibronectin’ morphology (2). Data are expressed as the mean + SD. Statistical differences with laminin-2 alone 
are indicated (one-way ANOVA followed by the Newman-Keuls posttest; * p< 0.05, ** p< 0.01). Note that when 
fibronectin is present, laminin-2 signals for promoting morphological differentiation are suppressed. 
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elongated primary processes, characteristic for OLGs cultured on fibronectin 248. As shown in 
Figure 4A, morphological differentiation of  OLGs is far more advanced when grown on laminin-2, 
as compared to fibronectin, consistent with previous findings 19,223,248. On a mixed laminin-2/
fibronectin (Ln2+Fn) substrate, the morphology of  OLGs reflected more that observed for 
fibronectin, rather than the morphology seen on laminin-2. Similarly, when fibronectin was 
layered on top of  a laminin-2 substrate (Ln2, Fn), a situation that could mimic that occurring in 
demyelinated lesions 255,257,258,270, the overall morphological appearance of  the cells was similar to 
the morphology of  fibronectin alone. Quantitative analysis confirmed the inhibitory effect of  
fibronectin over morphological differentiation-promoting laminin-2 signaling (Fig. 4B). Having 
thus determined that fibronectin suppresses laminin-2-mediated morphological differentiation 
in vitro, and given that sulfatide is partly excluded from membrane microdomains in cells grown 
on fibronectin (Fig. 3D), more direct evidence for a role of  sulfatide in this process would be 
desirable. Therefore, we next examined whether anti-sulfatide antibodies could modulate ECM-
mediated myelin-like membrane formation. 

Anti-sulfatide antibodies prevent myelin-like membrane formation in cells cultured on 
laminin-2 and promote myelin-like membrane formation on fibronectin

A previous observed inhibition of  OPCs by the anti-sulfatide IgM O4 antibody on the 
inert PLL substrate was dependent on the presence of  serum components 83. As serum 
components might mask pure antibody effects, we continuously exposed immature OLGs 
(3 days after initiating differentiation) to O4 antibody in the absence of  serum components, 
until myelin-like membranes were formed (7 days after initiating differentiation). In case of  
cells grown on laminin-2, the presence of  the O4 antibody caused an approximately three 
fold reduction in the number MBP-positive OLGs featuring myelin-like membranes, while 
the antibody did not affect the percentage of  MBP-expressing cells (Fig. 5). Intriguingly, 
when anti-sulfatide O4 antibody was added to cells grown on fibronectin, an impressive 
increment in myelin-like membrane formation was observed (Fig. 5A, bottom row and 
5C). In fact, in absolute numbers the percentage of  MBP-positive myelin-like membranes 
on fibronectin in the presence of  anti-sulfatide antibody is similar to the number obtained 
when cultured on laminin-2 (40.0±6.1% vs 46.5±16.5%). Moreover, the effect of  the anti-
sulfatide O4 antibody was specific since, relative to control, the anti-GalC IgM O1 antibody 
did not affect the number of  MBP-positive myelin-like membranes of  cells cultured on 
either ECM substrate (Fig. 5A, C). Importantly, the percentage of  MBP-positive cells was 
not altered upon treatment with either antibody (Fig. 5B). Of  interest, treatment with IgG 
R-mAb, which recognizes both GalC and sulfatide, only marginally interfered with myelin-like 
membrane formation (Fig. 5C), indicating that likely the IgM property of  the anti-sulfatide 
O4 antibody is essential. Taken together, similar to preblocking ECM with sulfatide (Fig. 2), 
the anti-sulfatide O4 antibody interfered with myelin-like membrane formation on laminin-2 
and fibronectin in a remarkably opposing manner. Given the accumulation of  fibronectin 
(as aggregates) in MS lesions 257,259,270,271, these findings thus provide a molecular rationale for 
the potential of  anti-sulfatide antibodies to trigger quiescent endogenous OPCs, potentially 
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capable of  remyelinating axons in MS lesions. To examine the potential of  anti-sulfatide 
antibodies in vivo, we next exploited the effect of  anti-sulfatide antibodies in an in vitro model 
for (re)myelination, i.e., three-dimensional whole brain spheroid cultures.

Figure 5. Anti-sulfatide antibodies modulate myelin-like formation both on laminin-2 and fibronectin 

Immature oligodendrocytes (OLGs, 3 days after initiating differentiation) cultured on fibronectin (Fn) or 
laminin-2 (Ln2) were treated for 4 days with vehicle (PBS), anti-GalC (O1, IgM), anti-sulfatide (O4, IgM) or 
anti-GalC/sulfatide (R-mAb, IgG3) antibodies, and the expression of MBP examined as described in Materials 
and Methods. A) Representative images of MBP immunocytochemistry. Scale bar is 20 µm. B, C) Quantitative 
analysis of the number of MBP-positive cells (B) and the number of MBP-positive cells bearing myelin-like 
membranes (C). Each bar represents the mean + SD of 3-5 independent experiments. The horizontal line 
represent vehicle-treated cells, which was set to 100% in each experiment. The percentage of MBP-positive 
cells or % myelin-like membranes in vehicle-treated cells cultured on fibronectin were 42.4±17.3% and 
19.2±6.8 %, and on laminin-2 49.5±9.2% and 46.5±16.5%, respectively. Statistical differences with vehicle-
treated cells cultured on the respective substrate, as assessed with an one sample t-test are indicated (* p< 
0.05). Note the perturbation of myelin-like membrane formation upon treatment with anti-sulfatide, but 
not anti-GalC antibodies, when cells were cultured on laminin-2, and the significant increase in myelin-like 
membrane formation upon addition of anti-sulfatide antibodies to OLGs grown on fibronectin.
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Anti-sulfatide antibodies induce demyelination in myelinated spheroid cultures

Whole brain myelinating spheroid cultures represent an ideal in vitro model for monitoring (re)
myelination 262. Upon continuous rotation, single cell suspensions of  whole embryonic rat brains 
re-aggregate into spheroids, in which myelination of  axons occurs in a ´natural´ cellular and 
signaling environment. In addition, similarly as in vivo, lysolecithin-mediated demyelination can be 
induced in these spheroids, which is followed by partial remyelination 262. To be able to interpret 
the effect of  the anti-sulfatide O4 antibody on (re)myelination, we first investigated the 
deposition of  laminin (1 and 2) and fibronectin at myelinating, demyelinating and remyelinating 
conditions, respectively. (Fig. 6A, B). Upon lysolecithin-induced demyelination, both the level 
of  fibronectin and laminin increased relative to control (Fig. 6B, day 8). The level of  laminin 
(1 and 2) was reduced at remyelination, whereas the level of  fibronectin decreased only 
gradually (Fig. 6B, LPC lanes day 8 vs day 14). Notably, the fibronectin present in myelinated 
and remyelinated spheroid cultures resided predominantly at the edges of  the spheroids, 
whereas upon lysolecithin-induced demyelination fibronectin particularly accumulated in the 
core of  the spheroids (Fig. 6A, arrow). Importantly, qualitative and quantitative analysis of  
MBP expression confirmed demyelination upon exposure to lysolecithin, and subsequent 
occurrence of  remyelination (Fig. 6D). As predicted from the data in OLG monocultures 
(Fig. 5), a single dose of  anti-sulfatide O4, but not anti-GalC O1 antibody, at day 8, reduced 
the expression of  MBP, to the same extent as lysolecithin in spheroid cultures (Fig. 6C, D). In 
contrast, addition of  anti-sulfatide O4 antibody to demyelinated spheroids, i.e., in a fibronectin- 
and laminin-containing environment (Fig. 6A, B), hardly interfered with MBP expression as 
compared to control non-demyelinated cultures. However, the extent of  MBP expression 
was significantly lower as compared to MBP expression in control remyelinating spheroids, 
indicating that the anti-sulfatide O4 antibody still might induce partly demyelination. Thus, 
given the effect of  anti-sulfatide O4 antibodies in OLG monocultures (Fig. 5), we anticipate 
that in a demyelinated mixed fibronectin- and laminin-containing environment, the antibodies 
likely fulfill a dual role, i.e., they either facilitate remyelination or induce demyelination, which 
depends on the nature of  the  substrate that is encountered.
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Figure 6. Anti-sulfatide antibodies induce demyelination in myelinated spheroid cultures 

A, B) 4 week old myelinated whole brain spheroid cultures (day 0) were left untreated or exposed to lysolecithin 
for 7 days, harvested at day 8 (demyelination) or at day 14 (remyelination), and analyzed for fibronectin (Fn) 
and laminin (Ln) expression by immunocytochemistry (A) and Western blot (B, 20 µg). Representative images 
out of 3 independent experiment are shown. Scale bar is 200 µm. Note the transient increased expression of 
fibronectin and laminin at demyelination. C) At day 8 (see A), myelinated and lysolecithin (LPC)-demyelinated 
spheroid cultures were cultured for another 6 days (day 14) in the absence (ctrl) or presence of a single dose of 
anti-sulfatide (O4) or anti-GalC (O1) antibodies added at day 8. MBP immunocytochemistry is performed as a 
marker for myelination, demyelination and remyelination. Representative images of MBP stainings are shown. 
Scale bar is 200 µm. D) Quantitative analysis of MBP expression of C. Each bar represents the mean + SD of 
2-3 independent experiments. In each experiment, the data of control at day 8 was set at 100%. Statistical 
differences with control at day 8, as assessed with an one sample t-test are indicated (** p< 0.01, *** p< 0.001). 
Note that addition of anti-sulfatide (O4), but not anti-GalC (O1) antibodies at day 8 induced demyelination. In 
lysolecithin (LPC)-treated spheroid cultures the expression of MBP upon addition of anti-sulfatide antibodies 
(O4) was comparable to the level of control spheroids.
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DISCUSSION

In the present work we have shown that sulfatide in conjunction with laminin-2, an ECM 
substrate that is present on developing axons, is necessary for OLG differentiation, thus 
governing OLG myelination. Our data support a mechanism in which laminin-2 engagement 
facilitates lateral interactions between integrin α6β1 and sulfatide in membrane microdomains, 
which likely provide a platform within the OLG plasma membrane that enables interactions 
between PDGFαR and integrin α6. This process is precluded by fibronectin, presumably 
because this ECM molecule prevents inclusion of  sulfatide in raft-like membrane 
microdomains. Interestingly, in the presence of  fibronectin, addition of  anti-sulfatide IgM 
antibodies at the onset of  myelin formation stimulated myelin-like membrane formation, 
whereas myelin-like membrane formation was precluded in the presence of  laminin-2 at 
otherwise similar conditions. Thus, given the accumulation of  remyelination-inhibiting 
aggregates of  fibronectin in MS lesions 259, targeted delivery of  anti-sulfatide antibodies, 
modified in a manner that they are not affecting laminin-2-OLG interactions at lesions sites, 
might be a promising starting point to induce/re-establish endogenous remyelination in MS.

Sulfatide has been proposed to act as a sensor and/or transmitter of  environmental information 
and appears to function as a negative regulator of  terminal OLG differentiation 83. This 
hypothesis was based on experiments that did not take into account effects of  sulfatide-
ECM interactions. Here we show that the biosynthesis of  sulfated glycosphingolipids 
in conjunction with laminin-2 was essential for the generation of  MBP-positive OLGs. 
In addition, disruption of  laminin-2-sulfatide interactions by anti-sulfatide antibodies or 
pre-blocking sulfatide-binding sites on laminin-2, impeded OLG myelin-like membrane 
formation, underscoring the importance of  laminin-2-sulfatide interactions in myelination. In 
agreement with previous studies, sulfatide was not required for OLG differentiation on inert 
PLL 82,272. Also, sulfatide was not essential for OLG maturation in the presence of  fibronectin. 
Adhesion assays demonstrated that integrin α6β1 was a more important laminin receptor in 
adhesion as compared to sulfatide, and sulfatide does likely not prevent integrin binding 97,98. 
Therefore, given that activation of  integrin α6β1 initiates the translation of  MBP 17, a role for 
sulfatide as a response modifier of  integrin signaling is more likely.

We have previously shown that myelination-promoting integrin-growth factor interactions 
in OLGs originate from a laminin-2-mediated merging of  initially separated, membrane 
signalling microdomains 63,64,112,113. We hypothesized a role of  sulfatide, being part of  these 
domains, in this process. Indeed, as shown in the present study, the laminin-2 mediated 
interaction between microdomain localized PDGFαR and integrin α6 was precluded upon 
inhibition of  sulfatide biosynthesis or treatment with anti-sulfatide O4 antibody. Moreover, 
laminin-2 induced a lateral raft-associated interaction of  sulfatide with integrin α6β1 at the 
surface of  OLGs. The distinct interactions between laminin-2 with either integrin α6β1 and 
sulfatide on the one hand, and sulfatide and integrin α6β1 on the other, lead us to propose 
that a laminin-integrin-sulfatide ternary complex might establish a signaling platform in 
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membrane microdomains that controls the timing of  OLG maturation. Furthermore, since 
sulfatide expression precedes the establishment of  axonal contact-dependent signals, its 
interaction with axonal laminin-2 might thus act as a focal point in OLG-axon adhesion that 
controls the asynchronous localized differentiation of  OLGs, thereby allowing initiation of  
myelination on axonal demand. In support of  a role of  a sulfatide-laminin-2 interaction in the 
timing of  MBP expression is the observation of  an accelerated differentiation of  OLGs in 
sulfatide -/- mice 82 and a delay in laminin-2 deficient mice 273. A sulfatide-laminin-2 mediated 
initiation of  myelination has also been reported in cultured Schwann cells 274. However, 
an alternative sulfatide-independent route also exists as MBP expression and myelination 
proceed in sulfatide -/- mice 82. Of  interest, adult sulfatide-deficient mice maintain increased 
OLG numbers as a result of  increased proliferation 275. It is tempting to suggest that this 
increased proliferation is a result of  disturbed PDGFαR-integrin α6β1 interactions in 
membrane microdomains, leaving PDGFαR available for proliferative signaling 64,112, as also 
observed for cells cultured on fibronectin 269.

Interestingly, whereas sulfatide localizes in membrane microdomains of  cells grown on 
laminin-2, the lipid was hardly sequestered to such domains in cells cultured on the (re)-
myelination-inhibiting ECM substrate fibronectin. Laminin-2 versus fibronectin-dependent 
differences in the lateral distribution of  sulfatide is further reflected by evident differences 
in the size of  crosslinked sulfatide-antibody patches. The specificity of  the distinct ECM-
dependent lateral membrane distribution of  sulfatide was indicated by the fact that both 
GalC and the ganglioside GM1 were present in raft fractions of  the cells, irrespective of  
the ECM substrates, which is also the case for PDGFαR, and integrin α6β1 112,113. It is thus 
intriguing why sulfatide, and not its immediate precursor GalC, is partly excluded from 
membrane microdomains in the presence of  fibronectin, particularly since this ECM protein 
displays negligible sulfatide-binding activity 95. However, GalC and sulfatide are distinctly 
localized, GalC being present in compact myelin and sulfatide in paranodal regions 27. In 
addition, detergent extractions in situ revealed that GalC and sulfatide are present in different 
membrane microdomains in OLGs, i.e., GalC-positive microdomains are largely confined to 
myelin-like membranes, whereas sulfatide containing microdomains are restricted to cell body 
and primary processes (our unpublished observations) 27. 

Of  particular interest for MS pathology is our observation that inhibition of  morphological 
OLG differentiation by fibronectin dominated over the promoting potential of  laminin-2. 
These findings may suggest that fibronectin, as present in MS lesions, specifically prevents 
sulfatide segregation to membrane microdomains, thereby precluding proper laminin-2-
sulfatide-integrin-growth factor interactions, and hampering proper axonal contact and 
paranode formation 73–76, where sulfatide largely localizes 27. In this context, the application of  
anti-sulfatide antibodies to induce endogenous remyelination in MS lesions is of  interest. Thus, 
the anti-sulfatide O4 antibody stimulated myelin-like membrane formation on fibronectin, 
which in the absence of  anti-sulfatide antibodies prevents myelination. This beneficial effect 
likely relates to the pentameric IgM property of  the antibody, as R-mAb, i.e., an anti-sulfatide/
anti-GalC IgG3 antibody, hardly modulated myelin-like membrane formation on fibronectin. 
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Presumably, pentameric anti-sulfatide IgM antibodies may trigger a lateral redistribution 
of  membrane microdomains by virtue of  its multivalency 276, thereby facilitating lateral 
interactions that activate downstream signalling, required for OLG maturation. In support 
of  this notion, our preliminary findings show that the membrane microdomain association 
of  NF155, which becomes reduced in cells cultured on fibronectin 213, is promoted upon 
exposure to anti-sulfatide O4 antibodies. Moreover, addition of  O4 to cells that were grown 
on fibronectin resulted in tyrosine phosphorylation of  a protein of  an apparent molecular 
weight of  approximately 50-55 kDa, which is not the case upon O4 exposure of  cells cultured 
on laminin-2. The significance of  these preliminary findings, which are of  clear potential 
interest, is currently investigated in our laboratory. 

Our data also demonstrate that when added to immature OLGs, anti-sulfatide antibodies 
inhibit myelin-like membrane formation in cells cultured on laminin-2, implying an occurrence 
of  the undesirable potential of  the antibody to induce demyelination in healthy white matter. 
Indeed, our findings in myelinated spheroid cultures showed that a single dose of  the anti-
sulfatide O4 antibody, but not anti-GalC O1 antibody, significantly reduced MBP expression. 
Hence, the present work identified sulfatide as an important regulator of  ECM-dependent 
OLG myelination, and also emphasizes the need for the development of  anti-sulfatide 
antibodies, capable of  inducing ECM-independent remyelination. Of  interest, a natural 
human IgM antibody, rHIgM22, increases remyelination in vivo. In vitro and when cultured on 
fibronectin, this antibody promotes OPC survival, prolongs OPC proliferation in a PDGF-
dependent manner 277, and inhibits differentiation, likely via a PDGFαR-integrin αvβ3-Lyn 
signaling complex 278. Given our present findings, it would be of  interest to determine the 
effect of  this antibody on laminin-2.
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ABSTRACT

Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a demyelinating disease, characterized by inflammation, 
demyelination, failure of  remyelination, and axonal loss. Pro-inflammatory cytokines are 
elevated in MS and contribute to MS pathology. Here, we examined the effect of  the pro-
inflammatory cytokine TNFα on myelin membrane integrity of  oligodendrocytes, grown in 
primary and mixed myelinated cultures. Interestingly, treatment of  myelinated spinal cord-
derived cultures caused a reduction of  the length of  the MBP-positive internodal segments. 
Exposure of  mature oligodendrocytes to TNFα did not affect protein and mRNA levels of  
the structural myelin protein MBP; neither did the cytokine interfere with cell survival and 
oligodendrocyte differentiation. However, in TNFα-treated oligodendrocytes, MBP protein 
was localized mainly in the cell body and primary processes, rather than in the myelin sheets. 
Upon removal of  TNFα the preferential localization of  MBP in the sheets was restored. 
Remarkably, while the myelin typical galactolipid galactocylceramide redistributed to TX-100-
soluble membranes upon TNFα treatment, the altered localization of  MBP is not reflected 
by detergent (in)solubility. However, TNFα treatment perturbed the organization of  the actin 
cytoskeleton, which was accompanied by a redistribution of  MBP from actin-dependent 
to actin-independent membrane microdomains. The ensuing decompaction appears to 
interfere with the barrier function of  MBP, given that treatment with TNFα causes a similar 
redistribution of  other myelin proteins, including PLP and CNP. Hence, our findings revealed 
that transient exposure to TNFα alters the internodal length of  myelin by altering the actin 
cytoskeleton and the localization of  myelin proteins and lipids, thereby likely allowing for 
myelin remodeling, while persistent exposure to TNFα might eventually interfere with myelin 
compaction. 
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INTRODUCTION

In the central nervous system (CNS) oligodendrocytes (OLGs) form myelin sheaths that are 
necessary for correct impulse conduction and support of  neurons. Damage to OLGs and 
myelin has deleterious consequences, as reflected by the chronic neurodegenerative disease 
multiple sclerosis (MS), which is characterized by inflammation, demyelination, failure of  
remyelination and axonal loss. The pro-inflammatory cytokine TNFα appears to be one of  the 
key players in MS pathology. This is illustrated by elevated TNFα levels in MS lesions 21,22,279, and 
in patient-derived T-cells 280,281, and TNFα levels in the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) correlate 
with the degree of  disability 282,283. Moreover, in MS patients blood levels of  TNFα are 
upregulated before and during exacerbations 281,284, while patients with relapsing-remitting 
MS show a concomitant transient increase of  TNFα levels 285. In anti-cytokine therapy, a 
diminished production of  TNFα reduces the incidence and causes a delay in the onset of  
EAE 286, without affecting, however, the disease severity once EAE has been established 287. 
Unfortunately, clinical trials with monoclonal anti-TNF antibodies were unsuccessful, and 
even resulted in exacerbated inflammation 288,289, indicating that TNFα has both adverse and 
beneficiary effects in MS.  

Cytokines regulate a wide variety of  cellular functions in developing and mature brain. TNFα, 
for example, is highly expressed in the embryonic brain 290. However, mouse studies revealed 
that TNFα signalling is not essential for brain development or behaviour 291,292. Rather, it is 
upon CNS injury that cytokines seem to play a more prominent role. Infiltrating cells of  the 
immune system, including lymphocytes and monocytes, but also residential glial cells, produce 
numerous cytokines in response to a changing environment, e.g. in demyelinating lesions, and 
they may shape cellular reactions, in either a (transient) inhibitory or beneficiary manner, that 
influence repair capacity. TNFα has been claimed to be essential for correct remyelination 
by inducing proliferation of  oligodendrocyte progenitor cells (OPCs), as observed in a toxin-
induced demyelination model 293. However, in other studies it has been shown that TNFα 
hampers both OPC differentiation to mature myelin producing OLGs and OLG survival 294–298. 
For conveying its activity, TNFα can bind to two related receptors, 55 kDa TNFR1 and 75 
kDa TNFR2, and is therefore capable of  many and opposing cellular responses 299,300. Cells 
of  the OLG lineage express both TNF receptors; TNFR2 is particularly expressed during 
early development 301, and contributes to remyelination 293. By contrast, TNFR1 expression is 
not developmentally regulated and has been suggested to mediate primarily demyelination 288. 

Upon CNS injury, TNFα levels will be upregulated and, in addition to OPCs, also existing 
‘healthy’ myelin membranes will become exposed to the cytokine. Therefore, we examined 
the influence of  TNFα on mature OLGs, focussing on the dynamics of  myelin basic 
protein (MBP), a major myelin protein, located at the cytoplasmic surface of  the myelin 
membranes. MBP is a basic, membrane-associated adhesive structural protein, and imperative 
for myelination 204–206. Its adhesive properties organize the close apposition and compaction 
of  the inner membrane leaflets, where it may also act as an ‘molecular sieve’ for myelin 
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components 32. MBP isoforms that lack exon-II are transported to the myelin sheath in their 
mRNA form 12,13,226, which is thought to circumvent premature adhesion of  membranes 9,204,206, 
whereas exon-II containing MBP isoforms remain in the cell body, where they localize to 
the nucleus and cytoplasm 206,227,302. Here we report that TNFα induces a reorganization of  
the actin cytoskeleton, along with a lateral redistribution of  MBP from actin-dependent to 
actin-independent membrane microdomains. In addition we observed a reallocation of  MBP 
towards the cell body and primary processes, which may lead to shortening of  existing myelin 
segments. The in vivo significance of  these data may relate to a beneficiary effect of  TNFα 
upon remyelination, allowing existing myelin segments to shorten in order to provide space 
for newly formed myelin segments and paranodes for ‘remodeling’.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell culture

Primary oligodendrocytes: Primary OLGs and astrocyte cultures were generated by a 
shake-off  procedure as described previously 220. Enriched OPCs were resuspended in SATO 
medium containing 10 ng/mL PDGF-AA (Peprotech, Rocky Hill, NJ) and 10 ng/mL FGF-2 
(Peprotech). For immunocytochemical studies, OPCs were plated on poly-L-lysine (PLL, 5 µg/
ml, Sigma, St. Louis, MO)-coated 13-mm glass coverslips (VWR, Amsterdam, The Netherlands) 
in a 24-well plate at 30,000 cells per well (500 μL), and for qPCR and Western blot analysis on 
PLL-coated 10-cm dishes (Nunc) at 1 × 106 cells per dish (6 mL). After 48 hrs, differentiation 
was induced by growth factor withdrawal, and cells were cultured in SATO supplemented 
with 0.5% fetal calf  serum (FCS, Bodinco, Alkmaar, The Netherlands). 7 days after initiating 
differentiation the majority of  the OPCs matured towards MBP-positive OLGs bearing myelin-
like membranes (myelin sheets). These mature OLGs were exposed to 20 ng/ml recombinant 
rat TNFα (Peprotech) for 3 days, unless otherwise indicated. For the recovery experiments, 
the cells were allowed to recover in SATO+0.5% FCS for 24 hrs. For the TNFR1 blocking 
experiments, cells were treated with the antibody 1 hr prior to TNFα treatment. The TNFR1 
blocking antibody (TNFR1, E20, 1:100, Santa Cruz, Huissen, Netherlands, 303) was present 
throughout the experiment. 

Myelinated spinal cord cultures: Myelinated spinal cord cultures were generated from 15 days 
old Wistar embryo’s (Harlan, the Netherlands), as described before, with minor modification 304. 
Briefly, meninges were removed from isolated spinal cords, minced in 1 ml MEM, and subjected 
to enzymatic digestion by adding 100 µl of  2.5% trypsin solution (Sigma) and 80 µl of  liberase (2.5 
mg/ml; Roche, Diagnostics, Mannheim, Germany) for 20 minutes at 37°C. To stop digestion, 1 
ml of  SD solution [0.52 mg/ml trypsin soybean inhibitor (Sigma); 0.04 mg/ml bovine pancrease 
DNase (Roche); 3 mg/ml BSA) in L-15 medium] was added for 3 minutes. Next, cells were gently 
triturated and centrifuged at 1000 rpm for 5 minutes. The cell pellet was resuspended in plating 
medium [PM; 50% DMEM (Gibco, Paisley, UK); 25% horse serum (Invitrogen); 25% HBSS 
(Gibco) and 2 mM glutamine], and cells were plated onto 13 mm coverslips with an astrocyte 
monolayer at a density of  150,000 cells/coverslip (500 µl/well). Notably, the astrocytes were 
derived from the remaining astrocyte monolayer after shaking off  the OPCs. The monolayer was 
trypsinized and passaged once before cells were plated on PLL-coated (5 µg/ml) 13 mm coverslips 
(VWR) at a density of  60,000/coverslip in 10% FCS in DMEM (500 μl/well) for 3 days. The 
dissociated spinal cords were allowed to attach for 2 hrs, after which 500 µl of  differentiation 
medium [(DM) DMEM supplemented with 1 mg/ml holotransferin (Sigma), 20 mM putrescine 
(Sigma), 4 µM progesterone (Sigma), 6 µM selenium (Sigma), 10 ng/ml biotin (Sigma), 50 nM 
hydrocortisone (Sigma) and 10 µg/ml insulin (Sigma)] was added. Half  of  the volume of  medium 
was replaced every second day with fresh DM. After 12 days in vitro (DIV), insulin was omitted. 
At 19 DIV, cultures were treated with or without 10 ng/ml TNFα. TNFα was added upon each 
medium change, i.e., every 2 days. The cultures were analysed at 26 DIV.
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LDH and MTT assay

The LDH and MTT assay were performed as described previously 220. Briefly, mature OLGs,  
i.e., 7 days after initiating differentiation, were exposed to the indicated TNFα concentrations 
for 3 days, after which the medium (LDH assay) and cells (MTT) were analyzed. To 
determine the cytotoxicity of  TNFα, the release of  LDH into the medium was measured 
using a commercial LDH assay kit (Roche, Indianapolis, IN) according to manufacturer’s 
instructions. The effect on cell viability was determined with an MTT assay on the remaining 
cells. Cytotoxicity (LDH) and cell viability (MTT) are expressed as the percentage of  control 
cells, which was set at 100%. 

Isolation of Triton X-100-resistant membrane microdomains

Cells were subjected to 1% Triton X-100 (TX-100) extraction at 4°C, followed by 10-30-
40% discontinuous OptiPrep density gradient centrifugation of  equal protein amounts, as 
previously described 62. Fractions were collected from top (1) to bottom (7), the membrane 
microdomains being present at fractions 3-4, after which equal volumes of  each fraction were 
subjected to Western blot (60 μl) and dotblot (10 μl) analysis.

Isolation of detergent free lipid rafts

Detergent-free lipid rafts were isolated as described by Klappe et al. 305. Primary cells were 
scraped in base buffer (20 mM Tris/HCl, pH 7.8, and 250 mM sucrose, 1 mM CaCl2 and 1 mM 
MgCl2) on ice and centrifuged at 250 g for 2 minutes. The pellet was suspended in 1 ml base 
buffer supplemented with a cocktail of  protease (Complete Mini, Roche) and phosphatase 
(Calbiochem, Cocktail set II, La Jolla, CA) inhibitors. The suspension was homogenized by 
passaging 20 times through a 25-gauge needle and centrifuged at 1000 g for 10 minutes. 
This procedure was repeated, and the first and second post-nuclear supernatant (PNS) were 
combined. To equal protein amounts of  the PNS (in a total volume of  2 ml), 2 ml of  base 
buffer containing 50% OptiPrep (Axis-Shield PoC AS, Dundee, Scotland) was added. On top 
of  this mixture, an 8 ml continuous gradient of  0–20% OptiPrep buffer was poured with 
the use of  a gradient mixer. After centrifugation at 22,000 rpm for 90 min at 4°C (Beckman 
SW41 rotor), 9 fractions of  1.34 ml were collected (from top to bottom) and half  of  this 
fraction volume was subjected to TCA precipitation 115 followed by Western blot and dotblot 
analysis.

Western Blot and dotblot analysis

Cells were scraped in PBS, and lysed on ice for 30 min in TNE-lysis buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl, 
pH 7,5, 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM EDTA, 1% TX-100 and protease and phosphatase cocktail 
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inhibitors). For Western blot analysis, equal protein (lysates) or volume amounts (gradients) 
were mixed with SDS reducing sample buffer, heated for 5 min at 95°C and subjected to SDS-
PAGE. Samples were loaded onto 15% SDS-polyacrylamide gels and subjected to Western 
blot analysis as described previously 220. Primary antibodies used were polyclonal rat anti-
MBP (1:2000, Millipore) and monoclonal mouse anti-β-actin (1:2000, Sigma). For dotblot 
analysis, equal volumes of  the gradient fractions (10 µl) were applied onto nitrocellulose 
membrane, and when dried subjected to similar immunoblot analysis as described above for 
the Western blots. Primary antibodies were anti-GalC antibody O1 (ammonium sulfatide 
precipitated, 1:3000) and anti-sulfatide O4 antibody (ammonium sulfatide precipitated, 
1:400), which were both a kind gift of  Dr. Guus Wolswijk 261. The signals were detected 
using appropriate IRDye®-conjugated secondary antibodies (Li-Cor Biosciences, Lincoln, 
NE) and the Odyssey Infrared Imaging System (Li-Cor Biosciences). The protein bands were 
quantified by imaging software ImageJ.

qPCR analysis

Total RNA from cells was isolated using the InviTrap Spin Cell RNA Mini Kit (Stratec 
molecular, Berlin, Germany). Total RNA (1 µg) was reversed transcribed in the presence of  
oligo(dT)12-18 and dNTPs (Gibco) with superscript II reverse transcriptase (Roche) according 
to the manufacturer’s instructions. qPCR amplifications were performed on copy DNA using 
primers specific for rat MBP with exon-II (forward, 5’-CACATGTACAAGGACTCACAC-3’; 
reverse 5’-GAAGAAGTGGACTACTGGGT-3’), rat MBP without exon-II (forward, 5’- 
ACTTGGCCACAGCAAGTACC-3’; reverse, 5’- TGTGTGAGTCCTTGCCAGAG-3’) 
and the house-keeping genes HBMS (forward, 5’- CCGAGCCAAGCACCAGGAT-3; 
reverse, 5’-CTCCTTCCAGGTGCCTCAGA-3’), and HPRT1 (forward,  5’- GACTTG 
CTCGAGATGTCA-3’; reverse, 5’- ACCACCCTGTTGCTGTAG-3’). The results were 
analyzed with StepOne software and normalized to the house-keeping genes HBMS and 
HPRT1. 

Immunocytochemical analysis

Monocultures: Cells were gently fixed with 2% paraformaldehyde (PFA) for 15 min at room 
temperature (RT), followed by incubation with 4% PFA for 15 min. Fixed cells were blocked 
and permeabilized, respectively with 4% bovine serum albumin (BSA) and 0.1% TX-100 
for 30 min. The cells were incubated for 60 min at RT with polyclonal rat anti-MBP (1:100, 
Millipore, Temecula, CA), monoclonal anti-CNP (1:100, Sigma), monoclonal anti-PLP (4C2, 
1:10, kind gift of  Dr. Vijay Kuchroo (Harvard Medical School, Boston,218), or monoclonal 
anti-mouse β-tubulin (1:500, Sigma) antibodies. After three times washing with phosphate 
buffered saline (PBS), cells were incubated with appropriate TRITC- or FITC-conjugated 
secondary antibodies (1:50, Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories, Inc., West Grove, PA) 
diluted in 4% BSA in PBS for 30 min at RT, followed by three times PBS washing. During 
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secondary antibody incubation, DRAQ5 (1:500, Bistatus Limited, Leicestershire, UK) and 
TRITC-conjugated phalloidin (1:200, Sigma) were also included to visualize the nuclei and 
F-actin, respectively. For double staining, cells were sequentially stained with the different 
antibodies. Cells were mounted in DAKO mounting medium. Images were acquired by 
a confocal laser scanning microscope (Leica SP8 AOBS CLSM, Leica Microsystems, 
Heidelberg, Germany), equipped with an argon laser (488 nm), 2 He/Ne lasers (552 and 633 
nm, respectively) and Leica Confocal Software. A 63×/1.25 oil immersion objective was used 
for 3-channel scanning (488 nm, 552 nm, 633nm). Images of  single cells were acquired with 
similar gain settings and 15 cells were measured at each condition. To quantify the cellular 
distribution of  protein or mRNA, i.e., cell body and primary processes and myelin sheets, the 
cells were segmented in ‘in’ (encompassing the cell body and primary processes, but excluding 
the nucleus) and ‘out’ (constituting the remaining processes and sheets) by selection by hand 
and in a blinded manner. Since OLGs grown in vitro do not form a continuous sheet covering 
the supporting glass coverslip, the area within the selections that did not hold cellular material 
was eliminated by a treshhold to only visualize cellular material. The cellular distribution was 
defined as the ratio between fluorescent intensity between ‘out’ and ‘in’, i.e., a value above 1 
corresponded to a relative enrichment in the myelin membrane. 

Myelinated-cultures: Cultures were fixed in 4% PFA and incubated at RT in 0.5% TX-
100 in 5% normal goat serum (NGS, Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA) for 60 min. 
After washing with PBS, cells were incubated for 2 hrs at RT with monoclonal rat anti-MBP 
(1:250, Serotec, Oxford, UK), and anti-NF-H antibodies (1:5000, EnCor Biotechnology Inc, 
Gainesville, FL) diluted in 2% NGS. Staining was visualized by an incubation for 60 min at RT 
with appropriate Alexa-conjugated secondary antibodies diluted in 2% NGS. Coverslips were 
mounted in Dako mounting media. All analyses were performed using a confocal laser scan 
microscope (Leica SP8 AOBS CLSM). The length of  the myelin segment was determined 
by measuring MBP-positive segments that colocalized with NF-positive segments by using 
NeuriteTracer in ImageJ 306, for at least 20 myelin segments per experimental condition in 3 
independent experiments. 

In situ hybridization

OLGs were hybridized with 48 TMR labeled 20-nucleotide long probes designed against 
rat 14 kDa MBP, the major isoform present in rodent myelin 219. Briefly, cells were fixed in 
4% PFA and opened with ethanol, incubated overnight at 37°C with 1 ng/µL probe mix in 
10% formamide-containing hybridization buffer and washed with SSC (150mM NaCl, 15mM 
sodium citrate). Cells were subsequently blocked with BSA and incubation with primary anti-
MBP and appropriate secondary antibodies as described above. Coverslips were mounted 
in Dako mounting medium and analyzed with a confocal laser scan microscope (Leica SP8 
AOBS CLSM). For quantification of  the cellular distribution see above. 
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Statistics

All data are represented as the mean ± SD of  at least three independent experiments. 
Statistical significance was calculated by a two-tailed Student’s t-test for comparison between 
two means and by one-way ANOVA followed by a Dunnet’s posttest when more than 
two means were compared to the control group (untreated cells). A p value of  p<0.05 was 
considered statistically significant.
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RESULTS

TNFα treatment induces shortening of myelin segments in myelinated cultures

TNFα is prominently present in MS lesions, and within the CSF, the levels of  TNFα 
correlate with disease activity 21,279,282,283. However, TNFα is also thought to be necessary 
for remyelination, and OPC proliferation in particular 293. It is unknown whether TNFα has 
an effect on myelin membrane integrity. To asses such a potential effect, myelinated spinal 
cord cultures were employed. These spinal cord-derived cultures, plated on top of  a feeding 
layer of  astrocytes, represent an appropriate model system to study myelin maintenance, and 
approximately three weeks after plating, myelin segments can be clearly visualized by optical 
microscopy 304. To examine the effect of  TNFα on myelin stability, the myelinated cultures 
were exposed at 19-days in vitro (DIV) to the cytokine at a relatively low concentration of  
10 ng/ml (approx. 100 U/ml). At 26 DIV, the cultures were fixed and stained with the 
neurofilament marker NF-H to visualize axons, and with the myelin marker MBP to visualize 
myelin segments. As shown in Figure 1, in TNFα-treated cultures, remarkable discontinuities 
between myelin segments (arrows) and in the length of  MBP-positive myelin segments 
(‘internodes’) were apparent, the internodal length as such being diminished on average by 

Figure 1. TNFα treatment induces shortening of myelin segments in myelinated cultures 

At 19 days in vitro (DIV) embryonic rat myelinated spinal cord cultures plated on a feeding layer of rat cortical 
astrocytes were untreated (ctrl) or treated with 10 ng/ml TNFα. A) Spinal cord cultures at 26 DIV were stained 
for MBP (myelin marker). Representative images are shown. Scale bar is 100 µm. B) Quantitative analysis of the 
length of the myelin segments (internodal length). Bar represents mean + SD of 3 independent experiments. 
Statistical difference with untreated (ctrl) cells as assessed with a Student’s t-test (* p<0.05). Note that upon 
exposure of TNFα, the length of the MBP-positive myelin segments is significantly reduced.  
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approx. 50%, relative to untreated cultures. Hence, this finding suggests that the length of  
existing myelin segments is susceptible to remodeling, being shortened upon exposure to 
TNFα. In these cultures all cells, including neurons, astrocytes and oligodendrocytes, harbor 
receptors for TNFα 307,308. Therefore, we next examined in OLG monocultures whether the 
effect of  TNFα on myelin membrane remodeling is due to a direct and/or indirect effect on 
oligodendrocytes. 

TNFα treatment induces a reversible redistribution of MBP protein from myelin membranes 
towards primary processes 

OLGs grown in monoculture follow the same developmental pattern as in the presence of  
neurons, i.e., all the myelin components are expressed in a coordinated fashion and transported 
to the different subdomains in the myelin sheet 9,32,222. Therefore, mature OLGs represent a 
good in vitro model to study remodeling of  myelin membranes. As direct exposure to TNFα 
may be toxic to OLGs in a concentration-dependent manner 296,297, we first exposed mature 
OLGs to different concentrations of  TNFα ranging from 2 to 200 ng/ml. Cytotoxicity was 
determined by measuring the release of  LDH into the culture medium, and cell viability 
with an MTT assay. At all concentrations tested, no significant effect of  TNFα was apparent 
on LDH release and MTT activity relative to untreated cells (Suppl. Fig.1). Based on these 
findings, the concentration of  20 ng/ml of  TNFα was used for all further experiments with 
OLG monocultures. To examine the effect of  TNFα on myelin maintenance, mature OLGs 
were treated with TNFα, i.e., 7 days after initiating OPC differentiation, when the majority of  
the MBP-positive OLGs have synthesized a myelin sheet. As shown in Figure 2A, following 
3 days of  exposure to TNFα, MBP protein was mainly localized to the cell body and primary 
processes, whereas in untreated OLGs MBP’s localization was more pronounced in the 
myelin sheets. Indeed, the number of  cells positive for MBP that bear MBP-positive sheets, 
membranous structures between the cellular process, was reduced upon TNFα treatment as 
compared to untreated mature OLGs (Fig. 2B). Western blot and qPCR analysis showed no 
significant difference in both MBP protein and mRNA expression levels, respectively (Supp. 
Fig. 2), indicating that the observed difference in MBP localization is not due to degradation 
or altered synthesis. To reveal a potential enrichment of  MBP protein expression in cell body 
and primary processes upon exposure of  mature OLGs to TNFα, we developed a method 
to quantify the cellular distribution of  MBP per cell. Given the irregular shape of  OLGs, 
3 circular lines were manually drawn per cell, i.e., one around the cell’s nucleus, the second 
one at the interface of  the end of  the primary process and the start of  the myelin sheet, and 
the third one around the outer edge of  the myelin sheet (Fig. 2C). To determine the relative 
cellular distribution of  MBP in each cell, the ratio between the fluorescent intensity of  MBP 
in the myelin sheet, i.e., the area between the two outer circular lines and the fluorescence 
intensity of  MBP in the cell body and the primary processes, i.e., the area between the two 
inner circular lines, was calculated. If  the ratio exceeds a value of  1, MBP can be considered to 
be mainly localized to the outer myelin sheets and conversely, if  the ratio was below 1, MBP 
is enriched in the cell body and primary processes. Applying this quantification method, we 
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confirmed our visual observations that in TNFα-treated mature OLGs, MBP is significantly 
enriched in the cell body and primary processes, whereas in untreated cells MBP mainly 
localized to the myelin sheet (Fig. 2D). Intriguingly, when the cells were allowed to recover 
for 24 hrs after 3 days of  exposure to TNFα, MBP protein was prominently localized to 
the myelin sheets, and indistinguishable from untreated cells (Fig. 2A, D), indicating that 
the effect of  TNFα is reversible. Moreover, the effect of  TNFα was mediated by TNFR1, 
since a functional blocking antibody directed against TNFR1 counteracted the effect of  
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Figure 2. TNFα treatment induces a reversible redistribution of MBP protein towards primary processes 
in mature oligodendrocytes 

Mature oligodendrocytes were left untreated (ctrl), treated with 20 ng/ml TNFα, or prior to treatment with 
TNFα pretreated with a blocking antibody against TFNR1 for 3 days, or allowed to recover from TNFα for 24 
hrs (recovery). Cells were subjected to MBP mRNA probe labeling followed by immunocytochemistry for MBP 
protein. A) Representative confocal images of the localization of MBP protein and mRNA in the same cell. Scale 
bar is 20 µm. B) Quantitative analysis of the number of MBP-positive cells bearing myelin-like membranes. 
Each bar represents the mean + SD of 3 independent experiments. In each experiment, the data of untreated 
cells was set at 100%. Statistical difference with untreated (ctrl) cells as assessed with an one sample t-test (* 
p<0.05). C) Representative example of the quantification method to analyze MBP protein localization within a 
cell (see Materials and Methods for details). For each cell the ratio of the intensity of the protein (or mRNA) in 
the outer myelin membrane (‘out’) vs the intensity of the protein in the cell body and primary processes (‘in’) 
is determined. A ratio above 1 indicates an enrichment in myelin-like membranes. Scale bar is 10 µm. D, E). 
Quantitative analysis of the localization of MBP protein (D) and mRNA (E) as described at C. Each bar represents 
the mean + SD of 3 independent experiments. In each independent experiment 15 cells per condition were 
analyzed. Statistical difference with untreated (ctrl) cells as assessed with a one-way ANOVA (* p<0.05, Dunnet’s 
posttest). Note that TNFα induces a reversible retraction of MBP protein from myelin sheet towards cell body 
and primary processes, likely by activation of TNFR1.

TNFα on MBP localization (Fig. 2A, D). Hence, these results suggest that the TNFα-
mediated ectopic localization of  MBP in the cell body and primary processes of  mature 
OLGs might be a reversible reallocation of  already synthesized MBP protein towards to 
the cell body and primary processes. Of  interest, MBP mRNA was similarly distributed in 
untreated and TNFα-treated mature OLGs, being localized deep into the processes (Fig. 2A, 
E), indicating that the enrichment of  MBP protein in cell body and primary processes upon 
TNFα treatment was likely not due to impaired MBP mRNA trafficking. Given the difference 
in localization pattern of  MBP upon treatment with TNFα, we next examined the lateral 
membrane organization of  MBP.

Galactosylceramide is enriched in TX-100-resistant microdomains upon TNFα treatment 

In spite of  its nature as a peripheral membrane protein, MBP does in fact associate with 
detergent resistant microdomains, termed ‘lipid rafts’, upon OLG maturation 89,129. Therefore, 
given the apparent redistribution of  MBP following TNFα treatment, we next analyzed 
whether this redistribution of  MBP is also reflected by a lateral reorganization of  MBP’s 
association with membrane microdomains. Previous findings have revealed that CHAPS-
resistant membrane microdomains are prevalent in myelin membranes (reviewed in Ref. 26), 
while TX-100-resistant domains are more enriched at the cell body and primary processes 7. 
Therefore, given the observed TNFα-induced redistribution of  MBP from the sheet towards 
the cell body and primary processes, we first isolated membrane microdomains by TX-100 
detergent extraction followed by OptiPrep density gradient centrifugation and Western blot 
analysis. Of  the obtained 7 fractions, fractions 3-4 are considered as raft fractions, whereas 
TX-100-soluble proteins appear in fractions 6-7 62. MBP is prominently present in TX-100-
resistant membrane microdomains in both untreated and TNFα-treated mature OLGs 
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(Fig. 3A, B, 49.4±13.0% and 47.2±5.2% respectively). Similarly, irrespective of  TNFα 
treatment, no change was apparent in the distribution of  MBP in CHAPS-resistant 
microdomains (data not shown). Galactosylceramide (GalC), a lipid typically present at 
the extracellular leaflet of  the lipid bilayer, including the myelin membrane, plays a major 
role in the lateral membrane association of  MBP, localizing at the cytoplasmic face of  the 
membrane 80,86,89,91,309,310. Remarkably, following TNFα treatment, GalC became relatively 
enriched in TX-100-resistant membrane microdomains (Fig. 3A, C, fractions 3-4), with a 
concomitant decrease in non-raft fractions (Fig. 3A, C, fractions 6-7). Interestingly, following 
TNFα treatment, the glycolipid appears to be clustered at the cell body plasma membrane 
and primary processes, as visualized with the anti-GalC antibody O1 (Fig. 4). Hence, TNFα 
alters the lateral organization of  GalC, and induces its partial clustering, particularly in the 

Figure 3. Galactosylceramide is enriched in TX-100-resistant microdomains upon TNFα treatment 

Mature oligodendrocytes were left untreated (ctrl) or treated with 20 ng/ml TNFα for 3 days. The presence of 
MBP (A,B) and GalC (A,C) in membrane microdomains was analysed by TX-100 detergent extraction followed by 
OptiPrep density gradient centrifugation and Western (A,B) or dotblot (A,C) analysis. Representative blots of 3 
independent experiments are shown. The total protein/lipid expression was calculated by adding the intensity 
of all the fractions. The protein/lipid percentage of each fraction was then calculated by dividing the protein 
intensity present in that fraction by total protein/lipid expression. Bar graphs of the pooled fraction percentage 
of (raft) fractions 3-4 and (non-raft) fractions 6-7 of MBP (B), GalC (C), relative to untreated cells (ctrl, set at 100% 
in each experiment) are shown. In untreated cells, 49.4±13.0% of MBP and 43.3±21.2% of GalC were present 
in fractions 3-4, and 25.8±5.9% of MBP and 43.7±28.4% of GalC in fractions 6-7. Statistical difference with 
untreated (ctrl) cells as assessed with a one sample t-test (* p<0.05). Note that upon TNFα treatment GalC, but 
not MBP, is enriched in TX-100-resistant membrane microdomains, while a contaminant significant decrease in 
the non-raft fractions was noticed.
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Figure 4. TNFα treatment alters the localization of galactosylceramide 

Mature oligodendrocytes were left untreated (ctrl), or treated with 20 ng/ml TNFα. After 3 days, the surface 
localization of GalC was assessed using immunocytochemistry on live cells (O1 antibody). Scale bar is 20 µm. 
Note that upon TNFα treatment GalC appears as clusters at the plasma membrane of the cell body and primary 
processes.
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processes, which seems to reflect the appearance of  MBP at similar conditions (cf. Fig. 2A). 
However, these findings still do not explain the underlying mechanism as to why MBP in 
mature OLGs redistributes from myelin membranes towards the cell body and primary 
processes upon exposure to TNFα. 

TNFα treatment disrupts the actin cytoskeleton in mature oligodendrocytes

To further examine the underlying mechanism of  the redistribution of  MBP upon TNFα 
treatment, we considered a potential involvement of  the cytoskeleton of  the cell. Previous 
studies have shown that TNFα can induce changes in cytoskeletal structures 311–313, and that 
MBP interacts with the cytoskeleton 90,314,315. Also, a connection between raft localization 
and the cytoskeleton has been proposed 316. In OLGs, the cytoskeleton consists of  tubulin 
and actin filaments, while it lacks intermediate filaments 317. In control mature OLGs, actin 
filaments, visualized with fluorescently-labeled phalloidin, are predominantly present in 
the processes as well-structured long filaments (Fig. 5A). In TNFα-treated cells, this well-
structured pattern of  actin filaments is lost, revealing a diffuse distribution of  apparently 
smaller filaments in secondary and tertiary process, but remarkably not in the cell body and 
primary processes. Quantitative analysis showed that the number of  cells with this diffuse 
distribution pattern of  actin filaments was increased in TNFα-treated cells as compared 
to untreated mature OLGs, which was reversed 24 hrs after TNFα withdrawal (Fig. 5A, 
B), indicating that the actin cytoskeleton is not irreversibly disturbed. Importantly, in both 
untreated and recovered cells MBP and actin co-localized. The (partial) co-localization was 
lost when mature OLGs were exposed to TNFα, indicating an uncoupling of  MBP and 
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the actin cytoskeleton. Immunocytochemical analysis of  the tubulin cytoskeleton using an 
antibody against β-tubulin revealed no apparent difference in the localization of  tubulin 

Figure 5. TNFα treatment disrupts the actin cytoskeleton in mature oligodendrocytes 

Mature oligodendrocytes were left untreated (ctrl), treated with 20 ng/ml TNFα, for 3 days, or allowed to 
recover from TNFα for 24 hrs (recovery). Cell were subjected to MBP immunocytochemistry (green), followed by 
visualization of actin filaments with TRITC-conjugated phalloidin. Representative confocal images (A) are shown. 
Scale bar is 20 µm. The appearance of the actin cytoskeleton of at least 100 cells was scored and characterized 
as organized or disorganized (B). Each bar represents the mean + SD of 3 independent experiments. In each 
experiment, the data of untreated cells was set at 100%. Statistical difference with untreated (ctrl) cells as 
assessed with a one-way ANOVA (* p<0.05, Dunnet’s posttest). Note that upon TNFα treatment the actin 
cytoskeleton is disordered into apparently smaller filaments in secondary and tertiary processes. 
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(Suppl. Fig 3); tubulin is primarily present in the primary processes, in both TNFα-treated 
and untreated cells. Therefore, these results indicate that TNFα reversibly disrupts the actin, 
but not tubulin cytoskeleton in mature OLGs. Given the uncoupling of  MBP and actin 
upon TNFα treatment and the fact that actin may serve as a stabilizer of  distinct membrane 
microdomains 318,319, we next examined whether the lateral movement of  MBP towards the 
cell body and primary processes was actin-dependent upon TNFα treatment.

TNFα treatment alters MBP’s microdomain association from actin-dependent to actin-
independent 

Previous studies revealed that detergent fractionation at 4°C may create artefacts with regard 
to a protein’s distribution in the gradient, particularly when it associates with the cytoskeleton. 
To examine whether the TNFα-mediated change in the cellular localization of  MBP was actin-
dependent, we applied a detergent-free raft isolation method that separates actin-dependent 
and actin-independent membrane microdomains 305. Upon detergent-free OptiPrep gradient 
fractionation, fractions 1-2 are the very light fractions and represent membrane microdomains 
with a high lipid to protein ratio. The association of  proteins in these membrane microdomains 
is sensitive to latrunculin B treatment 305, and fractions 1-2 are therefore considered as actin-
dependent rafts. Fractions 3-4 also represent membrane microdomains, given the high lipid to 
protein ratio, and are characterized as actin-independent membrane microdomains. Proteins 
that are not present in membrane microdomains appear in fractions 7-9. As shown in Figure 6A, 
in control mature OLGs, approx. 55% of  the MBP fraction resided in fractions 1-2, i.e., in actin-
dependent membrane microdomains. By contrast, TNFα treatment significantly reduced the 
actin-dependent membrane microdomain association of  MBP (Fig. 6B). In fact, MBP became 
associated with actin-independent membrane microdomains, given its abundant and increased 
presence in fractions 3-4 (Fig. 6A, B). Furthermore, TNFα treatment also reduced the levels 
of  actin and GalC in fractions 1-2 (Fig. 6A, C, D) without a concomitant increase in fractions 
3-4, suggesting a redistribution to non-raft membranes. Hence, TNFα treatment perturbed 
the integrity of  the actin cytoskeleton in mature OLGs, which correlates with a segregation of  
MBP from actin-dependent to actin-independent membrane microdomains. In addition to its 
function as a molecular membrane glue, MBP also acts as a molecular barrier for proteins to 
enter the myelin membranes. Therefore, we next examined functional consequences of  TNFα-
induced reallocation of  MBP with regard to the localization of  other myelin proteins. 

TNFα treatment interferes with the localization of myelin proteins PLP and CNP

Proteolipid protein (PLP) and 2’,3’-cyclic-nucleotide 3’-phosphodiesterase (CNP) are myelin 
specific proteins, showing a distinct localization in myelin; PLP is present in compact myelin, 
facilitating the apposition of  the extracellular leaflets of  the different myelin membrane 
layers 31,320, whereas CNP is abundantly present in non-compact myelin, and has been 
identified as a factor that delays myelin compaction during development 117. In untreated 
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cultured mature OLGs, PLP is present in the cell body, primary processes and the myelin 
sheets, while CNP expression is more restricted to the cell body and primary processes (Fig. 
7A, B). Following cellular treatment with TNFα for three days, PLP mainly localizes to the 
cell body and primary processes, while the protein is nearly absent from the myelin sheet (Fig. 
7A, C). In contrast, CNP was more evenly distributed in the cells following TNFα exposure 
(Fig. 7B, D). Hence, TNFα treatment perturbs the organized structure of  myelin specific 
proteins within mature OLGs, and therefore likely the compaction, which might allow for 
remodeling and shortening of  existing myelin membranes, as illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 6. TNFα treatment alters MBP’s microdomain association from actin-dependent to actin-
independent 

Mature oligodendrocytes were left untreated (ctrl) or treated with 20 ng/ml TNFα for 3 days. The presence of 
proteins (A-C, MBP, actin) and GalC (A,D) in membrane microdomains isolated in a detergent-free manner in 
combination with OptiPrep density gradient centrifugation, and Western (MBP, actin) or dotblot (GalC) analysis. 
Representative blots of 4-5 independent experiments are shown. The total protein/lipid expression was 
calculated by adding the intensity of all the fractions. The protein/lipid percentage of each fraction was then 
calculated by dividing the protein intensity present in that fraction by total protein/lipid expression. Bar graphs 
of the pooled fraction percentage of actin-dependent raft fractions 1-2 and actin-independent raft fractions 3-4 
of MBP (B), actin (C) and GalC (D) relative to untreated cells (ctrl, set at 100% in each experiment) are shown. 
In untreated cells, 56.0±12.1% of MBP, 27.9±20.9% of actin and 23.2±4.7% of GalC were present in fractions 
1-2, and 19.3±0.6% of MBP, 25.1±3.7% of actin and 29.5±4.4% of GalC in fractions 3-4. Statistical difference 
with untreated (ctrl) cells as assessed with a one sample t-test (* p<0.05). Note that upon TNFα treatment 
MBP redistributed from actin-independent membrane microdomains (A, B, fractions 1-2) to actin-dependent 
membrane microdomains (A, B, fractions 3-4). 
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Figure 7. TNFα treatment interferes with the localization of myelin proteins PLP and CNP 

Mature oligodendrocytes were left untreated (ctrl) or treated with 20 ng/ml TNFα for 3 days. Cells were subjected 
to double immunocytochemistry for MBP (green) and either PLP (A, C, red) or CNP (B, D, red). Representative 
confocal images are shown. Scale bar is 20 µm. Quantitative analysis of the localization of PLP (C) and CNP (D) 
was performed as described in Materials and Methods (see also Fig. 1C). Each bar represents the mean + SD of 
3 independent experiments. In each independent experiment 15 cells per condition were analyzed. Note that 
TNFα induces a retraction of PLP from myelin membranes towards primary processes, while CNP was more 
evenly distributed upon TNFα treatment.
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DISCUSSION

Upon CNS demyelination, extrinsic factors such as extracellular matrix proteins and pro-
inflammatory cytokines contribute to tissue repair. However, their persistent presence may 
be detrimental as exemplified by MS, where OLG apoptosis, demyelination and impaired 
remyelination may occur. In this context, we examined the effect of  pro-inflammatory 
cytokine TNFα on myelin membrane integrity and stability. Our findings revealed that long-
term treatment with TNFα induced a remarkable decrease in the length of  myelin segments, 
and a lateral redistribution of  MBP from the sheet towards cell body and primary processes 
in cultured mature OLGs. A similar enrichment of  MBP in OLG cell bodies was reported 
following treatment of  neuron-OLG co-cultures with TNFα 321. In mature OLGs, TNFα 
treatment resulted in a perturbed actin cytoskeleton along with the dissociation of  MBP from 
actin-dependent membrane microdomains. The effect of  TNFα was not cytotoxic, reversible 
upon TNFα withdrawal, and likely mediated by interaction of  the cytokine with TNFR1. 
Indirectly, our data also support the notion that MBP may act as a molecular barrier for other 
myelin proteins 32 given that TNFα exposure caused a concomitant redistribution of  PLP 
towards primary processes and a reallocation of  CNP towards the myelin sheets. The in vivo 
significance of  these data may relate to a beneficiary effect of  transiently present TNFα during 
remyelination, providing the necessary plasticity to existing myelin membranes, allowing the 
intercalation of  newly formed myelin segments and paranodes to be ‘reconstructed’.

Upon TNFα treatment, the length of  the MBP-positive internodes significantly decreased 
in myelinated cultures, indicating that the internodes permit remodeling of  existing myelin 
segments when necessary. In this context it was recently demonstrated that in the adult brain 
myelin segments may remodel and that the length of  internodes shorten with age 322. To 
shorten myelin segments, myelin decompaction has to occur, which requires a reallocation of  
myelin proteins and lipids. The present study suggests that the presence of  TNFα might be 
a key feature in triggering and/or facilitating such a decompaction. Thus, in mature OLGs 
the presence of  TNFα caused a lateral dislocation of  MBP from myelin membranes towards 
the cell body and primary processes. The concomitant redistribution of  MBP from actin-
dependent to actin-independent membrane microdomains may be instrumental in the overall 
mechanism of  decompaction, its occurrence being supported by an altered localization of  
other myelin components, such as PLP and CNP, presumably reflecting the relief  of  MBP’s 
barrier function 32. 

It remains to be determined whether the perturbation of  the actin cytoskeleton is a direct 
effect of  TNFα treatment or a secondary response of  MBP’s lateral redistribution to actin-
independent membrane microdomains. A direct effect of  TNFα on actin filaments has 
been observed in other cell types 311–313. Furthermore, upon actin cytoskeleton disruption by 
cytochalasin B, both MBP and GalC are mislocalized 79,80. A TNFα-mediated disruption of  the 
actin filaments may thus lead to an uncoupling of  MBP and the actin cytoskeleton, resulting 
in the lateral redistribution of  MBP to actin-independent membrane microdomains, and the 
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retraction of  MBP towards cell body and primary processes. As a consequence, GalC might 
redistribute to TX-100-resistant membrane microdomains. Indeed, alterations in the lipid 
environment of  MBP at the inner leaflet may result in clustering of  GalC at the extracellular 
leaflet of  the membrane 309. In favor of  a secondary, i.e., indirect effect of  TNFα treatment on a 
perturbed actin cytoskeleton is the observation that MBP interacts with the actin cytoskeleton 
at the membrane surface 90, and that OLGs, in the absence of  functional MBP, display a 
punctuated actin cytoskeleton 81. Furthermore, MBP can undergo various posttranslational 
modifications, including methylation, phosphorylation, and deimination 204, the latter two 
being able to modulate MBP-mediated assembly of  actin 90. Thus, phosphorylation and 
deimination of  MBP may decrease the ability of  MBP to link actin to the membrane surface. 
In fact, we have noticed a slight decrease in the total levels of  phosphorylated MBP upon long-
term TNFα treatment (our unpublished observations). However, whether TNFα altered the 
deimination, or induced other reported posttranslational modifications of  MBP remains to be 
determined. It is also possible that TNFα treatment leads to a segregation of  GalC into TX-
100-resistant membrane microdomains. This redistribution of  GalC at the extracellular leaflet 
of  the membrane may mediate a concomitant redistribution of  MBP at the inner leaflet 15, 
thus resulting in uncoupling of  MBP and the actin cystoskeleton, and hence a perturbed 
actin cytoskeleton. Indeed, GalC plays a major role in the lateral membrane localization of  
MBP, i.e., antibody-mediated clustering of  GalC alters the distribution of  MBP and the actin 
cytoskeleton 80. Clearly, these considerations on the exact scenario of  events upon TNFα 
treatment leading to myelin membrane shortening warrants further investigations. 

Upon injury in healthy CNS, TNFα is only transiently secreted, and at those conditions its role is 
likely beneficiary for TNFR2-mediated OPC proliferation in relation to remyelination 293 and, as 
shown here, TNFR1-mediated remodeling of  existing myelin segments. However, in MS and 
other inflammatory demyelinating diseases, the level of  TNFα is persistently increased 323. 
Upon ‘natural’ remyelination, myelin sheaths are still in the process of  internodal elongation 
during axonal enwrapment and compaction 117. However, at disease conditions, reflected by 
the persistent presence of  TNFα, the described lateral reallocation of  myelin components in 
conjunction with the perturbed actin cystoskeleton might preclude the compaction of  newly 
formed myelin sheaths, thus contributing to remyelination failure when TNFα is present 
persistently. Indeed, our preliminary results suggest that TNFα treatment of  developing 
OLGs and myelinating cultures for 14 days exert similar effects as shown here for mature 
OLGs and myelinated cultures, further emphasizing the necessity to reduce TNFα-actions at 
later stages of  the remyelination process.  
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Supplementary Figure 1. TNFα is not toxic to mature oligodendrocytes 

Mature oligodendrocytes were left untreated (ctrl), or treated with 2, 20 or 200 ng/ml TNFα. After 3 days, LDH 
(A) and MTT (B) assays were performed. Each bar represent the mean + SD of the relative cytotoxicity (A) and 
viability (B) to untreated (ctrl) cells. Statistical analysis were performed with an one sample t-test.
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Supplementary Figure 2. TNFα treatment does not alter MBP protein and mRNA levels 

Mature oligodendrocytes were left untreated (ctrl), or treated with 20 ng/ml TNFα for 3 days. A, B) Cell lysates 
were analysed for protein levels of MBP and actin. Representative blots are shown (A). Expression of MBP, as a 
ratio of actin, was quantified relative to that of untreated cells (ctrl), which were set at 100% in each experiment 
(B). Each bar represent the mean + SD of 3 independent experiments. Statistical analysis were performed with 
an one sample t-test. C) Cells were subjected to real time qPCR analysis using specific primers for MBP isoforms 
with and without exon-II. mRNA expression was normalized to the house-keeping genes HMBS and HPRT1. Bars 
depict mean + SD of 3 independent experiments. Statistical analysis were performed with a one sample t-test. 
Note that upon 3 days exposure to TNFα the protein and mRNA levels of all MBP postnatal isoforms remain 
unaltered.
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Supplementary Figure 3. TNFα treatment appears not to affect the tubulin cytoskeleton 

Mature oligodendrocytes were left untreated (ctrl), or treated with 20 ng/ml TNFα. After 3 days, the tubulin 
cytoskeleton was visualized by immunocytochemistry (anti-β-tubulin). Scale bar is 20 µm.
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SUMMARY 

In the central nervous system (CNS), oligodendrocytes (OLGs) form myelin sheaths that 
are necessary for enwrapping axons, a prerequisite for the efficient propagation of  neuron-
mediated saltatory conduction of  impulses. Damage to OLGs or myelin, which simultaneously 
may affect the integrity of  axons, has deleterious consequences, as exemplified by the chronic 
demyelinating disease multiple sclerosis (MS). Specifically, the disease is characterized by 
inflammation, demyelination, failure of  remyelination, and axonal loss 1–3,5,6. As a consequence 
these patients usually suffer from typical features such as progressive disability of  mechanical 
functions and cognitive impairment. A detailed understanding of  extra- and intracellular 
molecular mechanisms that underlie the process of  myelination and its regulation, such as the 
biosynthesis and transport of  specific myelin membrane components to the myelin sheath, 
including signaling that may trigger these events, will be imperative in developing an effective 
therapy for demyelinating diseases, which is conspicuously lacking so far.

Myelination entails the biogenesis of  a membrane system that extends from the OLG plasma 
membrane, and eventually recognizes and enwraps axons. Important in this context is the 
emerging knowledge that OLGs should be considered as polarized cells, exposing two distinct 
surface membrane domains, i.e., the cell body plasma membrane and the myelin membrane. It 
is therefore anticipated that valuable mechanistic insight into the polarized nature of  OLGs in 
general, and myelin biogenesis in particular, might be derived from previous studies, focused 
on similarly polarized epithelial cells. In Chapter 1 the extent to which membrane polarity 
of  OLGs in terms of  trafficking and sorting mirrors that of  epithelial cells is highlighted. 
Current knowledge of  the trafficking of  several myelin specific proteins, including the major 
myelin proteins proteolipid protein (PLP) and myelin basic protein (MBP), and the role of  
myelin-enriched galactolipids as sorting platforms, is discussed, as well as the role of  additional 
molecular entities in sorting and trafficking, such as myelin and lymphocyte protein (MAL) 
and SNAREs, and their polarity-specific features. In particular, based on the functioning of  a 
common recycling endosomal system in epithelial cells, which is instrumental in the regulation 
and maintenance of  their polarity, we propose the potential involvement of  a similar system 
in OLGs. Among others this is inferred from studies on the transcytotic trafficking of  PLP 
from the cell body plasma membrane to the myelin membrane, a type of  trafficking already 
known from polarized trafficking and membrane maintenance in epithelial cells. 

In Chapter 2, we demonstrate that the t-SNAREs syntaxin 3 and 4 display a polarity-
specific distribution in (polarized) OLGs. Consistent with a typical polarized distribution in 
epithelial cells 176–178,200–202, syntaxin 3 localizes to the ‘apical-like’ cell body plasma membrane, 
while syntaxin 4 localizes near the ‘basolateral-like’ myelin membranes. Consistently, during 
OLG maturation, syntaxin 4 was upregulated, whereas syntaxin 3 levels remained constant. 
Lentiviral downregulation of  syntaxin 4 resulted in a complete eradication of  MBP protein 
expression. Remarkably, downregulation of  sheet-localized syntaxin 4 has little if  any effect 
on the vesicular delivery of  other myelin-directed proteins, including PLP, integrin α6, and 
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the viral model protein VSV G. Not unexpectedly, our findings indicate that the lack of  MBP 
expression upon syntaxin 4 downregulation is not related to defects in granule assembly 
or transport of  MBP mRNA per se. Rather, most interestingly, the data strongly favors 
the hypothesis that downregulation of  the syntaxin 4 machinery leads to a transcriptional 
suppression of  MBP mRNA. Taken the role of  syntaxin 4 in docking of  transport vesicles, 
a possible mechanism would be the necessity of  syntaxin 4 to deliver a (still unknown) 
component to the myelin membrane, that is crucial in initiating MBP mRNA transcription. 
In support of  this, we have shown that adding conditioned medium can rescue the effect of  
syntaxin 4 downregulation. So most excitingly, our data indicate the potential involvement of  
a syntaxin 4 dependent mechanism that likely plays a role in triggering an autocrine signaling 
pathway that initiated MBP transcription.

In an earlier study we demonstrated that transcytotic transport of  PLP, next to MBP the other 
major myelin resident protein, is a key element in the mechanism of  myelin assembly 7,9. PLP is 
transported to the myelin membrane in an indirect manner via the cell body plasma membrane, 
which relies on syntaxin 3 and proceeds via a transcytotic mechanism, mediated by sulfatide. 
This process is characterized by a dynamic, protein conformation-driven partitioning of  PLP 
into distinct membrane domains, thereby governing biosynthetic and transcytotic transport 
steps of  the protein, respectively. This transcytotic transport pathway may thus allow for a 
regulated timing of  PLP’s appearance in myelin membranes, thereby preventing premature 
compaction. To investigate the role of  proteins, capable of  regulating polarized trafficking in 
epithelial cells, we investigated in Chapter 3 the effect of  MAL, a well-known regulator of  
polarized transport in epithelial cells and expressed in OLGs after PLP, on PLP trafficking in 
OLGs. Our data suggest that MAL, rather than interfering with vesicular trafficking of  de novo 
synthesized PLP to the (apical) cell body membrane, controls the lateral segregation of  PLP 
into distinct membrane microdomains once myelin is formed, presumably by modulating in 
a competitive manner PLP’s interaction with the sphingolipid sulfatide. We propose that at 
such conditions, PLP may acquire direct access from the plasma membrane to the sheath via 
lateral diffusion, possibly avoiding in this manner increasingly frustrated vesicular transport 
into the sheath when myelin compaction is finalized. 

In the CNS, the extracellular matrix protein laminin-2, present on developing axons 99, is 
important in regulating MBP protein expression, and hence, OLG maturation 17,249,324. For 
example, laminin-2 is involved in mediating interactions between integrins and growth factors, 
initially localized in separate membrane microdomains, so-called lipid rafts, from where 
MBP translation is initiated 63,64,113. Galactosylceramide (GalC) and sulfatide are important 
constituents of  such microdomains, while sulfatide may also serve as a receptor for laminin-2. 
We examined the relevance of  these galactolipids in laminin-2-dependent OLG maturation, as 
reflected by MBP expression, in Chapter 4. Interruption of  laminin-2-sulfatide interactions 
impeded the expression of  MBP and the formation of  myelin membranes. Our data, 
based upon immunoprecipitation among other techniques, support a mechanism in which 
laminin-2 engagement facilitates lateral interactions between integrin α6β1 and sulfatide in 
membrane microdomains. This interaction likely provides a platform within the OLG plasma 
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membrane that enables interactions between PDGFαR and integrin α6. Therefore, given 
that activation of  integrin α6β1 initiates the translation of  MBP 17, sulfatide likely acts as 
a response modifier of  integrin signalling, leading to MBP expression. Consequently, any 
mechanism that disrupts laminin-2-sulfatide interactions might contribute to remyelination 
failure. Since aggregates of  fibronectin are capable of  impeding differentiation of  OPCs 
in demyelinated MS lesions 259, the effect of  fibronectin-galactolipid interactions on MBP 
expression was studied as well in Chapter 4. Interestingly, anti-sulfatide antibodies, but not 
anti-GalC antibodies promoted the formation of  MBP-positive myelin membrane formation 
on fibronectin. Of  particular interest for MS pathology is our observation that inhibition of  
morphological OLG differentiation by fibronectin dominated over the promoting potential 
of  laminin-2. In fact, our data indicate that fibronectin prevents sulfatide segregation and 
proper integration into membrane microdomains, thereby frustrating MBP expression on 
laminin-2. Hence, these findings may explain the quiescence of  OPCs in MS lesions, and 
rationalize the potential of  anti-sulfatide antibodies to trigger remyelination.

The level of  pro-inflammatory cytokine TNFα is elevated in MS lesions and contributes to 
MS pathology 21,22. Therefore, we examined in Chapter 5 the specific influence of  TNFα 
on OLG myelin maintenance, as studied in primary mature rat OLGs and myelinated 
cultures. Remarkably, in TNFα-treated myelinated cultures, the length of  the MBP-positive 
myelin segments, i.e., internodes, was reduced as compared to untreated cultures. In TNFα-
treated mature OLGs, MBP protein, but not its mRNA, was retracted from the myelin 
membranes towards the cell body and primary processes. This difference in localization was 
reversible upon removal of  TNFα, blocked in the presence of  an anti-TNFR1 antibody, 
and was not apparent with other pro-inflammatory cytokines (IFNγ, IL1β), thus highlighting 
the specificity of  TNFα. Our findings further revealed that a TNFα-induced reversible 
disorganization of  the actin cytoskeleton resulted in a redistribution of  MBP and GalC from 
actin-dependent to actin-independent membrane microdomains. This may indicate that 
continuous exposure to TNFα in MS lesions not only influences remyelination by targeting 
proliferation, differentiation and survival of  OPCs, as previously reported 293–298, but also 
alters the internodal length of  existing myelin by altering the actin cytoskeleton, causing a 
subsequent lateral relocalization of  MBP and GalC. Moreover, we anticipate that the in vivo 
significance of  these data may relate to a necessary flexibility of  existing myelin segments, 
when per demyelinated segment at least two newly formed but shorter myelin segments 
require integration within the demyelinated area of  the axon. In order to do so, the existing 
myelin segments have to decompact, which can be accomplished by disruption of  the actin 
cytoskeleton and retraction of  MBP to non-compacted areas. 
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PERSPECTIVES

The work presented in this thesis underlines the polarized nature of  OLGs, and the 
importance of  correct trafficking of  myelin components, including its regulation by internal 
and external cues, for myelination to occur. Future research should link the (dys)regulation 
of  polarized trafficking to (re)myelination defects in demyelinating diseases, such as MS. For 
example, of  interest in this regard would be the identification of  the molecular factor(s) 
that is (are) secreted via the syntaxin 4-mediated SNARE machinery, and which initiates 
MBP, but not PLP mRNA transcription. In fact, since MBP expression is imperative for 
myelination to occur 204, identification of  this specific factor may provide a means to promote 
myelination in MS lesions. It is tempting to suggest that the absence of  MBP, as a result of  
syntaxin 4 downregulation, might perturb the ability of  OPCs to properly polarize. This 
notion would be in line with similar observations reported for MDCK cells, where disruption 
of  the basolateral targeting signal of  syntaxin 4 leads to the inability of  MDCK cells to 
establish a polarized morphology 178,202. Accordingly, a polarized morphology might thus be 
necessary to trigger MBP transcription. Given that the myelin-enriched lipids GalC and its 
derivative, sulfatide, are expressed prior to the expression of  MBP, we anticipate a role for 
these lipids in MBP protein expression. Indeed, preliminary qPCR analysis show that MBP 
mRNA levels are significantly increased in the OLG-derived progenitor cell line, OLN-93, 
engineered to only express GalC (unpublished observations). Moreover, GalC transport 
to the plasma membrane is prevented upon syntaxin 4 downregulation, indicating that the 
galactolipid might be a crucial component of  the membrane and a key player in establishing 
membrane polarity.

Consistent with the polarized nature of  OLGs, we have previously shown that transcytotic 
transport of  the other major myelin resident protein, PLP, mediated by syntaxin 3 and 
sulfatide, is a key element in the mechanism of  myelin assembly 7. This transcytotic transport 
pathway may allow for a regulated timing of  PLP’s appearance in myelin membranes, thereby 
preventing premature and ectopic compaction. Intriguingly, when, in the frame of  the 
work presented in this thesis, the localization of  syntaxin 3 was examined in cells grown on 
laminin-2, i.e., when myelin membrane formation is more extensive than in cells cultured 
on the inert substrate poly-L-lysine (PLL), it became apparent that syntaxin 3 relocalized 
preferentially towards the myelin membrane, like syntaxin 4. This may suggest that as a 
function of  time and upon myelin maturation, syntaxin 3 mediated transport of  PLP to the 
plasma membrane may be altered. Indeed, our data in Chapter 3 revealed that the MAL 
proteolipid, which is expressed after myelin membrane synthesis, redirects PLP transport 
from a transcytotic route to a ‘direct’, vesicle-independent transport route, by exerting control 
on the membrane microdomain localization of  PLP upon its biosynthesis. Such a direct 
transport route, implying PLP transport by lateral diffusion between the apical-like plasma 
membrane and the maturing basolateral myelin membrane, is more efficient during myelin 
maintenance and protein turnover, since it does not require vesicular transport, as in apical to 
basolateral transcytosis. Hence, MAL interferes with membrane polarity, and in this context 
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it is of  interest that a regulatory link appears to exist between MAL and GalC expression 162–164, 
further emphasizing the role of  galactolipids in the expression and trafficking of  the structural 
major myelin components MBP and PLP. Interestingly, Genome Wide Association Studies 
have identified galactosylceramidase, involved in the lysosomal degradation of  GalC, as an 
MS susceptibility gene 325,326, implying that perturbed GalC levels may result in remyelination 
defects in MS. Further investigations, addressing issues as to whether MAL is expressed earlier 
on laminin-2 than on PLL, and whether its expression may interfere with the localization of  
syntaxin 3 and 4, would be of  interest.

Parameters that drive the polarization of  OLGs in vivo are still unknown. Several (in vitro) 
studies have shown that distinct extracellular cues can modulate cell polarity development. 
Evidently, a critical step in OLG polarization during developmental myelination is its initial 
interaction with an axon, which further paves the way for segregation of  the cell body plasma 
membrane and myelin membrane (extending from the tip of  a primary process). For the 
correct timing of  subsequent axonal myelination a careful balance between axonal-derived 
activators, such as laminin-2 and L1, and clearance of  inhibitory axonal signals of  OLG 
differentiation, such as galectin-4, PSA-NCAM and Jagged, is essential. Likely these axon-
derived signals are also involved in the establishment and/or maturation of  OLG polarity. In 
this thesis, we showed that MBP expression and OLG maturation on laminin-2 is dependent 
on sulfatide. Of  note, syntaxin 4 and MBP mRNA are present in sulfatide-devoid OLGs that 
are cultured on laminin-2 (unpublished observations). Since sulfatide expression precedes the 
establishment of  axonal contact-dependent signals, its interaction with axonal laminin-2 might 
thus act as a focal point in OLG-axon adhesion that controls the asynchronous, localized 
differentiation and polarization of  OLGs. Consequently, any event that interferes with 
laminin 2-sulfatide interaction, as is likely the case in MS, might contribute to remyelination 
failure. Indeed, the microenvironment encountered by OLGs in an MS lesion differs from 
that during development or upon demyelination in control (healthy) white matter, thereby 
constituting a basis for OLG polarity impairment, and hence remyelination failure. The 
persistent presence of  inflammatory mediators, such as TNFα 294,327, and the extracellular 
matrix (ECM) substrate fibronectin 259 in MS lesions, impedes remyelination. TNFα-exposure 
of  mature OLGs results in retraction of  MBP from the myelin membranes towards the cell 
body and primary processes, an induced reversible disorganization of  the actin cytoskeleton, 
and a redistribution of  MBP and GalC from actin-dependent to actin-independent membrane 
microdomains (Chapter 5). In preliminary experiments, in which OPCs were treated with 
TNFα, myelin-like membrane formation was inhibited, which may reflect a defect in OLG 
polarity development. Of  particular interest for clarifying MS pathology is our observation 
that inhibition of  morphological OLG differentiation by fibronectin dominated over the 
promoting potential of  laminin-2 (Chapter 4). Likely fibronectin interferes with OLG polarity 
establishment, as fibronectin inhibits myelin membrane-directed vesicular trafficking 19 and 
prevents sulfatide segregation to membrane microdomains (Chapter 4), emphasizing the 
importance of  MS-related changes in myelin directed transport. Therefore, these findings 
may explain the quiescence and absence of  polarity development in OPCs in MS lesions, 
and the potential of  anti-sulfatide antibodies to trigger remyelination. However, anti-sulfatide 
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antibodies inhibit myelin membrane formation in cultures grown on physiological (‘healthy’) 
laminin-2 (Chapter 3), thus displaying the undesirable potential to induce demyelination 
in healthy white matter. Therefore, the development of  modified anti-sulfatide antibodies, 
capable of  inducing ECM-independent remyelination is required. 

Taken together, in generating a myelin membrane, OLGs acquire a polarized phenotype, 
whereby the myelin membrane in cultured OLGs is served by a ‘basolateral-like’ and the 
cell body plasma membrane by an ‘apical-like’ transport mechanism, reflected by the distinct 
localization of  syntaxin 3 and syntaxin 4, and the regulation by galactolipids. This specific 
polarized distribution seems less apparent in more mature myelinating cells, in which 
alternative transport pathways of  myelin components may occur, possibly by lateral diffusion 
when myelin compaction progresses, as shown by PLP transport upon MAL expression. In 
this context further examination of  the polarized nature of  OLGs and the similarity with 
mechanisms reported in polarized epithelial cells, including the existence and potential role of  
a common recycling endosomal system, is of  major interest. This also holds for the need of  
acquiring a better understanding of  the composition of  membrane microdomains containing 
GalC and/or sulfatide, and the formation of  signalling platforms to initiate myelination and 
the proper trafficking of  myelin components to the myelin compartment. This knowledge 
will also be imperative for devising therapeutic means to induce OPC polarity to overcome 
remyelination failure in MS lesions.  
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MEER INZICHT IN DE OORZAAK VAN MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS; 
DE MOLECULAIRE MECHANISMEN DIE DE AANMAAK VAN MYELINE REGULEREN

Multiple Sclerose (MS) is een ziekte met een grillig verloop dat gekenmerkt wordt door 
uitval van zintuigelijke waarnemingen en bewegingsfunctie. Het verloop per individu is 
zeer uiteenlopend, maar bestaat veelal uit periodes van aanvallen (relapses of  schubs) met 
klinische achteruitgang, afgewisseld met periodes van (symptomatische) rust en zelfs herstel. 
De symptomen van MS worden veroorzaakt doordat zenuwimpulsen van en naar de hersenen 
en het ruggenmerg niet goed via de zenuwuitlopers (‘axonen’) worden doorgegeven omdat de 
isolerende laag, het myeline omhulsel, is beschadigd. De myelineschede, bestaande uit veelal 
vetten, heeft een elektrisch isolerende werking, waardoor de zenuwimpulsen kunnen ‘springen’ 
van open plek naar open plek, dat wil zeggen myeline-vrije gebieden op de zenuwuitloper, 
de zogenaamde knopen van Ranvier (Figuur 1A). Op deze wijze kunnen de zenuwsignalen 
snel en energetisch efficiënt over grotere afstanden over de axonen doorgegeven worden. Bij 
MS raakt deze myelinelaag echter beschadigd en afhankelijk van waar in de hersenen en/of  
het ruggenmerg het myeline wordt aangetast, openbaart zich dit als uitval van bijvoorbeeld 
spierfuncties, het zicht of  sensorische functies. De plaats waar de beschadiging is opgetreden 
noemt men een laesie. In vroege stadia van MS kan het beschadigde myeline in een laesie zich 
nog wel herstellen doordat voorloper cellen (OPCs) die in de hersenen aanwezig zijn, een 
nieuwe myelineschede aanmaken. In latere stadia van MS treedt dit herstel echter niet meer 
op omdat de voorlopercellen geen nieuw myeline meer aanmaken. Uiteindelijk raakt ook de 
zenuwuitloper zelf  beschadigd door langdurig ‘blootliggen’.

Ondanks de prevalentie en impact van een ziekte als MS is de precieze oorzaak (nog) niet bekend 
en is de therapie die op dit moment wordt toegepast uitsluitend gericht op het voorkomen van 
verdere klinische achteruitgang en niet zozeer op het herstel van eerder opgelopen schade. Om 
te begrijpen waarom myeline niet altijd opnieuw kan worden aangemaakt in MS laesies is het 
belangrijk te weten hoe de myelinemembranen in normale situaties worden gevormd. Immers, 
door te weten op welke wijze de essentiële myeline componenten worden aangeleverd en ter 
plekke worden samengevoegd, kan er ook gezocht worden naar manieren om deze processen te 
verbeteren in de laesies. Het is ook van groot belang om inzicht te krijgen in hoe dit transport en 
assemblage proces van buiten de cel gestimuleerd zou kunnen worden en welke rol zenuwen en 
ontstekingsreacties in dat proces (kunnen) spelen. Hiermee zouden nieuwe manieren gevonden 
kunnen worden om de her-aanmaak van myeline actief  te beïnvloeden. Daarom wordt er in dit 
proefschrift onderzoek gedaan naar factoren die een rol spelen in de (her)aanmaak van myeline. 
 
In de hersenen en het ruggenmerg wordt de myelineschede geproduceerd door 
oligodendrocyten. Oligodendrocyten zijn een bepaald type hersencellen die lange uitlopers 
maken die bij contact met een axon zich meerdere malen om het axon wikkelen en zo de 
myelineschede vormen (Figuur 1B). De myelineschede heeft een unieke samenstelling en 
bevat een aantal specifieke myeline eiwitten en lipiden. De belangrijkste myeline eiwitten 
zijn het proteolipid protein (PLP) en myelin basic protein (MBP), die ervoor zorgen dat 
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de windingen van het myeline strak om het axon liggen (Figuur 1C). Belangrijke lipiden 
(vetachtige stoffen) zijn de glycosphingolipiden galactosylceramide en sulfatide. Alle hiervoor 
genoemde eiwitten en lipiden zijn essentiële componenten voor het correct functioneren van 
het myeline en daarmee voor het efficiënt doorgeven van de zenuwimpulsen. Het myeline 
wordt dus gevormd door de uitlopers van de oligodendrocyt die verrijkt zijn in PLP, MBP 
en glycosphingolipiden, dit in tegenstelling tot het cellichaam van de oligodendrocyt, waar 
deze myeline-specifieke componenten in mindere mate of  niet voorkomen. Cellen met twee 
functioneel verschillende en aan het celoppervlak geëxposeerde membraan domeinen worden 
ook wel gepolariseerde cellen genoemd. De oligodendrocyt is daar een voorbeeld van, omdat 
het enerzijds een plasmamembraan bezit rondom het cellichaam en anderzijds de myeline 
membraan als uitstulping daarvan, die zich windt rondom het axon. Oligodendrocyten zijn 
echter niet de enige gepolariseerde cellen in het lichaam. Een veel bestudeerde gepolariseerd 

Myelineschede

Knoop van Ranvier

Kern

Oligodendrocyt

Axon

1 2 3

A

B C

PLP

MBP

Figuur 1. De myelineschede rondom een axon (‘zenuwuitloper’) wordt gevormd door oligodendrocyten

A) De myelineschede omhult het axon, met op regelmatige afstand insnoeringen, de knopen van Ranvier, waar 
de zenuwimpulsen over doorgegeven worden. B) De myelineschede wordt gevormd door lange uitlopers van 
oligodendrocyten die zich meerdere malen dicht om een axon wikkelen. C) Belangrijke eiwitten in myeline, 
MBP en PLP, zorgen voor het dicht tegen elkaar ‘aanplakken’ van de binnen- en buitenkant van de uitlopers 
van de oligodendrocyt.
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celtype is de epitheelcel, onder andere te vinden in nier, darm en huid. De twee verschillende 
membraanoppervlakken van gepolariseerde epitheelcellen worden aangeduid met de termen 
apicaal en basolateraal membraan (Figuur 2A). Het transport van eiwitten en lipiden naar deze 
verschillende typen membranen vindt plaats via specifieke transportroutes binnen de cel. In 
eerder uitgevoerd onderzoek is het gepolariseerde karakter van oligodendrocyten onderzocht, 
waaruit bleek dat ook in oligodendrocyten een soort apicale en basolaterale membranen en 
de daarbij behorende transportroutes voorkomen. Daarbij is vastgesteld dat de aanvoer van 
myeline componenten een basolateraal karakter heeft. 
 
Daarom verwachten we dat we waardevol mechanistisch inzicht kunnen krijgen in de aard van 
de polarisatie van de oligodendrocyt door te kijken naar eerdere studies, gericht op soortgelijk 
gepolariseerde epitheelcellen, en waarvan we verwachten dat die kennis zal kunnen bijdragen tot 
een beter begrip van de vorming van myeline. In hoofdstuk 1 wordt dan ook een gedetailleerde 
literatuurstudie beschreven om inzicht te krijgen in hoeverre de membraanpolariteit van 
oligodendrocyten qua transportroutes lijkt op die van epitheelcellen. In dit hoofdstuk wordt 
besproken wat er tot nu toe bekend is over de transportroutes van de belangrijkste myeline 
eiwitten PLP en MBP, en de rol van de in myeline verrijkte galactolipiden galactosylceramide 
en sulfatide als ‘sorteerders’ van andere myeline componenten. Maar ook de rol van andere, 
al bekende ‘sorteerders’, zoals myeline and lymphocyte protein (MAL) en SNAREs en hun 
mogelijke rol in polariteit wordt geïnventariseerd. In het bijzonder stellen we hier voor dat, op 
basis van de werking van een ‘common recycling endosome’ in epitheelcellen dat belangrijk 
is voor de instandhouding van hun polariteit, er mogelijk ook een soortgelijk systeem in 
oligodendrocyten functioneert. Dit wordt mede ondersteund door data omtrent het bestaan van 
een transcytotische route voor PLP, dat wil zeggen een route van het cellichaam plasmamembraan 
naar het myeline membraan. Dit type transport is ook beschreven voor gepolariseerd transport 
en membraanonderhoud, zoals dat wordt aangetroffen in epitheelcellen. 

Hierna hebben we verder onderzocht hoe de genoemde processen in de oligodendrocyt werken. 
Hiervoor zijn experimenten uitgevoerd met in kweek gebrachte (rat) oligodendrocyten en soms 
ook met zenuwcellen (neuronen). Oligodendrocyten, gegroeid zonder axonen (neuronen), 
kunnen hun uitlopers nergens omheen wikkelen, maar maken in plaats daarvan een niet-opgerold 
membraanoppervlak, dat verder alle gelijkenis vertoont met het natuurlijk myeline membraan. 
Dat wil zeggen, in dit membraan bevinden zich alle componenten (eiwitten en lipiden) die ook 
in aanwezigheid van zenuwcellen naar de myelineschede zouden worden getransporteerd. 

In hoofdstuk 2 hebben we hiermee laten zien dat de t-SNAREs syntaxine 3 en 4, ankereiwitten 
in transportprocessen, een polariteit-specifieke verdeling in (gepolariseerde) oligodendrocyten 
vertonen. Consistent met de gepolariseerde distributie in epitheelcellen, lokaliseert syntaxine 
3 aan het 'apicaal-achtige' cellichaam plasmamembraan, terwijl syntaxine 4 lokaliseert in de 
buurt van het 'basolateraal-achtige' myeline membraan (Figuur 2 A en B). Wanneer de aanmaak 
van syntaxin 4 in voorlopercellen van oligodendrocyten wordt geblokkeerd, kan er geen MBP 
eiwit meer worden aangeleverd, omdat de aanmaak van MBP mRNA stopt. Daarentegen 
veranderden andere myeline-gerichte eiwitten, waaronder PLP, integrine α6 en het virale 
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model eiwit VSV G, niet in locatie of  hoeveelheid. Deze gegevens wijzen dan ook sterk op de 
hypothese dat het uitschakelen van syntaxine 4 leidt tot een ogenschijnlijk specifieke transcriptie 
onderdrukking van MBP mRNA. Als we dan kijken naar de functie van syntaxine 4, namelijk het 
op een specifieke plek laten ‘aanleggen’ van transportblaasjes (Figuur 2), dan is een mechanisme 
waarbij syntaxine 4 nodig is om een transportblaasje met een nog onbekend component af  
te leveren waarschijnlijk. We hebben dan ook laten zien dat door het weer toevoegen van die 
uitgescheide stof, door middel van geconditioneerd medium van controle cellen, het effect van 
het uitschakelen van syntaxine 4 opgeheven kan worden. Op deze manier is syntaxine 4 dan ook 
essentieel bij de autocriene regulering van MBP productie.

In andere eerdere studies is aangetoond dat PLP via transcytotisch transport van het cellichaam-
plasmamembraan naar het myelinemembraan wordt vervoerd. Dit proces is afhankelijk van 
syntaxine 3 en onder invloed van het sphingolipide sulfatide vindt een conformatie verandering in 
het PLP plaats. Dit ‘signaal’ lijkt er voor te zorgen dat het PLP van het cellichaam plasmamembraan 
naar het myeline membraan wordt gebracht. Met andere woorden, dit transcytotisch vervoer 
kan dus zorgen voor een gereguleerde timing van PLP's verschijning in het myeline membraan, 
waardoor voortijdige ‘verdichting’, wat transport-belemmerend zou kunnen werken, wordt 
voorkomen. Om de rol van ‘sorterende’ eiwitten hierbij te onderzoeken op gepolariseerd 
transport, onderzochten we in hoofdstuk 3 het effect van MAL, een bekende regulator van 

Figuur 2. De polarisatie van epitheelcellen en oligodendrocyten vertoont overeenkomsten

A) Epitheelcellen vertonen verschillen in opbouw van één kant van de cel en de andere kant, ook wel 
aangeduid als apicaal en basolateraal. Ook de ankereiwitten syntaxin 3 en syntaxin 4 bevinden zich specifiek 
in respectievelijk het apicale dan wel basolaterale membraan. B) Oligodendocyten vertonen ook verschillen 
in opbouw van membranen, het cellichaam membraan versus het myeline membraan, en ook hier vinden we 
dat de ankereiwitten syntaxin 3 en syntaxin 4 zich in specifieke delen bevinden. Syntaxin 3 bevindt zich in het 
cellichaam membraan en syntaxin 4 in het myelinemembraan.
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gepolariseerd transport in epitheelcellen en ook aanwezig in volwassen oligodendrocyten, op PLP 
transport. Onze gegevens suggereren dat MAL niet zozeer het eiwitvervoer in transportblaasjes 
(‘vesicle’) van nieuw gesynthetiseerd PLP beïnvloedt, maar dat MAL de laterale scheiding van 
PLP in afzonderlijke membraan microdomeinen regelt, waarschijnlijk door het moduleren van 
interacties van PLP met het sphingolipide sulfatide, waardoor PLP direct, dat wil zeggen niet 
verpakt in een transportvesicle, naar het myelinemembraan kan diffunderen. Wij stellen dan 
ook voor dat in volwassen oligodendrocyten MAL er voor zorgt dat PLP directe toegang tot het 
myelinemembraan heeft via laterale diffusie en niet meer via de ingewikkelder transcytotische 
route. 

De vetachtige stof  sulfatide is belangrijk voor de aanmaak van MBP in de aanwezigheid van 
laminine-2, een signaalstof  afkomstig van zenuwen, en zodoende ook voor rijping van de 
oligodendrocyt. Zo is laminine-2 betrokken bij de interacties tussen integrines en groeifactoren, 
die zich aanvankelijk in afzonderlijke membraan microdomeinen bevinden en die, als ze samen 
komen, de vertaling van MBP mRNA initiëren. Galactosylceramide en sulfatide zijn belangrijke 
bestanddelen van dergelijke microdomeinen, terwijl sulfatide ook kan dienen als een receptor 
voor laminine-2. We onderzochten in hoofdstuk 4 de relevantie van deze galactolipiden in 
laminine-2-afhankelijke rijping van de oligodendrocyt, en specifiek de expressie van MBP. Het 
verstoren van laminine-2-sulfatide interacties belemmert de expressie van MBP en de vorming 
van myeline membranen. Aangezien aggregaten van fibronectine, een signaalstof  aanwezig in 
MS laesies, maar niet in gezonde gedeeltes van de hersenen, de differentiatie van voorlopercellen 
van de oligodendrocyt kunnen belemmeren, werd het effect van fibronectine-galactolipide 
interacties op MBP ook bestudeerd in hoofdstuk 4. Hieruit bleek dat fibronectine sulfatide 
op een verkeerde plek in het membraan plaatst, waardoor de heraanmaak van myeline wordt 
verstoord. Belangrijk is ook onze waarneming dat de remming van de morfologische differentiatie 
van oligodendrocyten door fibronectine domineert over de differentiatie-bevorderende effecten 
van laminine-2. Dit zou kunnen verklaren waarom voorlopercellen van de oligodendrocyt in MS 
laesies nieuw myeline niet meer aanmaken en biedt mogelijkheden als aangrijpingspunt voor 
therapie.

De hoeveelheid van de pro-inflammatoire cytokine TNFα is verhoogd in MS-laesies en draagt 
bij aan MS pathologie. Daarom hebben we in hoofdstuk 5 onderzocht wat de specifieke 
invloed van TNFα is op oligodendrocyten en myelinevorming. We tonen aan dat in met TNFα-
behandelde volledig ontwikkelde oligodendrocyten het MBP eiwit zich terugtrekt uit de myeline 
membranen richting het cellichaam. Ook in met TNFα-behandelde gemyeliniseerde axon 
kweken was verschil te zien in de lengte van de MBP-positieve myeline segmenten, namelijk dat 
myeline segmenten korter waren in vergelijking met onbehandelde culturen. Dit kan worden 
verklaard doordat TNFα zorgt voor een desorganisatie van het actine cytoskelet (het geraamte 
van een cel) en dit leidt tot een herverdeling van MBP en galactolipiden van actine-afhankelijke 
naar actine-onafhankelijke membraan microdomeinen. In het kader van MS kan dit betekenen 
dat continue blootstelling aan TNFα in MS-laesies het in stand houden van myeline bemoeilijkt, 
bovenop het al aangetoonde negatieve effect van TNFα op differentiatie en overleving van 
voorlopercellen van de oligodendrocyt. 
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Alhoewel de in dit proefschrift beschreven bevindingen bijdragen aan het begrip van het 
mechanisme van myelinisatie is vervolgonderzoek zeker nodig. Een verdere karakterisering van 
de polarisatie van oligodendrocyten en ook de rol van de myeline-lipiden galactosylceramide 
en sulfatide op de sortering en transport van de myeline eiwitten dienen verder te worden 
onderzocht. Verondersteld mag worden dat deze kennis meer inzicht zal geven over de manier 
waarop het myeline wordt gevormd en hoe dit proces kan worden bevorderd. Deze inzichten 
zullen bijdragen aan het ontwikkelen van therapieën die mogelijkerwijs een demyeliniserende 
ziekte als MS kunnen remmen en/of  genezen.
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